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· .·,·Rain, rain, rain 
Thursday will be rainy, 
windy and coldeIA high 
in the mid Sus. 
B to approve cuts 
The Apportionment 
oard will hold final delib-
rations to approve six 
ards' 1989-90'budgets of 
hi ch $41,63 7 has been 
roposed to be cut. 
AB will meet at 7 p.m. 
hursday in the Union 
ddition Arcola-Tuscola 
oom. 
AB, which allocates stu-
nt fees to six boards, had 
$38,448 deficit the board 
d to overcome. 
The total projected 
ount of student fees is 
378,501 - with a total stu-
ent fee request of 
416,949. Students pay 
18.50 per semester in stu-
nt activity fees. 
"It's good that we (AB) 
im the budgets down," 
ding that all the cuts are 
ecessary, said Tim 
orman, financial vice 
esident. ·' 
Deletions of $3, 189 
xceeds the six boards bud-
just to cut," Gorman said. 
AB said all boards which 
include AB, Student 
Senate, Players, Student 
Publications, Sports and 
Recreation and University 
Board, were asked which 
areas could be cut if need 
be. 
UB had the most, 
$19,231, cut from their 
budget. UB consists of 15 
committees, 12 of which 
had budget cuts. 
Gorman said UB was the 
major discussion when 
deliberating budgets 
because student attendance 
at the shows UB brings to 
campus is usually poor. 
Student apathy is not the 
major reason of low atten-
dance however, Gorman 
said. "The biggest problem 
is that about 85 percent of 
students work and don't 
have time to attend those 
(UB sponsored) shows," 
However, UB 
Coordinator Melissa 
Boehm said she thinks stu-
dent apathy is the issue and 
will try to improve \t next 
year. She added that the 
cuts Will be "a disservice to 
the students because they 
deserve quality program-
ming and that does take a 
. substantial amount of 
money." 
Boehm said she feels the 
Human Potential 
Committee will be the one 
to suffer most from their 
$2,700 cut. The money was 
cut from promotions, enter-
tainers and performers. 
Human Potential request-
ed $12,040 in student activ-
ity fees, up $1,420 from 
last year's $10,620. 
The committee works 
with minorities to bring tal-
ent to campus. Illinois Poet 
Laureate Gwendolyn 
Brooks, who visited 
Eastern Wednesday night, 
was one of the many events 
sponsored by this commit-
tee, Boehm said. 
AB also cut $'14,616 
from the Sports and 
Recreation Board's pro-
Baby bunny bill 
Weaver introduces a bill that will protect 
baby bunnies from being mistreated. 
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JE...;FER KRYCAr!ft. tographer 
Poet Qwendolyn Brooks shares poems,and feelings with an audience at UB onsore d 
lecture Wednesday mgTii in the Union Grand Ballroom. 
Poet -gets ovation 
By VALERIE HANCOCK 
Staff writer 
Pulitzer Prize winner Gwendolyn 
Brooks received a standing ovation from a 
crowd of nearly 200 Eastern students 
Wednesday evening. 
Brooks appeared as the keynote speaker 
for Women's History and Awareness 
Month. She read and explained her feelings 
and thoughts that went into her writing. 
Brooks shared with the crowd several 
selections from her first book A Street in 
Bronzeville to her most recent effort 
Winnie. Brooks explored a number of vari-
ou~ subjects from experiences on an 
Amtrak train, to the problem of abortion 
and the trouble in South Africa. 
By request of the late Chicago Mayor 
Richard Daley, Brooks composed a poem 
for the installation of the Chicago Picasso 
in 1967. Brooks said she listened to what 
the people of Chicago were saying about 
the art work and wrote the poem based on 
their views. 
Brooks chose not to read the 1967 poem, 
but decided to read the 1986 anniversary 
poem she wrote. In the updated poem, 
Brooks chose to focus on the perspective of 
what the Picasso would tell observers. 
"When you get to be my age you, know 
there is a lot to cherish," Brooks.said. She 
expressed this thought when explaining her 
poem concerning the growing problem of 
suicide in the United States. 
She shared her views on love and mar-
riage by saying "you can live a very nutri-
tous life whatever you decide to do." 
enate ~pproves referendums for ballot 
y RUDY NOWAK ~bers, the Faculty Senate appoints power over to the Student Senate. "Student Publications is a very the other university boards, in 
overnment editor two members and President Stan "I want to make it clear that complex board and unlike any which the senate selects all stu-
Student Senate passed two 
otions Wednesday to place ref-
endums on the April 19 ballot 
iving senate authority to appoint 
II student members of the 
tudent Publications Board and to 
ovide the Apport10nmenTBoard 
ith the jurisdiction to approve 
hanges in prices proposed by 
dent fee funded boards. 
Currently, the senate has the 
wer to appoint three students to 
e Pub Board. Eastern's chapter 
f the Society for Collegiate 
urnalists appoints three mem-
Rives appoints two professionals this bill is in the best interest of other board on campus and I per- dent representatives. 
to complete the make up of the the student body," Baldridge said. sonally don't feel that students Also speaking for SCJ was Jeff 
board. Senate member Brian should vote on something they Madsen, an SCI-appointed Pub 
However, the motion, intro- Moushon reminded the senate really don't understand," Downs Board member. Madsen said he 
duced by senator Jennifer that in 1981-82 the senate had said. felt that since SCJ members are 
Baldridge, met opposition from control of the student appointees Downs added he thought the peo}'>le who work with the publi-
both senators and student mem- of the Pub Board, but the board board currently has the diversity cations every day, they should 
bers of the Pub Board before it lost its effectiveness because of needed to keep student interests know what is best for the boar9. 
was eventually approved. lack of attendance from senate well represented. After the final arguments were 
Baldridge, who said she intro- appointees. But Senate member Brett given by both sides, the issue was 
duced the referendum to restore Pub Board Chair Julie Gerber argued "student govern- put to vote and passed by the 
continuity to all of the student Copeland and Vice Chair Ed ment is not out to control Student majority of the senate. 
boards, explained the referendum Downs, who were appointed by Publications. Our motive is to Senate Speaker Jane Clark said 
would eliminate SCJ's power to the senate, had reservations about give the students a fair shake." she wasn't an advocate of this bill 
appoint members to the Pub the senate appointing all six stu- Gerber added that the Pub but has to go by what the senate 




Attempted ·hijack fails 
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - Two Czechoslovakian teen-
agers shot their way onto a jetliner Wednesday in Prague and ordered it 
to the United States, but tbe crew convinced them it couldn't fly that 
far and they gave up in Frankfurt. 
They surrendered when American military would not let them enter 
the U.S. Air Force base adjacent to Frankfurt's commercial airport. 
Police said no one was hurt and the incident ended peacefully less 
than three hours after its violent start in the Czechoslovakian capital, 
where nearly all passengers were freed. 
Witnesses at Ruzyne Airport in Prague said ·the teen-agers took a 
woman hostage, crashed through a glass wall of the VIP lounge, fired 
several shots and threatened a stewardess. 
Death sentenGes upheld 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - The death sentences and convictions of 
two Death Row inmates were upheld Wednesday by the Illinois 
Supreme Court, which set new execution dates for the men. 
Justices set May 10 as the date on which 23-year-old Mario Flores is 
to die for a gang-related shotgun killing in Chicago, and said 35-year-
old John Paul Phillips should die Sept. 19 for the 1981 strangulation 
killing of a Carbondale cocktail waitress. 
Those dates are almost certain to be delayed by further appeals, 
however. 
In the Phillips case, the court rebuffed defense lawyers' arguments 
that the testimony of the key prosecution witness-a convict to whom 
Phillips described the crimes-should be disregarded as unreliable. 
Commercial bank rescued 
WASHINGTON (AP)- Federal regulators said Wednesday they had 
seized control of most of MCorp, an $18 billion, Dallas-based bank 
holding company, pumping in $300 million in what will likely become 
the third largest. commercial bank rescue ever. 
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. packaged 20 MCorp sub-
sidiary banks into a new, government-owned institution with $15.4 bil-
lion in assets and $11.6 billion in deposits. Left alone were five still-
solvent subsidiary banks and a trust company. 
L. William Seidman, chairman of the FDIC, which insures cominer-
cial bank deposits up to $100,000, said the agency will seek buyers for 
the new institution. 
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Doctors help terminally -ill 
BOSTON (AP) - Doctors can 
ethically help terminally ill 
patients commit suicide by pre-
scribing sleeping pills or other 
drugs and telling them what dose 
will end their lives, a panel of 
prominent doctors concludes. 
Doctoi:s assisting patients in 
suicides "is certainly not rare," 
although they don't often talk 
about it, the group said. 
It added, however, that if doc-
tors ease the way for death by 
carefully attending to the comfort 
and dignity of their hopelessly ill 
patients, requests for suicide 
should be rare.' 
The suicide guidelines were 
part of a report outlining doctors' 
responsibilities toward their dying 
patients. Among other things, the 
paper urged doctors to give such 
patients as much pain medicine as 
they need to relieve their suffer-
ing, even if it hastens thier deaths. 
"We really think that the 
physician has a responsibility to 
be actively involved in creating 
an environment in which a peace-
ful death· can occur. "That does 
not just happen," said Dr. Sidney 
H.1 Wanzer, principal author of the 
report. 
The report, published in 
Thursday's New England Journal 
of Medicine, is the second from a 
12-member committee chaired by 
Dr, Daniel D. Federman of 
Harvard Medical School, former 
president . of the American 
College of Physicians. The com-
mittee was convened by the 
Society for the Right to Die, a 
New York-based group. 
Its first report, issues five years 
ago, also delt with the ethics of 
obeying patients' finial wishes, 
including removing feeding tubes. 
Some of its recommendations 
have since been widely adopted 
by doctors and col\flS. 
In the current report, the doc-
tors noted that while suicide is not 
a crime, many states have laws 
against helping {Yeople- eommit 
suicide. 
City could enforce drug tests 
CHICAGO (AP) - All city 
employees, from the mayor to file 
clerks, would be subjected to ran-
dom drug tests under an ordi-
nance proposed Wednesday by an 
alderman who said he'd be first in 
line to be tested . . 
The ordinance would cover the 
38,000 workers employed by the 
nation's third-largest city, said 
Alderman Joe Kotlarz, who 
planned to introduce the measure 
at Wednesday's City Council 
meeting. 
Kotlarz outlined his proposal 
the same day President Bush's 
chief spokesman said the drug 
problem in the United States is so 
pervasive that no one-not even 
employees of the White House 
complex-should be immune from 
mandatory testing. 
Dallas' City Council recently 
voted to approve drug testing for 
city employees, and several other 
U.S. cities-including Chicago-ran-
domly test police and fire depart-
ment employees. 
Kotlarz said his plan was 
prompted by general concern over 
the growing national problem of 
drug abuse, and by concerns 
voiced by some city commission-
ers about drug use by employees 
in their departments. 
He declined to name the com-
missioners and would not specu-
late on how widespread drug use 
might be among Chicago's 
municipal work force. 
Supreme Court rules On religion 
WASHINGTON (AP) - States 
may not deny unemployment ben-
efits to people who refuse to work 
on their Sabbath-even if the 
refusal is not based on a religious 
sect's doctrine, the Supreme 
Court said Wednesday in an 
Illinois caes. 
The court ruled unanimously 
that Illinois officials violated a 
Peoria man's religious freedom 
when denying him unemployment 
benefits. 
" I am thrilled," said William 
Frazee after learning of his legal 












In a series of previous deci-
sions, th.e justices had barred 
states from denying unemploy-
ment benefits · to people who 
refuse certain work because of 
religious scruples. 
But in all previous cases, the 
workers refusal was based on the 
teachings of an established reli-
gious group such as the Seventh-
day Adventists or the Jehovah's 
Witness. 
Writing for the court 
Wednedsay, Justice Byron R. 
White said the court's previous 
rulings never suggested that peo-
p le who refrain from work 
because of religious scruples are 
ineligible for unemployment ben-
efits unless they belong to a reli-
gious group that forbids such 
work. 
The ruling means, for example, 
that a Methodist or Roman 
Catholic might be eligible for 
unemployment benefits after 
refusing to work on Sunday even 
though neither church bars work 
on the Sabbath as part of its offi-
cial doctrine. 
Hey Kiddies 
Don't Miss Out 








3 little Kings 
. $1.25 
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Charleston government may be outdated 
By CATHY PODWOJSKI 
City editor 
Elections are less than a week 
away, and when the last vote is 
tallied and announced, Charleston 
will begin a new administration. 
But how effective that admin-
istration is depends as much on 
the elected officials as it does on 
the t)"pe of: overn-ment 
Charleston is ruled by. 
Charleston's form of city gov-
ernment, the commission fonn, is 
outdated and.used by less than 3 
percent of all municipalities in the 
United States, said Richard 
Goodrick, political science 
department chair. 
"It's sometimes called the 
'headless wonder' because the 
mayor is ceremonial; he has no 
veto," Goodrick said. 
The mayor rules along with 
four commissioners: public health 
and safety, finance, streets and 
improvements and public proper-
ty. Goodrick said although the 
mayor does not have a veto to 
voice his opinion, he is the "first 
among equals," and iP Charles~ 
heads the police departments and 
liquor commission. 
"There is no central authority 
or full-time authority," Goodrick 
said. "That's why they're looking 
for a city administrator." 
Present Mayor Choate may be 
a different situation, altogether 
though, Goodrick said. Because 
Choate is retired from Eastern. he 
Analysi~ 
· could spend a majority of his time 
at city hall, reducing the need for 
an administrator. -
"The city could definitely use 
one," Goodrick said. A city 
admiiii.Strator i sually someone 
specifically trained to manage a 
city, he added. 
While the commission fonn of 
government is institutionally a 
weak fonn, it can vary with the 
personality of its officials - as 
Goodrick said is the case with 
Charleston. 
"Choate had no tools (veto) to 
get things done, but he usually 
got his opinions across very 
effectively," Goodrick said. 
In addition to Choate, each of 
the four commissioners provided 
input from their position. 
Dick Corbin, as public proper-
ty commissioner, supervised and 
coordinated the city fire and 
ambulance departments · and 
building maintena..1ee. 
Corbin as well as the other 
commissioners basically headed 
the department which was actual-
ly run by the people within the 
department, Corbin said. 
Bruce Scism presently heads 
the public health and safety 
department which maintains the 
water and waste water treatment 
plants. 
Wayne Lanman is in charge of 
streets and improvements, while 
John Winnett oversees the finance 
department with the help of the 
city auditor. 
Winnett said no special qualifi-
cations are needed for any of the 
departments; the positions are 
chosen in order by the top vote 
getter in the election. 
While ·eiurrleston adheres to 
the usual commission-fonn stan-
dards, this form is not always 
effective - perhaps particularly in 
Charleston. "In Charleston, 
it's kind of status quo and main-
tains the city's normal status, 
although the officials have 
responded well in crisises such as 
the dam break," Goodrick said. 
Forum 'highlights 
e ense spending 
By MIKE TIERNEY 
Staff writer 
The U.S. Armed Forces needs 
support from as many people as 
possible to keep up on its national 
defense. 
That was the message Col. 
William Winters and Maj. Alan 
Thompson, members of the Air 
University Air Force National 
Security Briefing Team (NSBT), 
told to a group of about 125 stu-
dents and faculty members 
Wednesday. 
The forum began with a brief 
slide presentation on equipment 
used by the armed forces and was 
followed by a question and 
answer period. 
Contrary to popular belief, the 
United States has not been spend-
ing a lot of time and money in 
defense, Winters said. 
Another reason to keep up on 
national defense is to keep up 
with the security the Soviet Union 
has, the speakers said. 
Winters and Thompson said the 
United States spends 6 percent of 
its gross national product on 
defense, while the Soviet Union 
spends 15 percent to 17 percent of 
its gross national product on 
defense. 
The purpose of building a 
stronger national defense is not to 
be able to win a nuclear war, but 
to deter countries from attacking 
the United States and its allies, 
Winters said. 
"Countries will be deterred 
from attacking us if they know we 
have the capability to defend our-
selves and the will to carry out the 
defense," Winters added. 
JIM CARLSON I Staff photographer 
Col. ~qi Wqheq, cheif of Air University's Air Force National Security Briefing Team, talks about the U.S. 
"There has been a negative 
growth in defense in the last four 
years and possibly a fifth year," 
Winters said. He added that the 
armed forces has had to drop 
many servicemen in the past to 
get such necessities as gasoline 
and spare parts. 
With a strong defense, the 
United States can also protect its 
resources. Winters told the forum 
that 63 percent of the oil exported 
in the world comes from the 
Persian Gulf. The United States 
has been patrolling the Persian 
Gulf for decades, and with proper 
support, will continue to patrol it 
for many more, he said. RS'P~Q;;;J;'~~arygc~t~ 
UPI endorsement 
....... , 
By BOB SWINEY 
Administration editor 
The union that is the largest 
organization of faculty and aca-
demic staff in Illinois is already 
ndorsing a candidate for State 
Comptroller. 
University Professionals of 
inois announced this week that 
· will endorse Democrat Woods 
owman in the spring primary 
lection in 1990. ' 
UPI wants a candidate who 
derstands the problems facing 
ucation funding in the office, 
d has chosen Bowman as a 
precedent-setting endorse-
ent," according to UPI 
sident Mitchell Vogel. 
"We chose Bowman because 
e know who he is and he knows 
current conditions of educa-
n," Vogel said Tuesday. 
Democrat Roland Burris is the 
ent Comptroller. 
Bowman made a trip through 
inois Monday and met with 
ucation leaders throughout the 
state. Bowman will appear at 
Eastern later in the semester. 
"Bowman has been a friend of 
education and he seems to be 
very well informed with funding 
problems for education," said 
Jane Ozier, Eastern's UPI presi-
dent. 
Bowman is a resident of 
Evanston and is currently a state 
representative from the 4th dis-
trict and has been a member of 
the General Assembly for 12 
years. He has also served as 
chairman of the House 
Appropriations II Committee for 
six years. 
In a statement released this 
week, Bowman said he promises 
to make the State Comptroller's 
position the second highest in the 
state and improve Illinois' econo-
my by improving education. 
Vogel said Bowman is against 
tuition increases for students and 
wants to bring back the amount 
which should be funded for edu-
cation. 
~!~~~5):~~~~~:,~~"~:or child 
Staff writer C ~ and volunteer their time to go 
door to door. Volunteers will be 
Carman Hall residents will 
come together and donate 
money to help sponsor a young 
Philippine child at Carman 
Hall's Easter Hunt Saturday. 
Residents have been sponsor-
ing Maria Mae Besa Canoy, 4, 
since last spring, resident assis-
tant Terri Tumbarello said. 
Compassion International, the 
organization that hooks children 
up with sponsors, stated in a 
pamphlet that Maria lives with 
her family in the Philippines. 
Maria's mother does not 
work, and her father works 
when he can find employment. 
Maria is not presently attending 
school but does attend Sunday 
school regularly, the pamphlet 
continued. 
Carman Hall Resident 
Assistants Tumbarello, Lisa 
Keer and Carolyn Greinke orga-
nized this year's Easter Hunt to 
collect money for Maria. 
The money donated will help 
sponsor Maria for another year, 
Tumbarello said. Carman resi-
dressed in bunny costumes and 
will ask residents to donate $1 
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., 
Tumbarello said. 
It costs $21 a month to spon-
sor Maria for one year, 
Tumbarello said, giving Maria 
the chance to attend school, 
have decent clothing and pro-
vide health care. 
Last year, Carman Hall's 
Easter Hunt collected $248 - $6 
short of their goal, Tumbarello 
said. 
However, the Carman Hall 
Programming Board came to the 
rescue by donating the last $6 
needed to attain their goal, he 
said. 
This year's goal is to raise 
$300, Tumbarello said. T h e 
extra money will allow Carman 
to buy a birthday and Christmas 
gift for Canoy. 
Tumbarello said if every resi-
dent helps donate, Carman will 
be able to raise the money for 
Canoy. 
Carman Hall's Easter Hunt 
was formed last year by Rex 
Runds, a former associate coun-
selor at Carman, and J.D. Webb, 
a former resident assistant. 
"I would like to keep the pro-
gram running through the years 
and maybe one day have Maria 
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Textbook M 
rental sySfem 
has .its flaws 
Sometimes you just can't win them all. 
Eastern's textbook rental service system, 
one of the few textbook rental services in the 
state, is unique in that students are not 
required to shell out $1 50 each semester for 
textbooks. By spending only $55 a semester 
for a rental fee, the savings for students are 
substantial. 
However, the system appears to have 
some flaws. 
( Editorial) Since the textb~ks a~e pur-
\. chased by the university and 
then rented to students, facul-
ty members do not get the same discretion in 
choosing texts for their classes as they would 
at other universities. To quote Eastern's . 
Textbook Rental Service Policy, "basic text-
books adopted for courses are based on a 
departmental decision and approved by the 
department chairperson. In cases of multiple 
section courses, the same basic textbook 
must be used in all sections.'' 
And once a textbook is approved a.t · 
Eastern, it must be kept here for at least three 
years. 
Thus, those instructors who do teach multi-
ple-section courses are limited to textbook 
choices and cannot always secure a text they 
can tailor to their class. 
?ome argue students would be better off 
purchasing their own textbooks each 
semester, giving instructors more liberty to 
choose texts for their classes. ' 
We don't think so. 
The textbook rental service system is an 
admirable one, but it does need fine-tuning. 
First, instructors and academic departments 
should regularly communicate with the text-
book library if additional texts are needed or 
if a text needs to be replaced with an updat-
ed version. The Textbook Rental Service 
Policy allows certain courses (In which the 
course material constantly fluctuates) to 
approve new texts prior to the three-year 
term. The request simply needs the approval 
of the department's academic dean. 
Secondly, the textbook library, now under 
new directorship, should closely inventory its 
stock and determine which texts the universi-
ty has to distribute and determine if new 
texts need to be ordered. 
Maybe then, once both sides do a little 
housecleaning, we'll really know where the 
dirt is. 
Quote of the day ••• 
''Tbe foundation of every state is 
the education of its youth. 
Diogenes 
'' 
0' Connor sojourn forces thinking 
I had better tell you what I 
am writing about and why. 
Over spring break I decided 
not to go to sunny Florida, 
but instead I opted for a liter-
ary sojourn of sorts to • 
Middlesburg, Georgia. I tell 
you this not as some mlnl-
reve I a ti on of my avowed 
detestation of commercial-
ism, moreover this provides a 
backdrop for the results of 
what I thought would be a 
Kerouac-esque journey; how-
ever the trip I had was invari-
ably different. 
The goal of my self-proclaimed odyssey was to see 
where the great short story writer and novelist 
Flannery O'Connor lived and wrote, because after 
reading much of O'Connor's work I felt I knew her. It 
was with a clear-eyed intensity that O'Connor wrote 
about her land-about Georgia. It has been said that a 
place belongs to whoever wrote about it most, who-
ever made it come alive, and just as Kilamanjaro 
belonged to Ernest Hemingway, Georgia belonged to 
Flannery O'Connor. 
The signs and symbols of O'Connor's Georgia were 
around even In the modern day hedonism that sur-
rounds so much of the world we are forced to live In. 
The "artificial nigger" statues and the religious over-
tones were boundless In this land of the south. 
O'Connor would have been proud of the people that 
populate her state-they're living up to her expecta-
tions. 
But what troubled me about Mlddlesburg was only 
the beginning. Yes, it's true there is a Holiday Inn 
across the road from O'Connor's old homestead and 
yes, the Dairy Queen is just down the road, however 
once Inside the O'Connor compound one would 
slightly notice the sights and sounds of the commer-
cialism that runs amuck outside the wire fence and tall 
trees. 
O'Connor's home is no longer open as a tourist 
attraction, thankfully, and many "No Trespassing" . 
signs warned us to vacate the property at once. Not 
CoNFU~Et> 
--PSYCHE. MAloR 
(ARENYl~EV ALWAV~) · 
CONiEMPL.RflNG-
le.xr 6001( OPTIONS 
What do -you think? 
for us, we thought, we knew this woman would want 
us here, so trespass we did. It's sad to see the place, 
which as the desk clerk at the Holiday Inn told us Is 
"kept up by a black family," in such a rundown conclJ. 
tlon. Overgrown with underbrush, the house and the 
whole farm are In bad need of some repair. And any-
one familiar with O'Connor's work would be aghast to 
see the place where her peacocks roosted is all but 
demolished. 
After leaving O'Connor's house, we felt as if we 
hadn't had enough. We were moved-by some stroke 
of Infinite morbidity-to seek out her grave. This would 
prove to us, somehow, the finality of the situation we 
must've thought and off we went looking for the grave 
of a woman we never knew. We wanted to mourn. We 
were sorry. 
Sorry because we never met this woman we knew, 
and sorry her home, which was everything to her, was 
in such a shambles. At once we knew we should, 
must, find her grave. We were directed to the ceme-
tery by a local man who said he knew O'Connor's 
mother better than he knew Flannery. Still, he knew 
where she was buried and after a quick photo oppor-
tunity we were once again hot on the trail of this 
woman we felt we knew so well. 
As directions do sometimes, ours got muddled and 
we ended up in a cemetery on the wrong side of 
town. My friend was convinced that this was the 
place, though, and he spent an Inordinate amount ol 
time wandering through a cemetery I was sure 
Flannery O'Connor would never have been burled In 
because of Its location. I knew her well. With egg on 
our face, we returned to our friend for a re-working ol 
those directions to her grave. We would not give up. 
Eventually, through the help of a cemetery grounds 
keeper, we did find O'Connor's grave. My friends took 
pictures, one of them even suggested exhuming her 
body, but I looked at her grave quietly, serenely. Here 
was this woman who I had never met, but felt I knew 
intimately and as I looked at her gravestone I realized 
her name was Mary Flannery O'Connor. Sadly, I real-
ized I didn't know her that well after all. 
- Matt Mansfield is the associate neW.s editor and a 
guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Think twice about 
nuclear dumps 
Dear Editor; 
In 1954, Hollywood went to St. 
George, Utah, for the filming of 
" The Conquerer, " a film starring 
John Wayne, Susan Hayward, 
Agnes Moorehead and directed 
Dick Powell. Powell died in 1963, 
Hayward in 1975, Moorehead in 
1974 and Wayne in 1979. They aD 
had developed cancer, along with 
nearly half of the 220 other people 
who worked on the film, with half 
of that number already dead by 
1980. 
That film was shot just a few 
miles from Ground Zero of the 
Atomic Energy Commission's 
nuclear testing site. But the govern-
ment said everything was safe •. &» 
it must have been. Why else would 
they march American soldien 
through the fall-out? So, maybe 
was the 1950's and they didn't 
know better. Mayher they didn't 
know that St. George would devel-
op such a high rate of leuke · 
over the years. It couldn't be fall-
out that killed thousands of sheep. 
After all, everything was safe. The 
government said so. 
They also said Three Mile Island 
was safe. They still say it's safe. 
With its muted vegetation and high 
rate of cancer. But think of all the 
jobs. Right? 
No matter how much 
researchers say they know abo 
radiation, there always seems to be 
more· to learn. They also can't for-
get the biggest problem, the ele-
ment of human error. Whether 
dealing with reactors or nuclear 
dumps, there is always the element 
of human error. 
Anything can happen if humans 
are involved. So, when the govern-
ment says that a nuclear dump · 
your community is safe and · 
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FALL SEMESTER 1989 
Add and drop Fall classes in the University Ballroom from 8:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, August 23; from 1:00 until 4:00 p.m. on August 24 or 25. Submit drops to 
the representatives in the Ballroom during-Adds on August 23-35. The drop box outside 
the Registration Office will be open for drops 8:00-10:30 a.m. on Thursday, August 24, 
and Friday, August 25; and the drop box will be open after adds end August 25. 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT GRADING STATUS 
Credit/No Credit cards will be available outside the, Registration Office from August 21 
until Wednesday, September 6, 4:30 p.m. Completed cards should be put through the slot 
in the box by 4:30 p.m., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. 
AUDIT GRADING STATUS 
Obtain an audit card in the Registration Operations Room, complete it AND have it 
signed by the instructor of the class. Return the audit card to the Registration 
Office by 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, August 29. 
REFUNDS 
The deadline for cancelling Fall classes and receiving a full refund is Friday, August 18, 
3:00 p.m. The deadline for dropping classes and receiving a partial refund is Wednesday, 
September 6, 4:30 p.m.; a partial refund is all fees and tuition paid except insurance. 
The last day for a 50% refund upon WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY is Wednesday, 
September 20, 3:00 p.m.; 50% of all fees and tuition paid--except insurance--will be 
refunded. 
OVERLOAD FEES 
You will be assessed for EACH HOUR OVER 18 SEMESTER HOURS remaining on your Fall class 
schedule after Wednesday, September 6, 4:30 p.m. 
ACADEMIC LOAD . 
When enrolling or pre-enrolling, please observe the credit-hour limits as specified in 
the University catalog uader the heading "Academic Load.•• Exceptions to the specified 
limits must be in the form of an approved waiver from the dean of the appropriate' 
college and should be presented to the Dean, Student Academic Services, 116 Old Main, 
PRIOR to the beginning of the term for which the exception is to be granted. Waiver 
requests to exceed the 15-semester-hour limit for students on Academic Warning or 
Academic :erobation will NOT be approved. 
In the event of concurrent enrollment, students are cautioned that they must include 
all work at Eastern plus all work in which they are enrolled at other colleges or 
universities in determining class load. The total semester hours must not exceed the 
limits allowed at Eastern. Failure to abide by this regulation will result in the 
denial of credit for the transfer course or courses which, when added to the Eastern 
academic load, violate the prescribed load limits. 
FALL SEMESTER 1989 
Last Day for Full Tuition and Fee Refund • • • • • • • 
Early Graduate Registration. 
Central Registration • • • • 
Begin Late Registration Fee. 
First Class Day ••••••• 
Last Day to Submit Add Requests 
Last Day to Submit Audit Requests. 
Last Day to Apply or Reapply for Graduation. 
Labor Day Observance - No Classes • • • • • 
Last Day for Full Refund of Tuition and Fees 
(Except Insurance) • . . • • • • • • . • 
Last Day to Submit Credit/No Credit Requests 
Last Day for Course Withdrawal Without Grade 
Begin W Upon Course Withdrawal .• 
Last Day for 50% Refund of Tuition and Fees 
(Except Insurance) •. 
Last Day for Grade Appeal. 
Mid-'ferm 
Last Day for W Upon Course Withdrawal. 
Begin WP or WF Upon Course Withdrawal. 
Fall Recess • • • • • • • • • • 
Last Day to Withdraw Credit/No Credit Requests 























Thanksgiving Recess • • • • Nov 22 thru 26 
Last Class Day • 
Study Day • • • • 
Commencement • 
Final Examinations 









9 thru 14 
16 
ALL STUDENTS 
Be sure your name appears on the official tenth-day class roster for any class you 
attend. If your name does not appear on the tenth-day class roster, contact the 
Registration Office IMMEDIATELY. 
OFFICIAL NOTICES 
Read the "Official Notices" in The Daily Eastern News for important information throughout 
the term. 
REGISTRATION OFFICE 
The"Registration Office is located in the south basement of McAfee. Office hours are 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
GRADUATE STUDENT LOAD 
The maximum load for graduate students is 16 semester hours. 
SENIORS AT EIU IN GRADUATE COURSES 
Seniors at EIU wishing to enroll in courses numbered 5000 through 5499 for undergraduate 
credit must apply for permission at the Graduate School Office prior to enrollment. To 
be eligible, the student must have a cumulative EIU GPA of at least 2.75. During the 
final semester of residence in undergraduate work, or the penultimate semester of 
residence in !.!lldergr;¢uate_ worlr., if the .tiAal.. aeiaester .La to be spent iA -at:udent 
tea~hing or internship, a senior with a·cumulative EIU GPA of at least 2.75 may apply 
for permission to take graduate level courses numbered 4750 through 5499 for reserve 
graduate credit. Student wishing to elect this option must apply for permission at the 
Graduate School Office prior to enrollment. No undergraduate may enroll in courses 
numbered 5500 or above. Complete regulations governing reserve graduate credit may be 
found in the Graduate Catalog. 
CANCELLATION OF SMALL CLASSES 
Classes with small enrollments are subject to cancellation. 
INDEPENDENT . STUDY COURSES 
Students may not preregister for independent study. With the approval of the department 
chairperson, students may register for independent study during the central registration 
period and the regular drop-add period. 
COURSES WITH PREREQUISITES 
All courses which have prerequisites have been identified with an asterisk (*). Please 
check the course listings in the general catalog, or consult with your advisor to be 























BUILDING AND ROOM ABBREVIATIONS 
BOWLING ALLEY, UNION 





CORRECTIVE GYM, LANTZ 
COLEMAN HALL 
CLINICAL SERVICES BUILDING 
DVORAK CONCERT HALL 
DANCE STUDIO 
FIELDS 
FINE ARTS, ART 
FINE ARTS, MUSIC 
FINE ARTS, THEATRE 
FITNESS GYM, LANTZ 
FIELD HOUSE 
GOLF COURSE 
GYMNASTICS GYM, LANTZ 


























LANTZ FIELD HOUSE 
LOCKER ROOM, MCAFEE 
LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING 
LIFE SCIENCE ANNEX 
LANTZ WRESTLING ROOM 
OLD MAIN 
MCAFEE GYMNASIUM 
NORTH GYM, MCAFEE 
POOL, LANTZ . 
RANGE 
REHEARSAL AREA, FINE ARTS 
RESEARCH LAB 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUILDING 
SOUTH GYM, MCAFEE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
STADIUM 
MUSIC, THEATRE WING, FINE All.TS 
THEATRE, FINE ARTS CEllTBll. 
TRAINING ROOM 
VAllSITY LOUNGE, LANTZ 
WRESTLING GYM, LANTZ 
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PAIN Of' PIN ACC 
" 
"' 
PAIN OF MGR ACC 
IND INCOME TAX 
COST ACCOUNTINCi 
INTEAlll!D ACC I 
I NTl!Alll!D ACC 11 
GOVl!ANMl!NT ACCTG 
ADV ACC ' CONSOL 
INTl!ANSHIP/ACC 
FED INCOIE TAX 
AUDITlNCi 






















































llCl]<IPPALLIL MATTHE• 0800-0915TA 
GUeLONl!R GARY L 0 ll00-121!1TA 
llCINCADA THOMAS P l230-134!1TA 
S•ITH PAUL H 1230-·1345TA 
GUR.DNl!A GARY L 1400-l515TA 
MONCADA THOllAS P l400-l515TA 
SMITH PAUL H IS30-16•STA 
STAFF 1100-ll!IOM•F 






AOOtCE JERONE J 1400-l515TA 
ROOKI! ~EAOME J l530-164STA 
STAFF 1200-12so••P 
•OOTTON CHARLES • ll00-121!1TA 
•OOTTON CHARLES • 1400-llll!ITA 
STAFF l300-l350M•P 
STAPP 14C0-1•50NW 
•OOTTON CHARLES • 0930-104!1TA 
S•ITH PAUL H 1100-121!1TA 
GU&.ONEA GARY L 09'30-104STA 
STAPP 0900-09110M•F 
ST- ARR • MT•AF 
STAFF ARA •T•RF 
ST Al'F AAA MT•AF 
STAPF ARR llT•RF 
llONIPPALLIL MATTHE• l230-13•5TA 
llONIPPALLIL MATTHI!• 1400-lSlSTA 
GUl!LDNl!R GARY L 0800-08SO•T•A 
llONCAOA THOllAS P l400-l450M•P 



























































































A F A 0 - A II E A I C A N S T U 0 I E S 
COURSE Ol!SCAIPTION Sl!CTo INSTRUCTOR 
AFR 2000 APAO'-AMEA EXP 
*"FA •275 INTl!llNSHIP 
001 JONES JOHNETTA 
001 JONES .IOHNt!TTA 
002 JONES JOHNETTA 
003 JONES JOHNETTA 
004 JONES JOHNETTA 
0011 JONES JOHNETTA 
006 JONES JOHNETTA 
007 JONES JOHNETTA 
008 JONES JOHNETTA 
009 JONES JOHNETTA 
010 JONES JOHNETTA 
011 JONES JOHNETTA 
012 JONES JOHNETTA 
013 JONES JOHNETTA 
014 ~OHES JOHNETTA 




















































~ ............................................................................................. .. 
ANTH410POL04r•· 
CDURSI! OISCA I PTI ON 
ANT 2730 INTRO ANTHAIJ 
•ANT 3602 PEOPJ'CUL T SO AM 
•AN'T 3611 CULTURES/AFRICA 
•ANT 3691 ' HORTH All lNOIANS 






















ART Oii IEHTA TION 
PAINTING I 
SCULPTUlll! I 
C91 ... ICI I 
AP•O-Alll!ll ART 
CllAPTS 
INTRO MT ED 
ART l!O al!ll . 
MT Tl!ACH l!Ll!ll 
-T 2560 PlllNTlllAKINCi I 
-T •01 ART HISTORY 
*MT H02 ART HHTOllY 11 
MT Miii -•STAND AllT 













.• , ... 
~MIO 
··~ INTitO TO Jl-.llY 
lllTllO TO lll!AVlllCi 
lllT •-IC OS81 
•'luottl C USTIUICT 
llllA•IM 111 
UHlelYIOll TKH 







,., 181..C -· 
... ••IA MT 
MlllT_I_ II 
UllLY -1 .. AL 
- - . - -· . - - <. 
Sl!CTo INSTRUCTOR Ml!l!TING TlllE BLOG/AOCll Ao 
001 llAGALIS JOANNE , E 
002 llAGALIS JOANNE E 
003 SWAATZBAUCiH RICHARD 
004 S•AATZBAUGH RICHARD 
00~ S•AATZBAUCiH RICHARD 
001 NAGALIS JOANNE E 
001 SWARTZBAUGH RICHARD 











001 HILO GLENN J 01100-0940M•F 
002 •ILEN CARL 1000-1140N_,. 
003 MOLOROSKI AL AICHAA01100-1330TA 
001 EllllEAICH CARL E 1000-1140ll•F 
002 l!llMEAICH CAAL E 0 1200-1340M•F 
003 STAPF l•00-1630Tll 
001 STAPF 0800-1030TR 
002 STAPP 1100-1330TR 
003 llOSHAllT JEFF l400-1540ll•P 
001 SORGI •ALTER 0800-G940ll•F 
002 EMMERICH CAAL E 08CO-C94011 ... 
003 STAFF 1000-ll40M•F 
004 STAPP oeo0-1030TA 
005 lll!l!KS DONNA A 1400-lll40M•F 
ooe STAl'f' ll00-1330TA 
001 SOllGI •ALTl!A 1200-13•0N_,. 
002 MOLOllOSKI AL AICHAADl900-2130TA 
001 JOHNSON JAMES K l200-1250T 
001 ULDI CAAL 0800-C940llwF 
001 80SHAAT .IEFF 0800-0940llWF 
001 HEYDUCK •IUY J 0•00-0940MW 
QOa HEYDUCK Ill~~~ ~ Q•Q0-1030TA 
001 COLVIN •ILLIAN I! 1400-ISISTA 
001 BAA ... SUZAN G 1000-1140N•P 
002 ST...... 1200-1340M•F 
003 •AO•I! KATHLl!l!N A 1200-13•0llWF 
004 STAPP I000-114011•F 
009 STAPP 1200-134011•F 
0011 l!ADS HANNAH 1000-l 140N•P 
001 l!ADS HANNAH 1200-12110F 
001 l!AOS H-NAH U00-1450P 
001 l!AOS HANNAH l200-1340MW 
001 IAOI HANNAH l400-IB40M• 
001 lll!Nll ODllSI! 0800-Cl940M•P 
001 lll!Nll DllUSI 1000-11"011 ... 
001 llAaGl.IAAOT-CNEAAY JANll00-1115TA 
002 llARQUAllOT-CHlllAY .IANl230-134STA 
001 llC-l!llTS JERRY • U00-12llOll• 
001 BODIN.I! PAUL G 1000-lOSOMllP 
001 Hl!CiAllTY lllLINDA 09Gb-09110llW 
002 ........ TY ltl!LINOA 1100-1150ll• 
' ooa •<-t:llTS Jt:NIY • 1000-IOSOllllP 
004 llCllDeUTS Jt!MY • U00-1450MllP 
· 001 Ot:llUITl!ll &Mlll!T • O•OO-l030Tll 
00 l U- SUZAN Ci 0800-0HOll ... 
001 Le-AD llAllY 11 0800-Cl940lt• 
001 NI- CHAllLl!S I! OeOO-l030Tll 
001 HL• CAllL 1400-1940llllP 
001 --II ~Alll!I K 1200-IZSOR 
001 HILO - ~ IOCO-li4Clll• 
OOJ HILO fi&.1!1111 J l000-1140llW 
001 -- MLTl!a 08C0-1030Tll 
001 --..Y _,.,.. OH0-094ClllW 
001 .__., .-PP Ga00-094Cllt• 
001 HSYDUCa elLLY ~ 1000-1140llllP 
001 •YllUCIC •ILLY <I IOG0-114CllllP 
001 SY_. 1100-IMOf 
001 ST-
001 ... 09llSI! 






































































































































































..... T 5200 
..... T 11669 





















Tl!IT ILit Ol!S HN 
•APHIC OSN I 








ADV llTLSllT ... G I 
ADV llTLSllTHNCi 11 
2 OTH Cl!NT Alll!A · 
AOV •l!AVING 
GRAPHIC OSN 111 
GRAPHIC OSN IV 
llATl!AIALS DSN I 










PT& PRCMILl!llS 11 
PTG PllOBLl!MS 11 l 
PROB llTLSllTHINCi 
PR08 llTLSllTHING 
ART lllTl!llN Sl!ll 
RESEARCH IN ART 
GRAD l!XHIB IT ION 
THl!SIS-
001 Hl!-TY llet.lllOA 1.100-13SOll• 
001 OEllUJTl!ll CiAlllll!T • ll00-1330Tll 
001 DlllUITl!ll CiAlllll!T • 1100-l330Tll 
001 BllAUll SUZAN G 08CIO-C940ll• 
001 aaAIM SUZAN G 0800-0940ll•P 
001 BllAUll SUZAN G oaoo-a030TA 
001 Ll!ONAaD llAAY 11 IOC0-1140ll_. 
001 llOLOllOSKI AL AICHAADt400- 1630Tll 
001 HILD GLI!... J l200-134011•P 
001 HILO GLl!NN J ll00-l340M• 
001 BOSHART Jl!PP oao0-0940ll•P 
001 80SHAAT JEFF oao0-0940••F 
001 Hl!YOUCK BILLY J 1000-114011_. 
001 HlJOUCK BILLY J l000-1140llllP 
001 Rl!Hll Ol!NISI! 1400-1540M•P 
001 Ol!llUITl!ll GAllAl!T W 1100-1330Tll 
001 Ol!AUITl!A GAAlll!T • ll00-1330TA 
001 llCADel!ATS .ll!AAY • 1600-lllSOll•F 
001 BllAIM SUZAN G 08C0-09401111P 
001 Ll!ONAllO llAAY M l200-1340111F 
002 Hl11£NS CHARLES I! ll00-l330TR 
001 NIVl!NS CHARLES E l600-1830TA 
001 BRAUN SUZAN G 0800-0940M• 
002 Dl!aUITEA GARAl!T • 1100-1240TA 
003 Hl!YOUCK BILLY J 1000-ll•Oll• 
004 HILO GLl!NN J 1200-1340 .•• 
005 llOLDllQSl<I AL AICHAAo.L40Cb-I?i<Q ·1'A 
006 Rl!Nll Ol!HISE 1400-11140 .. 
007 SOACiE •ALTER 0800-0940TA 
008 BOSHART JEFF 1000-1140M• 
00~ •ILEN CARL 1400-154011• 
010 STAPF AAA llTllRF 
001 HILO &Ll!HN J liOO-IJ•ON•F 
001 Rl!HM DDllSE 1•00-l5401111F 
001 Hl!YOUCK BILL! J 1000-ll•OllllF 
001 HEYDUCK BILLY J 1000-ll•OM_,. 
00 l BAAi.iii SUZAN G oac0-094011• 
002 OEAUITl!A GAllAl!'T W ll00-1240TA 
003 HEYDUCK BILLY J 1000-1140M• 
004 HILO GLl!NN J ·lW0-1340 •• 
005 llOLDaOSKI AL AICHAADti.00-1540 T."A 
006 Al!HM Ol!NISE 1400-1540M• 
00'1 SOAIZ •AL TEA 0800-0940TR 
008 BOSHART Jl!PP 1000-1140ll• 
009 •ILEN CllL l400-1540M• 
010 STAPP AAa llT•AI' 
001 •ILl!N CAAL 1400-l1140ll• . , 
001 MOLDllOSKI AL alCHAllOI400,:.L630 JTA 
ool SOllCll5 •ALTER 0800-l030Tll 
001 BOSHART .,.F l000-1140llW 
001 BOSHART J~P 1000-114011_,. 
001 HILD CiLINN J 1200-13'f0 ;llllF 
00 I HILO Cil.AllN J 1200,..1340. ;11 ... 
001 Dl!AUITEA G..-T • 1100-1330Ta 
. 001 Ol!llUITl!ll GAlllllT • 1100-13.JOTA 
001 STAPP MR llT-
00 I STAff AAA llT•AI' 
001 STAFF Allll llT•IF 
003 STAFF AAA llT-
004 STA~ AR•· llT•AF 
005 ST- MR llT•AF 
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8 0 T A N Y 
COUlllC DeSCRIPTloN 
•BOT 1010 Gl!Nt:AAL BOTANY 
~T 1022 LOCAL A..OAA 
I BOT ,1090 
.UT uzo· l!CONOlllC BOTANY 













MORPH LO!fl!A .PL 











001 GARDING llOGl!A L 
002 •l!lllNER Tl!aAY • 
003 SPl!l!ll JOHN N 
004 ST-
001 GRAY GRANT G 
002 AAZDl.J CHARLES B 
003 AAZl!NI CHARLES II 
I 004 SPEER .IOHN • 












MET Hit EN 
CHAALl!S 8 



























001 CAOPUTT LAURl!NC~ E 0800-089011• 
oaoo-aHOTll 
002 CllOPUTT LAURENCE E 11100-lllSO•• 
001 GARDING AIJ~l!A L 
001 METHWl!N ANOlll!• S 







001 Zl-•llAN U OOUGt.AS 1300-lllllOM 
001 MZl!NI CHAaLt:S a 
001 STA,. 
001 •ElllNEA TEARY M 
001 !BIHGl!A JOHN E 


















































































1F1eld trips required: ~p_proximately $25 coat· 
2 ClaH -•U 1800-2200 Friday ant 0880-1200 and 1300-1730 Sat., on Sep. 8-9, 15-16,22-23, 29-30 Field trip• Tequired: approxiaate y $ 1 coat. , 
l'Prpl l•pt litit~~-~J:!:ia*~~!.~tuden:!. •••• _______ ~--·•-•:sm•• 
BUSINESS 
COURSE Ol!SCll IPT ION 
BUS 411511 HDNOllS Rl!Sl!AaCH 
Sl!CTo IHSTllUCTOll 




.............. ~ ................................................................................................... .. 
• U S I N I! S S A 0 II I N I 9 T A A T I 0 N 
COUllll DeSClllPTION SECT. lllSTllUCTDA 
••Ao 5008 
eMO maO 
.... o •10 
•MD •so 













llCiT I- SYITEllS 

















eOIBALL MAllK A 
SMITH PAUL H 
lll!IEA llCIBl!RT E 
CHANDLl!ll E •AYNE 
SCNILHAVY RICHARD 
OUOLl!Y GIAN A 
SPANIOL ROLAND 0 
ROSl!NKllANTZ STUART 















































B U S I H £ S S E D U C A T I 0 H 






* ae:o 2130 
K£YBOAROJNG 
FORMATTING 
SURVEY BUS PAIN 
BUS COMMUNICA 
AOlllN IHl"O SYS 
llOAD PROCESSING 
•BED 2510 COM srs £ MIC .. 
•BED 3000 
.-o 3100 








•• ., 4750 






l!LEC Of'f' PADCEO 
AOilJN SYS PEASNL 
PEAS f'IN INVEST 
ll£TH Of' TCHG BUS 
METH Of' TCH SKl. 
SCH BUS MGT IMTR 
INTERNSHIP IN BE 
Drf'ICE MGT 
El.EC INf' PAOC 
ORCi.IADM COOP ED 










001 MURRY .IACK 
002 MIRRY JACK 





002 GRAVES PATRICIA 0 






005 •ll.KINS MARILYN l. 
ooe STAft' 
007 STAPF 
001 •ll.KINS MARILYN l. 
009 •ll.KINS MARILYN l. 
010 STAFf' 




01!1 SANDeRS ROSANNE B 
016 SANDERS ROSANNE B 
00 l STAFf' 
001 •ll.KINS MARILYN l. 
001 GRAllES PATRICIA 0 




















































































































































































, .................... ,............. . .................................................. 
C 0 M • D I S 0 R 0 E A S A N D S C I E N C E S 

















SP£ HEM MECH 
LANG ACQUISITION 
PltDNGL DEY 
EVM.. AllO Tlll!AAPY 
l.ANCi DJ-DEAS 
-Al. REHAB I 
f'HCING. AUU.IAEJI 
Q.IN -.C::JI CE 
--!Me ~ •ll.l.S Ol!AP 
ASCH llETH Ol!SHN 
Allfll AUDICILOGY 
llOTDll .. DIS 
ADV STUTTDIM 
MN Cl.IN PllACT 
T .. SH . 
NEETINCi TIME 
001 DEL&. CAllL • 09C0-09SOTll 
001 AUllUSTIME llCl•llT .. 11foo-1e1SM• 
001 Nil.SCH .llLl. f' 1000-IOSOM• 
001 H-11 llMIY - 09CO-C9SOMW' 
001 AUCiUSTIME llOBellT M 1000-UISTll 
001 •ASSIN CHAllLCITTE 1400-14110TR 
001 lllCIMllD MIL 1300-USOll• 
- 001 HA_,. MAllY - AA8 . .MT ..... 
001 .JACCIUl!S lllCHMD D 0800-0HOTR 
001 •EIUIR NAllCY A 1300-13SOTR 
001 AWUSTINI! llOHllT M 1800-1740T 
001 HIUA NANCY A 0800-0BSO ... 
001 .IACCIUes AICHAllD D 1100-12111•• 
001 DEl.l. CAllL • 1400-11115"• 
001 NAN- llMIY - Mii MT•Af' 
003 'STAPP '. ARll ' MT•Rf' 
OO• ST... M 
0011 STAl'f' ' ' - ·.~. AA:' !!:r! 
006 STAft' AllA MT•Af' 
#Student• regiater once for l a.h. credi~. trice for 2 •.b., etc. 
---------------------------------------------------------~----...... C H E M I S T II Y 





































,.,.o~ . -.. " 




























1ICMll .. oo 





41EHEllM. CHl!ll I 
CIJENEllAl. CHEM .1 
- CHEii l.AB 
-llAl. CH81 I 
-CHElll.ABI 
CIENl!llM. CHl!ll 11 
_,.. C- LAB II 
CiEHEllM.. CHl!ll 11 
4IUI CHEii LAB II 
PlllN QUANT ANM.. 
CIUAllT ANALYSIS 
.... c.... SElllllAll 
.Jiii ClleM SEMINAR 
l'llACTICUll 
ate• co-OP 
OACIANIC CHEM I 




• Ctll!li Sl!MINAA 









001 f'DOft •VellLY D 
002 f'DOTll •VERl. Y 0 
01).3 SHENtEAO MAURICE 
00• Slll!l'HellO MAURICE 
0011 HAii.SKi .IUL IAN .I 
006 HAlleRSKI JULIAN .I 
001 .ICIAOAN -T .. 
002 HAM•SKI .IUL IAN .I 
003 FDOTI! BEVEAL Y D 
004 K-KElt AOBEllT H 
001 MCllUIRE MAlllC E 
002 KAIUllAKl!ll AOBl!llT H 
003 f'OOTE C DAN 
001 .IDRDAN ROBERT • 
002 .IOllOAN MIRllT • 
003 KAllAAKER llOBEllT H 
OO• KARRAKER MIBUT H 
0011 llCHlllE MAllK E 
ooe llCHIAE MARK E 
007 f'OOTI! BeVl!Al. Y D 
OOB f'GDTll llEveAl. Y D 
009 HAllERSKJ .JUI.JAN .I 
010 HAllElllSKI .JUL.JAN .I 
Oil KARRAKER llOBEllT H 
012 KAllAAKEA ROBERT H 
099 KElftA llLLEN A 
099 KEITl!R El.l.eN A 
001 KEITER AICHAAO L 
001 MILL.ER llLAIA E 
002 KEITER El.LEN A 
OOI KEITER RICHARD l. 
001 EBOCIN DAVID W 
001 MARQUART .JOHN R 
001 MAllOUAAT .IGNH 11 
001 HE_A_. till.ES 
001 HeNDl!R.,.. &ILes 
00 I OSBGINE KENlleTH II 
00• M-AAT .IOHN 11 
001 STAf'f' 
002 .JORDAN MlmEAT • 
003 STAPP 
001 f'001'1! c DAii 
OOZ f'CICITI! C DAN 
003 STAPP 
001 f'OOTE C DAii 
001 Mil.UR BLAIR E 
001 EllOGll DAVID 11 
001 HENOeASGll Gil.ES 







001 llLACX T --
001 .....,. ...... c;1a.es 
001 -- •IL.es 
001 llCllUIAt! - E 
001 U- DAVID II 
001 8UCHANAll DAVID H 
001 STAl'f' 
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FALL SEMESTER 1989 - PAGE 3 
D A T A P A 0 C E S S I N G 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
*OAP 2175 
•DAP 23 00 
•DAP 2310 
U* OAP 3190 





t •DAP "610 
c-e SYS ~ BUS AP 
C-BASEO PROB SOL. 
C-BASEO BUS PROG 
F-ORIENTEO PROG 
C-fll.E ORG ~ MGT 
DSGN OF INFO SYS 
REAl.-T IME SYS 
MGT INFO SYS 
INTERNSHIP.ICAP 





001 KETLER KAREN JEAN 
002 KETLER KAREN JEAN 
001 WALSTROM .IOHN A .I 
002 WAl.STROll .IOHN A .I 
001 STAFF 
001 WAl.STROll .IOHN A .I 
001 SPANIOL ROLAND D 
001 SPANIOl. ROLAND D 





001 SPANIOl. ROLAND D 
#Must be admitted to the College of Business to enroll 
MEETING TIME 
0!130-IO•!ITR 























































E A A T H S C I I! N C E 
COURSE O_ESCRIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR Ml!ETING TIME 
-----------------------------------------------
•esc 3410 CLIMATOL.OGY 
001 WISE RICHARD l. 0100-0!l•OMW 
0900-09501" 
002 KHAN 8El.AYET H 1000-1140•• 
IOCO-IO!IOf' 
003 KHAN BEl..AYET H 1•00-l!l•OM• 
l•OO-U!IOf' 
001 GUTO•SK.l VINCENT P 09Cl0-C9SOTR 
1000-IUOT 
002 GUTOW .. I VINCENT P 0900-0ffOTR 
1000-1140A 
003 GUTO.SKI VINCENT P 0900-09110TR 
U00-1440R 
001 KHAN IN!LAYET H 11100-1730T 









e A S T E A N I l. l. U N I V 
COUllSE DESCIUPTlllH' HCTo INSTRUCTOR 













.• e1u 4030 
* EIU •031 
* EIU 4034 
•EIU 4036 
• EIU 4049 
TaCNNllL A• soc 




PellSP -· ISS HI TBCH IMP f'All 
~MTMED 




llULTICULT AM SOC 
COIMIUNIC S"TRAT 
ICI VS HUMANITY 
POL R£VOl.UTlllH 
COMFl. MGT IVY 
Gl. .. Al. ISSUES 
001 llHCILSON -Al.O E 
002 PIEaSGN GllllAl.O 
001 •ASICllM TCIMllY &.eE 
ooa •ASICGll TCllUIY a.ee 
001 BAH-.Dll Al.All 
!!02 lll'H"' 0" Al.All 
001 11-.- HAllCILO A 
001 NGll .... Ci .JANET 
001 llOCK DGUCil.AS Ci 
001 EBINCIEll .JOHii E 
OOZ EBltt&ell .JOHN E 
003--• 
OOI LUI.. l.lllf>A 
001 STAAOl!A CiAYl.E G 
001 JAMES UUHIY DOUCiLAS 
001 .JOMES -TTA 
001 KAUse KIPP C 
001 llCIHLSTEIN llGllALD 
001 B-l.l. - II 
001 Cl.AT MellOeZ l.UIS f' 
001 PAACl!l.l.S PllAllK E 
002 PARCELLS f'llANK E 
001 •HITl.EY L STEPHEN 
001 l.ATEEf' ABDUL 
001 Pl!llKINS TERRY M 
001 K Ill HA PllONCi 








































































































•KM .. OJ 
•ECN 4861 









PAIN ECON I 
PRIN ECllH 11 
PAIN ECON I 
ECON NAT At!S 
ECON DEV . MOO EUR 
All ECON DEV 
INT•&. ECON 
llCIV £ BUSllCSS 
l.ABOll -
INT•&. ECCIH 
STAT - l!CGN I 
RAT M'l!L Kii II 
INTE-HIP 
COllPAllATIVE ECON 
HIST ecGN THGT 






INT•&. ECON PllOB 
AAl!A STISE ASIA 
INTERNSHIP 
SP HI ST THCT 
SEM llONETARY THY 
SEN INT•&. ECCN 
RM PUB CID"1' IND 
llROB l.- ECON 
AeSEAllCH l!leTllllOS 
THESI. 
SECTe INSTRUCTOR MEeTllltl TIME 
001 SMnH M..l.Ell W 0900-09SOll• 
002 SMITH Al.LEN • 1100-llSOMllP 
003 FAHY PAUL A 11100-lllSOllW' 
00• STAf'P 16C0-171SM• 
OOS l.ENINAN PATRICK • 1000-IOSOM•f' 
006 HANEY-PO.el.&. BARllARA1800-2030ll 
007 FAHY PAUL A 1200-12!!0M•F 
008 •EBER Wll.l.IA• V 1400-14SOM•F 
009 WElll!ll •.IL.LIAN V 0930-1045TA 
010 VEllEll •ll.l.IAll V 1230-134!1TR 
001 CORLEY EDWARD .. 0800-0BSOM•F 
002 BARCIEA PETER S 09C0-0950M• 
003 BAR&eR PETH S IOCO-IOSOMWf' 
CO• THOMPSOll •ll.l.IAll f' IB00-2030M 
00!! DAO MINH OUANCi 1300-13SON•F 
006 DAO lllNH QUAN& 1500-ISllOMllf' 
007 MOSHTACiH Al.I 1400-ISISTR 
099 KAllllASSIGGN EBRAHIM 1100-llSOM•f' 
00 I BATES l.AWMENCE • 0800-0ll!!OMllF 
001 SID.el.&. RICHARD .I 1200-1250MWF 
001 llARCIEM PETEii S l•00-1450Mllf' 
001 llRGDIKY NOEL 1200-USOMllF 
002 BRODSKY NOEL 11100-2030M 
003 STAPP 0900-09SOMWf' 
00• MOSK1'ACiH Al.I 1400-1450ll•f' 
001 llOSHTAGH Al.I 1500-1550MWf' 
ooe STAl'f' 1400-14SOll• 
007 KAABASSIOON EBRAHIM llCl0-121STR 
008 STAf'P 1230-13411TR 
009 STAFf' OllOO-Cl915Tll 
001 BAllCIER PETER S 1200-12SOM• 
OOZ THOMPSON •ll.l.IAM f' 1100-121STA 
003 THOMPSON •IL.LIAll F 1400-ISISTR 
001 l.PIHAll PATRICA M 1300-13SOM• 
ooa 1110•&.l. RICHARD .I 1400-14SOll•f' 
003 SMITH M..l.P W 0930-10411TR 
099 KAAMSSlllCIN -AHIN 1400-15111TR 
001 CGl&iY eD•AAD M 1'00-llSOM•F 
001 8llCIOSKY NGl!l. 1400-14110llllf' 
003 KAIUIASSIOOH EBllAHIM ARR MTW• 
ooe KAIUIASSI- ......... Allll MT-
001 llClllOIN HAllCIL.O D 1300-1350-
001 NORDIN HMCILD 0 IOGO-IOllOM• 
001 BAGDSKY NDeL 11100-lllll~f' 
001 SMITH AL.LEN • 1400-lSllTA 
001 STAf'P ARR MT..,. 
001 STAPP ARll NT-
001 NCIAOIN HAllGLO D 1100-llSOllllF 
001 MOSHrA• Al.I IZ30-134STll 
001 c-..Y elltlMCI • 0930-l04STll 
ooa wEBmll •1a.&.1A• v 11100-15eo••r 
001 FAMY PAUL A l~IOSO•• 
002 f'AHY PAUL II · 1600-1715"• 
001 MUllAO AHllAO " 0930•104STA 
001 DAG lllNH OU- OBCICr091STll • 
003 KAAllASSIOOH l!BllAHIM >All• .. MT-
001 SID•l.l. RICHARD .I 1000-'t050M ... ·,,' 
001 HANEY-P09ELL. B-AllAll00-IHS1'11 ' ~ ",. 
001 BATES l.Ull...C:e • l<I00-14SOM• 
001 THOMPSON •ll.l.IAM f' 1800-l?ISM• 
001 LENIHAN PATRICK 11 1400-ISl!ITR 
001 BA.1!9 l.AlfAENCE • 1900-2040A 
003 ITAPP AllA ln'•AP 
004 ITAft' ARR MT-
0011 ST- A11A MT-
008 ST- Allll MTWllP 
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PAGE 4 - FAil. SEMESTER 1989 
......................................................................................................... 
• • u c A 1'· I a, N A L A • • I N I s 1' II A 1' I a N 
CDURM oaaun1GN SKT. 1•nauc11111 -'UN6 Tl .Ht! 
- ... o \ KtlOCIL .... 001 ,,,. ... U.Y 
001 aT-
DOU6LAS' l900-ZZZOT 
w ... o llCH-CO'" ... 
90A ..00 1"111G OM • AD• 
DA - _,__. II.a KN 
UA 9700 .:.V OP INIT 
SGA •TO ~-NB. AO•IN 
. - •OO lllTllO ••MCH 
... •10 .......... .. 
_. waa •NT-•" 
-· .... ...... .. RA-· DATA .. T U '1\0N 
llDA 6TOO ~ -.,, ....... -
•oa MYO CGU.KTlft OAIJ6 
*UA-•10 Pl&D ..... llMCe 
·•DA •aO Pl&D l!PDi•NCS 
001 aT- . 
001 DAaT& DAVID ! 
001 c_._• MY- 1. 
001 s•1n.n DONALD W 
















Mii •T-Allll .,._ 














..... II oz 
Niii 03 







.................................................... ~ ...................................... .. 
I! D U C A T I 0 N A I. P 0 U II D A T I 0 N 
GI- 099Clll9'TIGN aecT. l ... TllUCnlllt 
• - .... PHltJHIST l!D 
- •OO CUllAICUl.UN Dl!V 
_, •ID SOC POUND U 
... - Ntll. .. .., 
- •M aouc A61 ... 
001 Pl...ON -ALD 
ooa •1- ... ALD 
001 "- .... 0 
ooa auTI'ON ....... '" • 
ooa P1..,0N eaALD 
004 SUTTON -1" • 
····--·-1' N 006 ..... llDBPT  
GOT llUl.CAHY OAN I& • 
ooe llUl.CAHY ..... .._ • 
009 llUl.CAHY DANll!I. G 
001 NGllN .IClltN T 
ooa 1.1eaN ,,....y a 
001 GNOLSGN llONAl.D I! 
ooa llUl.CAHY OANI& • 
001 aunQN Kl!-1" II 





1000-l OS QllW 


















































• D U C A T I 0 N A L G U j 0 A IC C a 
-- Delell19'TION UC:T • IMITRUCTClll 
... 4900 











1N1ilo rA•ILY· c 
.aAS""""' GUID 
ST!I PPS HI eD 
Nae STU Pl!llS tilt 
NAC,.PlmD IN CSL 




001 ••YMll l.YllOA 
ooa Mll&.INS .. LANI! 
001 •AT- -HH I! 
001 STAft' 
001 KAY•R LYNDA 
001 ••llLY CHARLD G 
001 11...-.Y CNARL•S 6 
001 !...,_Y CNMILl!S 6 
001 SALTMARSH llO-T. e 
001 DAllNllAllT PATlllCIA II 
001 RAWI.INS -.ANH 
001 OVatn'ON PAUi. 0 












































. • 0 UC AT I 0 NA L PSYCH CL 0 G Y c 
llL04VllCl011 llo CIDUllae OUCllllPTIGll UC:To l ... TllUCTOll ••TING Tiii! 
----------·--------






ooa SAl.TllAllSH llO .. •T I 093 .. IO•llTll 992168 
- 003 •ARD PAUL . I. ,100-llSOllW' 8921611 
,,,,,.,_, ':W•.J"~l , !IQ• llATZN,• ,~~!TH, t: 1200-la&Oll... 9111169 
• OOS llAa.INI ·-AHN."••••. 1410-134STll 11111169 
" 006 KAY•• LYNDA 1300-13SOllW 992168 
' .. . '•'• ••-"!lot BA•NNAllT ~A'!RtctA;A. l•00-1450Nwr~ , •• •ezl~ll 
-eoP •170 pac • 1NTP UC.at -·· oot IA&,:r~Allltl"llO••f' Ill '•dO-H30N tle1b7 
- 4T90 STUDl!S IN ID 001 SlllTtl 'NARY • ' 1900-104(111 11921611 
\i"-.g; ~ .i,~·. 
02 
ooa s111ne llAllY 11 1eoo-1••011 ee216e 02 
COi" .. 00 STUOIES IN l!D 001 Hl!llC&l!N 1.0UIS W 1300-13SOT 811179 01 
DP •zo IHIOPSTANO INOIW 001 WARD PAUi. I. 11100-113011 119218" OJ 
002 llATZNl!ll K!NNl!TH ! 1100-lllOHtlP 19111A 03 
a09' 11?10 "aY-SOC Dl!W AOOI. 001 BAll ... AAT PATRICIA II 1900-Zl30T 8121111 OJ 
DP 1740 PDS DYNAMICS 001 llATZN!ll ICE-TH ! teCO-IUOT 1182169 0.1 
................................................................................. 
El.l!ll!NTjtllY !OUCATION 
CIDUlla HaClllPTION HCTo IHSTllUCTOll ll!HING TINE 
&l!·actOO TCNll ANO SCH 
Ill.I a0Z2 COllPUTEll"!l.l!"~HS 
.111.. a:sao CHJl.IVI ADOI. O!V 
.... 2321 CHILO GROWTH O!V 
&• .... .-. y Ot l.!Alltl 
&a ... HV AEAO l!C 
•ILE 3290 SCUBL.1!11 Sett 
I U.! 3333 91.DCK I 
B.E 4000 PttACTJCUll IN !I.I! 
..... 4770 Piii MITH ~ CURii 







AESl!AACH JN El.IE 
ADV DIV ll!AO 
·01 A• ll!AO Pacll 
I.ANG AllTU!I. SCH 







































001 l.!YD!N lllCttA!I. 
002 l.!YOl!N lllCHA!L 
001 , WHIT! lllCHAllO 
002 llllCllN-SANDlll!ll• 




001 Hl!LWIG CAROi. • 





















llAl.l!llOlltl HAllOLO A 
HUHN G RAC! G 
NUHN GllACE G 
Hl!l.WIG CMIOI. • 
H!l.WIG CAllOI. II 
1.110911'1 llAllYLJN 
llACl.All!fl PR!Oll ICK • 
•ACl.AR!N Pll!OlllCK W 















IStudenta will be enr,olled in ELE 3000, 3280, and 3350 
l .. Gl.ISH 









































------------------------------------------------------------+IN6 0990 l!NG ZNO I.AN• I 
++BIG 1000 PUNDAll!NTAI. !NG 
IN• 1001 llHET AHO COllP 
001 9AZAllGAN SUSAN 
001 FUNK llOlll!llT • 
002 FUNK llOll!llT W 
003 FUNK llOB!llT W 
00• PUNK llllD!llT W 
00S FUNK llOlllllT W 
006 FUNK R091!11T W 
007 FUNK R09EllT W 
001 STAl'F • 
002 STAPF 
003 STAPP 
004 •Hin.ow llOGEA I. 
OOS l.l!ODY llJCHAEI. 
006 llAATl.ING SHAllON 
007 l.AZ!N8Y WAI. TUI 
008 llll.1.IA •II.I.IA• D 






























































I.IT AHO COMP 
0llttl!T ANO COMP 
INTRO •ICllOCOllPU 
UNO!•ST POl!TRY 
CllEAT •lllT I 
""O!AST STO•l!S 
INTRO 1.lT CAIT 
llACKGD WEST LIT 
010 STAFF 
011 •OGl!AS lllCHAllO I! 
OU G-Sl!Y BllUCE 
013 llAY81N DAVID 
014 CAllPl!NTEA DAVID 
OIS •OCRE JClHN DAVID. 
016 DOLTON DONALD 
017 CCI.DIAN t.JNOA S· 
011 llAllTON! ..aHN P 
019 Kii.GOii! JOHN 0 
020 SEARLE Ul.l.JAll J 
Oil Ill.VIA lllCHAllO A 
022 lllLLl!ll •ILLJMI 0 
023 QUINN THEODOlll! K 
014 llAL .VICH DAVID A 
025 KELLl!HP .IOHN .I 
026 SYLVIA lllCHAllD A 
017 ST.....,. 
028 LYHClt ~l!FFlll!Y P 
029 SJ•PSDN JOHN II 
030 STAFF 
031 CHlllSTHll.P HAAK 
032 •<CORNICK FllANK G 
033 LClUOON MICHAEL 0 
034 ALLISON JOHN 9 
OJS LEDDW MICHAEi. 
036 ZAHLAN ANNI! II 
037 HCl8EllllAN •UTH 
038 STAl'f' 
039 AAYlllN DAVID 
040 SEAllLE •II.LIAN J 
041 ALLISON JOHN II 
042 QUINN TH!OOOll! K 
043 llOSWl!l.L PAALl!Y ANN 
044 ST!INlll!TZ H I.El 
045 COl.EllAN 1.INOA s 
046 MCCORMICK FllANk G 
047 SC-Oil CAllOL E 
048 ZANI.AN A- II 
049 905 .. 1.1. PAAl.!Y ANN 
OSO ST-
091 STA .... 
012 GUZLO•SKI .IOHN Z 
OSJ STAFI' 
001 OOl.TON DONALD 
001 HOlllllllAN llUTH 
003 Kl!i.LeH!ll .IOHN J 
004 ST-
OOS WHln.O• llOG!ll I. 
006 •AYF 11!1.D PellGY 
OOT STl!INlleTZ II I.I!! 
ooe sTAPP 
009 1.AZ-Y HL Tl!ll 
010 STA .... 
011 DAZAllUN SUIAN 
012 IT""" 




099 LOUDON MICHAIL 0 
00 I S TOKI! S PRANK C 
001 llll.1.111 Wll.l.IAN 0 
002 CAllPl!NTD OAVIO 
003 911AYF 11!1.0 PeGGY 
001 GUl!llNHY BllUC! 
002 llAATONI! JOHN P 
003 STAFI' 
004 STAft' 
GOS CAllPl!NTl!ll DAVID 
00 I BOSWl!l.I. PAlll.!Y ANN 
002 Kl!l.l.l!H!ll .IOHN ~ 
003 Wlll .. T GI.INN PAT~ClN 
001 1.EODY NICHAl!I. 
* EHG 2603 llYTHOl.OGY 
fl!NG 2692 woa1.D I.IT 
0.01 Sl!Alll.! •II.LIAM .I 
002 •OGl!llS lllCHA•O IE 
001 LAZENBY WALTl!ll 
099 HOB!llllAN RUTH 
*l!NG 2705 • 111.ACK LITl!AATUlll! 
*ENG 1901 sTAUCTU.NI! or f!Nt>. 
-- " ... ,_,.,.,. .... . . . _, "'f• ···-·i';' 
001 5CHllUOO! CAROi. I! 
001 •lllGHT GL!NN PATTON 
' OGZ PUNK llOlll!RT• W. •' ". 
003 PlllESTON Fll!D•ICK JA 
















lll!THOD Tl!ACH l!NG 
CHILD I.IT 
F!!T ""AC!S.IF JI.II 
9191.! AS I.IT 
1100 DllAllA I 
CCII. All I.IT 
All AIEALJSll 
001 STA .... 
001 SIMPSON .IOHN II 
003 DOI.TON DONALD 
004 GUZLOWSKJ .IOHN Z 
009 llAAYFJ&D Pl!G•Y 
006 5TAFI' 
001 PllESTON Plll!OlllCK .Ill 
001 SIMPSON J!AHNE H 
002 NOORI .IOHN DAVID 
003 Kii.GORi! .IOHN D 
001 QUINN THEClOOlll! K 
001 CHllJSTHll.P NAllK 
OOl llAOAVICH DAVID A 
001 ST!INN!T.Z II I.!! 
001 ALLISON ~OHN 9 
002 •HITl.OW llOG!ll I. 
lllD !NG I.IT 001 llAYBIN DAVID 
lllLTON 001 LYNCH J ..... ll!Y P 
•l!S ... llC I.IT 001 COi.DiAN LINDA S 
llONANTIC I.IT 001 SYLVIA lllCHAllD A 
JNT!llNSHJP !HQ. 001 DUIV!Y JAMeS 
l.JT SYlllOl.JSll 001 LClUDON MICHAEi. 0 
LIT & PSYCHOLOGY 002 CiUZl.OWSKI JO- Z 
'l!NG 4760 llRJT POR PllOP 001 SJ- ~·- H 
"*l!H• 4163 FICTION WlllTJNG 001 Kii.GORi! ~OHM 0 
*!NG 4764 "LAY .. ITING 001 llAOAVIOt DAVID A 
*l!NCi 417S CONT!llP T-Y 001 9A&MGAN SUSAN 
* l!NG 4901 HUT l!HG I.ANG 001 STAPP 
*ENG 4909 FANTASY I.IT 001 •OC!ll! JOHN DAVID 
*!NG .. 50 I.IT HIST BJDLIO 001 MCCORMIC. PRANK G 
*ENG 5000 ANGLO-SAXON I.IT 001 SI-ON .IOHN II 
*ENG· !IOOI POl!T IC S!QUl!NC!S 001 llAllTIIHE JOHH P 
*!NG 8006 l.IT ... TH! ..... 1111! 001 ZANI.AN ANNI! II 
• ENG 9009 WHIT"N"OICKIHSOH 001 GUl!llN5ft -.ice 
* !NG 91500 PllAC T!ACH CON? 001 PUNK llOlllllT e 
































































































u C0-13SOll 11F 















































































































































+~lo\\'i:'n"tt N .. •AC.*J t'o0 ~"glvi*a'i.8-iatl-a~a".0cro*n/-\"a'l.*a'l.C:ie etudenta. Cndit counts neither toward 
araduation nor in coapliation of GPA. 

























































































































! H V I II 0 N II I N T A I. I I C I. C 6 Y 
CIJUllSI! Ol!SClllPTION Sl!CTo INSTllUCTOll 

















003 ZlllllEllllAN U DOUGLAS 
001 llC511.1.IAAO KIP I. 
001 W!ll.!11 •ILLIA• A 
001 KllU~ KIPP C 
001 •!II.Ell •II.I.I.All A 
001 AHINll!WS •ICHAllO 0 














































F I N A N C I! 
COURSE DESCRIPTION · SECT• INSTRUCTOR 
... 










f#IN .. 20 
#•FIN 4830 









CRHT PR08 IN FIN 
001 BOURNE LO•ELL oE•N 
002 DUOLl!Y DEAN A 
003 GHAZANFARI FARROKH 
004 GHAZANFAAJ FARAOKH 
005 PENCEK THOMAS A 
006 Pl!NCl!K THOMAS A 
007 PENCEK THOMAS A 
0011 STAFF 
001 PACKER JANES H Ill 
002 PACKER JAMES H I 11 
001 •ALICER C LANICFORD 
002 •ALUR C LANKFORD 
003 WALKER C LANKFORD 
00 I BORN WALDO L 
002 BORN WALDO L 
001 GOVER TIMOTHY D 
002 GOVIR TIMOTHY D 
001 STAl'P 
002 STAFF 





001 GHAZANFARI FAAAOKH 
001 GOYER TIMOTHY D 
002 GOVER TIMOTHY D 
0930-1045TA 
II 00-121 STR 
l.130-134STR 
1400-151 STR 
ceoo-01110 .. F 
0900-0950MWF 





















IMuet be admitted to the College of Buainesa to enroll 
PINI! ARTS 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR llE1!51JNG TIMI! 
·~~~~--~---~~~---~~~-~---~-~---~--~~~~-· 
FAR 2001 INTRO 10 ARTS 
FAR 2002 HIST ARTS/CULT 
001 LANE T IMOTHY l300-13S0MW 
002 llAINKMAN JANES II 1100-llSOM•F 
001 MARQUARDT-CHERRY JAN0900-09SON•F 
F 0 II I I G N L A N G U A Ci I! 






























































•FLG 3510 CADl!T TEACHING 001 STAFF AAA ARA 02 
•----•--==-=--=m~ma.a•-=---•-:c-m•m--ma:a•--m•••• 
F A I! N C H c 


















FRENCH LIT 11 
SYTL ISTICS 
001 SUNOHEJM L [)(JNALD 
002 STAl'P 
001 H~RAJS STANLEY G 
002 STAFF 
001 HARRIS STANLEY G 
001 SU!tllMelll L DONALD 
001 SUNOHElll L DONALD 
001 KELLY LEO L 
001 STAFF 
001 HARRIS STANLEY G 












































L ~ l I N 




GIA CULT 'CIY 
GER COMP ~ CONV 
COURSE Dl!SCRIPTIOH 
LAT 1101 ELEM LATIN 












l I 00-l 150NllF 
0930-104STA 
MEET ING Tl NE 
001 .iilGHT GLl!ljN PATTON 0800-C850llT•F 
' 001 WRIGHT GLl!NN PATTON AAA NTllRF 



















••-..-=s=-•a=.·•----z~mam __ .. _ama.zza.s::s=::=~maa::ma••••m• 
RUSSIAN 




llUS 1101 ELEM llUSSIAN 
SPANISH 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 


















PllOB IPN GRAMMAR 
SPN PRO ' CONV 
INTRO 1100 SP LIT 
MOO SPN AMER LIT 
ADY SPN COMP 
COi STAFF 
002 STAFF 
001 DULKA RICHARD A 
002 CLAY Nl!NOEZ LUIS F 
003 OULKA RICHARD A 
001 CROME RICHAAO K 
002 CROM!! RICHARD K 
001 CllOMI! RICHARD K 
002 OULKA RICHARO A 
001 ORTIZ-NUNIZ Ci 
001 ORTIZ-MUNIZ Ci 
001 CLAY MENDEZ LUIS F 
001 ORTU--JZ G 
001 CLAY Nl!NOl!Z LUIS F 



















































G 11 N E R A L S T U 0 I I! S 




GST 1000 READING/STUDY Ill 001 LAMBERT JANET II 
002 LAMBERT JANET II 







FALL SEMESTER 1989 -PAGE 5 
C I! C G ~ ~ P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION Sl!CTo INSTRUCTOR 
c 
















MEYER DOUGLAS K 
MEYER OOUGLAS K 
KHAN BILAYl!T H 
MEYER OOUGLAS K 


















G I! o. L 0 G Y 
COURSE OESCRIPTllJN Sl!CTo INSTRUCTOR 
Gl!L 1400 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY $ 001 AMOS DEWEY 
$ 002 WALLACE llONALO G 
003 PHl!JFl!R RAYMOND H 
004 PHE IFEA llAYMOND N 
00!5 STAFF 
006 JOASTAO llOSl!RT 11 
*&EL auo HISTORICAL GllOL 001 •ALLACE AONALO G 
MJHl!llALDGY $$ 001 STAFF 
*GIL :S.:SO STRUCTURAL Gl!OL $$ 001 AMOS DEWEY 
•GEL 3•60 ECON NlllERAL OEP$$ 001 AllCJS Dl!IEY 
•GIL 3510 
•GEL .. 50 
•GEL .. 90 
SBJIENTATJON 
•ELL LOG JNTl!RP 
PALEONTOLOGY 
$ Courae charge • $5 
$$ Course charge • $25 
¢ Course charge • $20 
001 JORSTAD llOSEllT II 
001 BAHAllLOU M.AN 
001 PHllFl!R RAYMOND N 
lll!ETING TIMI! . 
0900-C9SOllWF 
OI00-09•0T 











































GT l!Vl!NTS All HIS 
WORLD TO 1500 
WORLD 1500-PRl!S 
llOllLD SINCI! ISOO 
THlllO •ORLO 
US TO 1877 
US SINCE 11111 
SECTo INSTllUC~Oll 
001 MAURER DAVID 
00 I CURRAN CARLETON 
002 SCHLAUCH •OL~GANG 
003 CURRAN CAllLl!101j 
004 COUIEllT l!OWARD P 
09! CDLllellT l!DWAllO P 




001 STl!RLJNCi llOBl!RT II 
002 STIRLING ROBERT • 
003 HQCKMAN OAH II 
004 HENNINGS llOll!At 
00S HOCKMAN OAH II 
006 HALl!Y ' JOHN H 
007 llCl!LLIGOTT JOHN F 
0011 STAFF 
009 HAMANO WENDY F 
010 NICHOLS LAWRENCE A 
011 STERLING ROlll!RT • 
012 KCCH RAYMOND L 
013 STAFF 
014 T JNGLl!Y DONALD F 
01!5 MCELLIGOTT JOHN F 
Ole NICHOLS LAWlll!NCI! R 
017 TINGLEY DONALD F 
0111 STAl'F 
001 KOCH RAYllCJNO L 
002 NICHOLS LA•Rl!NCE R 
... .: ~. 003 MAUM:R OAVID ~A' t 
.,oo." MAf.lilER DAV.IC... .. ' • 0~1 L4!Mc:Y Hl!~9ER( ~ 
099 MCILL I GOTT JOHN F 





























































EUllOPll! l 81 S-Plll!S 
AMl!R ~AONTll!R 
HIS AMl!ll SPOllT 
ING HIST TO 1618 
lll!SIARCH Rl!SOURC 
ANCll!NT HISTORY 
111..All TO 1700 
JIPllJCAN HISTORY 
RUSSIA ~ USSR 
-LD WAR II 
llOMl!N JN All HIST 
US lllLJT HIST 








HIS MUS l!XHlllJT 
Sl!ll AN HIST 
SEii US CULT HI ST 




001 SCHLAUCH •DLFGANG 
002 CURRAN CARLETON 
001 SHELTON ANITA 
002 STAFF 
001 HOCKMAN OAH II 
001 KOCH RAYMOND L 
001 SYAl'P 
001 HAMANO WINDY F 
001 CURRAN CARLETON 
001 COLBERT EDWARD P 
00 I BECK ROGl!R I! 
001 SHELTON ANITA 
001 NICHOLS LAWAl!NCI! R 
001 HAMANO •l!NDY F 
001 HOCKMAN DAN N 
001 STERLING R081!11T • 
001 VOELZ Pll!Tl!R II 
001 HALEY JOHN H 
001 SH~~TON ANITA 
001 MCelLIGOTT JOHN F 
001 KOCH RAYllONO L 
001 STAFF 
001 MAURER OAVJO 
001 STAPF 
00 l HAMANO llENO Y F 
002 HAll.AllO •ENDY F 
003 HENNINGS llOlll!RT 
001 STAFF 




#Enrollment limited to University Honors students 
MEET ING TI Ill! 
1900-19!i011 
10 00-1 OSOMWF 
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H a • E E c a " 0 • I c s c 
















































SOC Of' Q.O 1HING 
FASH DIST SYSTEM 
PAIN CLO CCJNSTA 
CONS TEXTILE PRO 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIP 
.. AMILY HOUSING 
FAMILY AELATIONS 
•OREN IN SOCll!TY 
CHILO DEVELOP 




HOSP SERV INDUST 
HOSP SERV OPER 
,.AMILY,SEX ED 
l'AMILY'SOC CHNGE 
PRACTlcUM IN CO 
COMMUNICATIONS 
DEA TEC ... IOUES 
CONS PRES TECH 




HOSP S!RV AON 




CONS D!!C,MKT PL 
INT DESIGN PRACT 
FAAILY IN CRISIS 








































.. lES CAAOL P 
HEDGES EDIT" 
HMIAI SOfril HOll•A .J 
D IL llORTH .IE AN K 
HUBllAlllO MARY L 
HARRISON NIJRAA .J 
HARRISON NOlllMA .I 
STRADER GAYLI! G 





AAlllSTAONG CAROL .I 
AAASTAONG CAllDL .I 
BUTTS ROBERT Y 
BUTTS ROBERT Y 
BUTTS -EAT Y 
SL-AVJK ..IAMES L 
WOCO•AAD LORETTA K 
BIELER BAAB.tAA A 
CAAPANIS LUCY A 
RIES CARCL P 
HEDGES EOITH 
MCALISTER PATRICIA 
STRADER GAYLE G 
WOOCllARO LORETTA K 
STA .... 
•DCIOllARO LORETTA K 
ARMSTRONG CAROL .J 
ARMSTRONG CAROL .I 
SLAVIK ..IAAES L 
GOSSELIN LAURENT A 






0 ILllOATH .JEAN K 
HEOGl!S EOITH 
HEDGES eDJTH 




















ll 00-ll llOTR 































































































































001 HUINIAaO MARY L 1400-l4SOT KH20Z 01 
003 HUBllAAO MARY L AAA MT•AF AAA 03 
006 CAllPANIS LUCY A AAA •T•A" AAA 06 
009 HUllllAAO MARY L AAA MT•JIP AAA 09 
001 STRADER GAYLE G 0900-C9S0TA KH207-08 02 
+080 •OOO.AAO LORETTA K 1300-1620TA KH314 OJ 
001 HUBllAAO MARY L 1100-llllOTA KHZ03 02 
001 STA.... AAA MT- AAA OJ 
001 STAFF AAA MT•AF AAA 03 
001 BAOllN MARTHA S 0900-09SDM•F KHJ14 03 
001 STAFF 13C0-13110M•F KH20J OJ 
002 STAFF 0900-09110M•F KH202 03 
001 MCALISTER PATRICIA 1900-2lJ0M KHJIJ OJ 
001 BUTTS llDBERT Y IJOD-IJllCltllll' KH202 OJ 
001 CAAPANIS LUCY A 1100-llllOM•F KH20J OJ 
001 STAFF 09CO-lO•OMW BBlO• OJ 
002 STAl'f' C900-1040MF BBIO• OJ 
HEC •8S9 AON CHILO CARE 001 SLAVIK .JAMES L lZ00-12SOM•F KH20J OJ 
otte:C 4860 AOOICT,FAMILY 001 GOSSELIN LAURENT A l900-2130R K~202 OJ 
HEC 491:9 OAG,AO• COOP 001 STAFF 1900-2130T BH108 03 
-C W40' ' FOOO SYST' MGT '"• 0'01 Ol:Jli RUTH ·-ll .,. ''· ,. 1-;_0J1-.~lt40M• • . !(HJI' ' . OJ · 
HEC lllSO ca.•Ulitrt' NUTA "~"f>tifllll 1;0it' RUTH .. 11 -.J-A •.• " '.a'iillb-'t113oT c .. ~ .. "Kti~oi ""'" o:s' ~··"'-
;.,...c Ill S~(l NUTA kl/1£ CYCLA; ...... AAl ;Jt,US CAAq.~P~.H!r .. .. ... -'.a.c;Jl-.lejlOA ,..,,., • K!laJI.~. '''"·' o~ •• -· 
HEC 11117Q o INTE-SHlf ·;.u, QOl. i>J141 RUTH II~ -, , , - , Ajl~ • RT•Al'1 ;,A'!R. ,.-... 1,., 03,r~t 
•llEC S7S0 SPEC P_,AGlNG 001 CROUSE .JOYCE S IBOD-IBSO• , KHJU 01 , . 
HEC SBSO AEADIN'°'HUM DEV 001 CAllPANIS LUCY A 1600-lllJO• KHZ03 OJ 
HEC 5900 RESEARCH AETHOOS 001 CZIEA S .JAYNE 1700-19J0T KH202 03 
NEC 119110 THESIS OOJ STAFF AAA MTWAF ARR OJ 
006 STAFF AAA MTWAF ARA 06 
13 hours of lab per week must be arranged between 0900 and 1100. 
113 hours of lab per week must be ~arranged between 1300 and 1500. 
+class •eets November 6-December 13. Field trip cost approximately $50.00 
-----.___._..__.~•••••s•••-----=-•••••-=----~----·•••--•••--•••••=--a:saaca::aaaa. 
H E A L T H S T U 0 I E S 
COUAllE OESCAIPTION ·SECTo INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIRE 
HST 1120 BASIC CPR 
HST 1200 HIMAN HEAL TH 
HST 2250 PROP S~COA H 























INTL HLTH ISSUES 
HUMAN . CISEASES 
INST CPR 
INST "IAST AIO 
•ICROS IN HEAL TH 
SCHOCL HEALTH 
PAIN ACC PREY 
INTRO DRIVER EO 
ADV OAIVEA ED 
ADV ORIV llANVRS 





METH IN co• HLTH 
HEM.TH CARI! DEL 
EPIOERIDLDGY 
PLAN HLTH PRCG 
COM "LTH FLO Sl!R 
HIT 480Q. ,. DRUGS -~ . SOCIETY • 
UtST 4810 COMM AES,C:HA OEP 
HST 4890 o HLTH 4NO .AGING 
HST woo· MUI.. PHASE. OR EC 
HST 4910, COM HLTH PAO,.$ 
.. T Wl.3 OA'°'ADM COOP EO 






























































•ALKEA BARBARA A 
•ALKER BARBARA A 
IATES ROBERT P 





AORROW llj'AILYN .I 
DEMING lfAAIETTA 
FRE&..ANO Ol!IORAH 
HOOSER RICHARD L 
DEMING MARIETTA 
MORRO• •ARILYN .I 
REED MART IN A 
DOYLE KATHLEEN 
REED MARTIN A 
•ALKEA BARBARA A 
9ATl!S AOllERT P 
STA .... 














l •OO-.l 1140TR 
1100 ... 12•011• 














BATES llDllEAT P l•OO-IS•OR 
BATES llDBEAT p IOC0-10110•• 
BATES ROBERT P 1•00-l•SOlll• 
HOOSER RICHARD L 1400-llllSTA 
•coos SUSAN L 1600-1711111• 
•DOOS SUSAN L 15J0-16•11TA 
•ooos SUSAN L 1900-2130• 
•ALKER llAABAAA A IJGO-IJllOAlll' 
•GOOS SUSAN L l•OO-lSISTR 
DERING AAAIETTA 13C0-IJllOR~ 
MOAAO• AAAILYN .J 19C0-21J0T 
Ol!«ING MARIETTA 1400-l•SOM•F 
.. REEl.ANO DEBORAH KIMll00-12lSTR 
DOYLE KATHLEEN . ARR lllTWAF 
DOYLE KATHLEEN AAA NTWRF 
DOYLE KATHLEEN ARR MTWflF 
OOYLE KATHLEEN IOC0-1011011111' 
OCYLE KATHLEEN . 1400-1411011• 
OOYLE KATHLEEN 1600-1830• 
BOLIN DANIEL .JOE 19C0-2130T 
REED MARTIN A 1200-12110M•F 
STAl'I' 1900-21JOT 
PYLES CAROL 0 ARR MTWAF 





















































~OD ••t• !.'!.~'!:.n~~~:!'..~::i~•••-m••m-••••-••••m--w 
lllDUSTRIAL TIC .. NCiLOGY 
CDW!• OCSCRlll'TIC* HCTe INllT11UCTGR 
• ..,. dQ 
.... T89U 
........ 
001 ...... _P 
ooa SUTLI.. RClllALO 
001 TOOU llllMT•llA 






















































































CO•P INT MFG 




STAT QUAL ASSUR 
... G •ANAGEMENT 
IND INTERNSHIP 
INO SIRULATION 
001 •ATSON CHARLES W 
001 •AT9DN CHARLES • 
001 SUTLl"F RONALD 
001 MESSER .JOHN A 
001 TOOSI llCIATEZA 
001 COLll!llAN •AYNI! 0 
001 TOOSI MORTEZA 
001 •ATSON CHARLES W 
001 MESSER .JOHN II 
001 STAPF 









001 IZAOI MAHYAA 
001 COl..EllAN •AYNE D 



















































































































~-------------••--•• .. ..,.,_.,....,..,..,..., ...... .,._..m ________ •••----------•••-------·•---•••--• 
I N ,. 0 R • A T I 0 N S E A V I C E S A N D T E C If 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT• INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIME 
IST 1200 
IST 3300 








SEL MATS CHILD 
PRACT,CLIN EXP 
BAS SOURCES INFO 
CAT,CLASS INF 
PROO I !INST TV 
PHOTO l:PA APP 
SEL INF SOURCES 
THESIS 
PHOTO JI 
001 LA•SON RICHARD W 
002 LA•SON RICHARD • 
003 MILLER BEVERLY B 
001 LAWSON RICHARD W 
002 MILLER BEVERLY B 
001 STAFF 
001 LA•SON RICHARD W 
001 MILLEA BEYERL Y B 
001 •ISSIAN ROBERT C 
001 •ISl!MAN ROBERT C 
001 MILLER BEVERLY B 
003 STAl'I' 
001 •ISEMAN ROBERT C 
0900-09110TR 
1000-IOSOTR 
II 00-11 llOTA 
0900-09110M•F 



































........................... ..,. ........................... , ... ___ ___ 
.JOURNALl!A 
COURSE OESCAIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR 
.JOU 2100 INTRO ..IOURNALIS• 001 PRICE HO•AAD Z 
001 ~Cl!! · HllllARD z 
00J VOELZ PETER M 
004 VOELL PETER M 
0011 LADO MARTA .I 
001 •OHUIAllE MARY C 
002 l!lll!LL DANA A 
.·...au 2101 NE•SWUTING I 
00J GOODRICK EVELYN T 
004 TIDlll!ILL .JAMES 







• .IOU 3820 
•.JOU 390J 
•.JOU •I 01 
•.JOU •I 02 
•.JOU 427!1 
•.JOU •SOI 
•.JOU .. 20 
•.IOU •920 
+.JOU 5001 
002 RYAN .IOHN II 
, • ,~ !103, GOOOAIC:K i:vELYll T 
OJ~tt') il'flll(r~f?~)-tl1'i:\r: J · 
NE•S PHOTOGRAPHY 001 . CANNON IAfAN 
~Hli.°' oic.: OG2!.UffNON 8RIAN 
' ' ' 1 OOJ ' CANNON BRIAN ··" • 
cOPYEOJTING 001 PRICE HOWARD Z 
( 002 PRICE HO•AAO Z 
003 REEO JOHN D 
NEWS EDITING 001 EWELL DANA II 
002 Elll!LL DANA II 
MAGAZINE EDITING 001 •OHLAAlll! MARY D 
002 .aHLAABE MARY 0 
PUBLICITY llETHOO 001 LADD MARTA .J 
002. LADO MARTA .I 
00J LADO MARTA .J 
.UMEN ' MEDIA 001 KAUl'MAN SUSAN .J 
COlllJll LAW 
.IOU l!T .. ICS 
l"TEANSHIP 
AOVl!lllTI SI NG 
F._..O PUB At!L 
PR CASE STUDIES 
ARCH I VAL PHOTO 
001 llDllELL .JAMES 
001 VOELZ PETER M 
001 RYAN .JO"" M 
002 RTAN .IOH" A 
003 RYAN .JOHN M 
001 ROBINSON GLl!hN 
001 LAOD MARTA .J 
001 LASHLEY LYNETTE 
001 CANNON BRIAN 
+clna •eets Aug. 29. Sept. s. 12, 19, 26. 
MEETING TIME 
0900-0950M•F 





































i U N I 0 A H I G H S C H 0 0 L E 0 U C A T a N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR 
TCHR AND SCH 001 FOUST OELlll!RT D 
002 FOUST OELBEAT 0 
001 STAFF 




DIR LAG IN .IHS 
TC:H REAO,SEC SCH 001 MACLAREN FREDRICK • 
1000-IOllOTR 



















































































----------------~----------------~~----·----·--··-----------------·---·--' L I ,. E S C I I N C E 
COURse Ol!SCRIPTION' 



































































































































































U/e Science continued on Page 7 
fLFS 1090 LIFE SCIENCE 


































099 NILSEN H C 
002 JAMES JUDITH M 
001 llUAPtlY DAVID H 

















































K .. 106 
· KHl06 
K .. 106 
































































M A H A G E M E ~ T 













LEG,SOC ENV•8US 001 JCYN!R ALPHChSC 0930-104STA 
002 STAFF l900-2130M 
·-" · 003 STN'F oeco-oesoMW' 
004 STAFF l000-1050M•F 
OOS ROIZKOWSKI CHRISTIE ll00-l2lSTA 
006 ROSZAOWSKI CHRISTIE l4C0-lSISTR 
007 ROSZKOWSKI CHAISTIE lS30-l64!1TR 
BUSINESS STAT I 001 801111ALL MARK R 0800-091STR 
002 80llBAL.L MARK R 0930-10411TR 
003 BOll8ALL MARK R l230-134STR 
004 CARTER JANIS C 1400-l9l9TR 
0011 CARTER JANI I C lS30-l64STR 
006 STAPP 0900-0!9SOllW 
007 STAl'F l900-2i3011 
001 STAl'I' 1300-l311ClllWF 
009 STAPP 1400-l4110MW 
010 ITAl'F 1100-llllOllWF 
· 011 STAPF l200-l29011WF 
012 STAl'F 0900-09SOMW 
llGT 5 ORG 8l!H 001 ROSl!MKRANTZ STUART A0800-09l!ITR 
002 SCHNAKE lll!L E ll00-l2l!ITR 
003 ARNOLD V ALINE l900-2130W 
004 ARNOLD V ALINE l400-l4S011WP 
005 ITAl'F 1100-llllOMWP 
006 STAPF 1200-125ClllWP 
007 STAPP 1300-13S011WP 
HU.U.11 RES llGT 001 SCHNAKE lll!L E 1230-l34!1TA 
catllll!RCIAL LA• 001 BAA•EY EU.ARD W 1000-lOSOllWP 
002 BRA•EY EDWAflO • ll00-1190MW 
LAW .. eus DAG 001 JOYNER ALPHllNSO 0800-C9111TR 
LABOR,E-.OY LAW 001 BAA•l!Y EDWARD W 1300-139ClllW 
INTRO TO OP RES 001 CARTER JANIS C l2;t0-1349TR 
::,.· '.n,~. e.!~n!!r- Y· •• o .-.. 9!1-'10-:-.9•90M!!P .... 
,... ••. #' .. • •:"! .• ' Vva,.t .. .,._......- ""'-~ .,..M .... r.;:·~··~130• 
.,Sl111!9S SlAT II 001 tll!ll!R -RT'- E •. ,• oe-.o;.otl5TR 
11-IAL COii 001 OGU!SBY llARILYN ·9 08CO-C9111TR 
002 Oe&.l!S8Y llARILYN S ll00-12111TR 
003 OGLl!IBY llARILYN S 1230-13411TR 
OPERATIONS llGT 001 SCHILHAVY RICHARD A HG0-2130T 
002 SCHILNAVY RICHARD A 1400-l9l!ITR 
003 STAPF IS30-16411TR 
004 STAl'F l400-lll19TR 
Dos STAFF 08oo-oe50ll•~ 
006 STAl'F 1100-llllOllWF 
JNTERllSHIP,llGT 003 STAl'F ARR llTMRF 
006 STAFF ARR llTWRF 
009 STAFF ARR llTWRP 
ORG Bl!HAYIOR 001 MARLOW EDWARD 09l0-104STR 
002 llARLOW EDWARD ll00-l2l!ITR 
AOlllN POLICY 001 ARNOLD V ALIHE l300-l3SOllWP 
002 STAl'F oeoo-011110...,. 
003 STAPF 0900-09SQMWF 
004 ELMUI' I Ol!AN S ll·OO-ll llOllWF 
0011 ELMUl'I DEAN S 1200-12110MWP 
006 MARLOW EDWARD l230-l34!1TR 
007 RINl!l'ORT FOSTEA .C ll00-12l!ITR 
ooe RJNl!FORT FOSTER c 1400-ISISTR 
009 RINIPORT FOSTER C IS30-164!1TR 
Jae EVALUATION 001 ELMUTI DEAN S - l300-l3SOMWF 
LAllOR llGT REL 001 STAFF 0930-104STR 
#Must be adaitted to the College of Business to enroll 
M A R K E T I N G 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
follAR 3470 
, .. AR 3490 
, ....... 3720 
, .... 11 427S 
,.llAR 4470 
, ...... 4490 
, ...... 4780 
, ...... 4860 
, ... AR 48711 
I 
, ...... 4876 
l•llAR 4900 









PROO DEV'BR MGT 
llKT STRATEGIES 
SECTo INSTRUCTOR 










001 WELLER RALPtf 8 
002 •ELLER RALPH B 
001 llARl.OW NANCY 
001 •ELLER RALPH 8 
002 STAl'F 
003 STAl'F 
001 MARLOW NANCY 






#Muat be admitted to the College of Business to enroll 
M A T H E II A T I C S 











006 """" 007 IT-
008 ST-
009 H .. 
oun,.... 
DOI C-. &.•II It 
OOt ....... 
D0a ..... .M•ISll L 
001 ....... -RY • 
00. _,._. -..n L 
.......... ,,_ .. "~ 
00. OP'JaT• ........... ~ 











































c .. 120 
c .. 232 
CH232 
c .. 232 
C.,318 
CH3111 










































































c .. 229 

























































































































FALL SEMESTER 1989 - PAGE 1 
•MAT 1270 



















o llAT M43 
* llAT 211S0 








TR I GONCIMET RY 
ANALYTIC TRIG 
ANAL GECIETRY 
·INTRO llAT NUM 
CAL ANAL GEOM I 





INTRO _C_ PACK 
COii PR~ORTRAN 
DISCRETE MATH . 
CAL ANAL Gl!Oll II 
CAL ANAL GEO 111 
MATA IX Al.G,APl'L 
GEOllETRY I 
Ill CAO COllP IN ED 
TCHG SEC NATH 
INTRO GEOMETRY 
OIPP EQUATIONS I 
llATH llETHOOS K-6 
001 STAl'I' 0100-0HOllWf' 11301C 02 
·082 H- 11988 GH811WF -..C-- ff 
003 STAFF 1oco-1oso••P •301 c oz 
004 CQON LEWIS H 1100-1150MllF M301C 02 
005 STA"" 1200-IZSQMllF M301C OZ 
Q06 STAl'F 1300-USOMllP M301C " · 02 
007 STAPP l400-l4SQllllF M301C ~ 02 
0011 STAPP 1500-15!10MWP M301C 02 
009 STAl'F 1600-l6SOM•R 11301C 02 
001 STAFF ceco-ce5aotw •21• 03 
002 STAFF 0900-0950M•P M2l6 03 
003 MAKINO RICHARD • 1000-IOSOMW 8"205 03 
004 STAPP 1100-llSOllMP BHIOO 03 
005 STAl'I' 1200-IZllOllWP M214 03 
006 MAKINO RICHARD II l300-1350MWP SIOll 03 
007 MAKINO RICHARD II 1400-l4SQMW M214 03 
008 STAl'F ISOO-ISllOM•P 'MZIS · 03 ' 
009 STAFF l600-16!10MWR M215 03 
001 MEGGINSON RQ8ERT I! 0800-08110MllF 11216 03 
002 GAUCHMAN HILLEL 1000-,0SOll•r 11216 03 
003 GAUCHMAN HILLE~ 1200-12S0MWP 14216 03 
004 MEYERHlll.TZ ROY A 1400-l~SOllllF N216 03 
005 FLEMING CHARLES G ISOO-IS!IOMWF M216 03 
006 DEY SUHRIT IC l600-l6S0MWR M216 03 
001 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J 1300-1350TR M213 02 
001 GLAZl!8ROOK JANES p oeoo-ce110TA 1111216 02 
002 HALCHIN JUDY 0 1000-IOSOTR M2l6 02 
003 SCHNALZ ROSEllARY 1200-12!10TR 11216 02 
004 GERLING MAX OTTO 1400-14SOTR M216 02 
001 !COONTZ LLOYD L 1200-12so••F M2l2 03 
001 STAPP l000-1090MWP M3l0 03 
002 STAFF l200-l2!10M•P 1111310 03 
003 STAPP l300-l3SOMWF M310 03 
004 STAPP 1500-19SOMllF M310 03 
001 LEDUC JO ... W 08(0-Gll!IQllT•RF MUS OS 
.002 GLAZEBROOK JAMES F 1000-IOllOMT•RP MZIS 0!1 
003 HM.CHIN JUDY 0 1100-llSOMT•RF M215 05 
004 RONSSE GREGORY l300-13SOllT•RF M2111 OS 
005 RAHllAN MUSHPEOUR 1400-l4llOllTWRF M2l5 0!1 
099 RAHMN MU-EOUR l200-l29011TllRF M219 OS 
001 STAPF oeca-oes0otw •217 03 
002 GAUCMMAN HILLEL 0900-09S011WP 1111217 03 
003 DEY SUHRIT K l000-1050M... 11217 03 
004 HSU NAl-CHAO l100-l150llW M2l7 03 
OOS STAPP ' 1200-l2S0MWF M2l7 03 
006 HSU NAJ-cHAO l300-13SllMWF N217 03 
007 HSU HAI-CHAO 1400-l4SClllW MZ17 03 
ooe STAPF 1900-ISSOllWF M217 03 
009 RDNSSE GREGORY l600-l6S0 ... R M217 03 
001 llROLINE DUANE M 01100-0llllOMW M303 03 
002 COON LEWIS H 0900-09S0NWP M303 03 
003 BRGLINI! DUANE M 1000-l090MWF M303 03 
004 STAPF 1100-ll!IONW M303 03 
0011 DEY SUHRIT K 1200-IZSOllWF 11303 03 
006 •EAVl!R llARGAllET L 1300-1350 ... P M303 03 
007 WEAVER MARGARET L l400-l4110MW M303 03 
ooe STAFF 1900-ISllOll•F M303 03 
009 HSU NAl-CHAO 1600-165011WR 11303 03 
001 SCHAl!PPl!R ANTHONY J oeoo-oeso11- 112U 03 
001 HMIKl!R CHERYL ... 0900-fl9110llWRF M214 04 
002 OIPIETIWJ ALPHONllO J ISOD-lllSOMWRP 11214 04 
001 COON LOIS H l400-1'4SOTR M304 01 
·OOl fLElll"JNG CHARLES G 1300-13SOllWRP M2l2 03 
001 BAGL.INI! DUANE M 1100-llllONWF 11212 03 
001 COlll!RPORO LEO P 0900-09!IOllT•RP M2l5 OS 
002 WOLCOTT KEITH 1000-lOS(lllTWRF M214 0!1 
003 COlll!llPORO JONELL A l300-13S0MTWRP M2l4 OS 
001 GLAZl!8ROOK JAllES F 1100-llSOM•RF M214 04 
002 ~ANDA JAGOIS .. L l300-l3SOllWRP M216 04 
001 ROhSSE GREGORY 1000-IOSOllllF M213 03 
001 GAUCHMAN HILLEL 1400-14110M•F M212 03 
00 I DAV JS H ALLEN 1000-lOSQMllF M304 02 
002 DAVIS H ALLEN 1300-13SOMWP M304 02 
001 SCHllALZ ROSEMARY 1600-l!IOSTR 1111310 04 
001 TAITT NANCY P 0900-09SOMWF M310 03 
002 TAITT NANCY P 1100-ll50MWF M3l0 03 
003 DAVIS H ALLEN 1400-l411011•F M310 03 
001 KOONTZ LLOYD L ' 0800-08SQMWf' M213 03 
001 SCHMALZ ROSEMARY . l000-1090TR M3l0 01 
002 S~ ROSEMARY 1300-1390TR ~31.0 , 01 
*MT 35.JC! l ABSTRAc;T , Al..G '"'- OO!\ -_<R1''91PORO JGN~Ll,1-A '<" 'tl.QP-:'JSOllllWRP ;;1J ~H ._ou- 04,. 
*MAT 362Cj: r. •Vllllf1 ~TH MTHO .,.,,@ ,l_, jJNl.JS H ALLEN w "~ ,., CleOO~OMWP _.,, ll;J-t;<' · .. -- 0~ • ,_n 
* llAT 3670'- CGllP-S• 5 PROG -~ 001-·lil'f'l'SMAN WILL,Mt "'·-> 'ffl10-'H>90M-'J~, •1'2' HT""' 0.J-' ~ 
•llAT. 370{ ~ PRG8 5 ..,..T , .. ,.~ . 001 Ktlc'NTz LLOYD l!' ., .... ,, 091lb-09!IOllllF '1121; " ~ .. . 03 
• llAT 37~ PR08 s· .STAT II CIO'l e\tER llARioAill!'r ·L cf900-·c1 .. o- •il2 .., 03 
*MAT 3770 COMIN CGllPUTING 001 KRUIU!NllERG CLAIRE E 1300-IBQllllF, 11213 03 
* llAT 3800 lll!llZNAj; 001 KllUKl!NBl!RG CLAlllE E 1400-14110TR 11214 oz· 

















COllP MATH INTERN 
LIHEAR PROGRAll 
LINEAR ALGEBRA 
TOPJC,HIS EL MAT 
llATH ANALYSIS 
DATA STRUCTURES 
PROG LANG STAUCT 
TOPIC(BANACH SP) 
THESIS 
002 BllGLINI! OUANE M 1400-l4110TR MU3 02 
010 SCH41!FFER ANTHONY J ARR MT•RP ARR 10 
Oil SCHAllPPER ANTHONY J ARR MT•RP ARR II 
012 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTWRF ARR 12 
013 SCHAl!f'Pl!R ANTHONY J ARR llTllRP ARR 13 
014 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTllRP ARR 14 
01!1 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR llTWRF ARR 15 
001 MEYERHOLTZ ROY A C900-09!1011WF M316 03 
001 KRUKENBl!RG CLAIRE E IOCO-lOllOotwitF M316 04 
001 GERLING MAX OTTO 1200-lZSOllWP M316 03 
001 WOLCOTT KEITH 1300-13S011WRP M3l6 04 
001 , SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J 1400-14SOllllWF M3l6 , 03 
001 COllERPORD LEO p 0800-0llSON•F M316 03 
001 MEGGINSON ROBERT E 1100-llSOllWF M3l6 03 
003 STAFF ARR llTllRF ARR 03 
004 STAFF ARR MTWRF ARR 04 
00!1 STAFF ARR MTWRF ARA 0!1 
006 STAFF ARR MT•RF ARR 06 
#Enrollment limited to University Honors students 
11 E 0 I C A L T E C .. N 0 L Q G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR MEETING TlllE ' BLOG,ROOM Ro 
-------~--~--------------~-~-~----------~--~---· llOT 2600 I NTAO MEO TECH 
llOT 3000 ADY 111!0 TECH 
001 ALEXANDER Hl!R8ERT JRl800-2030R 
001 ALl!J(ANOER HER8ERT JRl800-2030T 
LS317 
L.uu 




M I L I T A R Y S C I E ~ C E c 
BLO~ROQM Ro COURIE DESCRIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR MEEllNG TIME 
·~~~~~------~---~--~-~-------
MSC 1001 INTRO TQ MIL SCI 
MSC 1do2 INTRQ TO TACTICS 
MSC zioo SM UNIT TACTICS 
NSC 2200 MIL STAFF FUNC 
001 EVANS ALYCIA 0 1100-115014 K .. 108 
ISOO-l5SOR 
002 EVANS ALYCIA 0 09CO-C9!10T KHl08 
1500-ISSOR 
aD3 EVANS ALYCIA 0 1400-l•SOR K .. 1011 
IS00-IS50R 
001 BQDNE CANFIELD 0900-09SOR KHl08 
1500-l!ISOR 
002 YANCE GEORGE 1500-lSllOT 'KHI 08 
1!100-l!ISOR 
003 8QQNE CANFIE~O 1100-llSOW KNl08 
1900-ISllOR 
001 BRO ... MICHAEL R l300-1350Nll KHIOll 
lSOO-IS50R 
002 eRO .. MICHAEL R 1000-IO!IOTR K .. 108 
1!100-IS!IOR 
001 STAPF 1000-lOSOMW KHl08 
1!100-lSllOR 













llSC 3001 PRIN MIL LOR 001 CLIP'TON •ILLIAM R ' 0900-0VSOMWP . - ' . .... 1,01 . 04 ~ 
llSC 4001 lllL LA*'AOMIN 
UIOO-l640R -:. ' " 
002 CLIFTON WILLIAM R 1230-13411TR KHl08 
1900-l640R 
003 c· IPTON •ILLIAN R • ARA MT•RP KHl08 
H00-164CIR 
001 PREMIER ALAN JOHii 0800-0890MWP «HI08 
11100-IMOR 
002 PllllNll!R Al.All JOHN H•0-134STR ICll20.J 
IS00-1640R 
003 -- ALAll JOHii - RT- ' ARR 
1SOO-l640R 
001 ......... Al.All AttN oeao-o1sot· a11aoe 
HGO•llllCIR 
ooa ......... ALAN - oeac.-o .. • 11111oe 
HOO•IS50R 
OU ......... Al.All ..,.... 1400•1.... &lllN 
HllO-IHOR 
I;; 








PAGES FALL SEMESTER 1989 
·~~-------· ......... ·······--······------------·--··-----------~---------------· 
IO U S I C 
CO'-'ISE DESCRIPTIQH 
+MUS 0010 VOICI 
.+JIU$ 0020 l'LUU 
+llUS 0021 080E 
+NUS 0022 CLARINET 
+MUS 0024 SAXOPHONE 
.,-US 0025 RECOAOER 
+lfUS 0030 TRUMPET 
+NUS 0031 ICIRH 
+ MUS 0032 TROMBONE 
+NUS 0033 BARITONE 
-ttlUS 0034 TUBA 
+MUS 0040 PERCUSSION 
-+tlUS 00110 VIOLIN 
+•us OOSI VIOLA 
+MUS 00112 VIOLONCELLO 
+MUS 0053 STRING BASS 
.....,5 0060 PIANO 
+JIUS 0061 ORGAN 
+llUS 0062 HARPPSICHOAO 
+•us 0070 COMPOSITION 
+MUS 0071 ORGAN SERY PLAY 
NUS 0100 llARCHlhG BAHO 
0WIND ENSEMBLE 
llUS • OllO OllCHESTRA:STRHGS 
Orchestra: Winds 
•NUS 0120 JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Jazz Band 
MUS 03"00 COHCIRT CICllR 
Mixed Chorus 
Show Choir 
... US 0600 CHMIBEA:STAINGS 
Cha•ber: Winds 
Chamber: Keyboard 
Chamber: C Singers 
Cha•b•r: Pere 
Chamber:Jazz Comb 
Chaaber: Jazz Comb 
Chamber: Clar Choir 
chA.ber:Saz Quart 
Chamber: Fl Choir 
NUS 1103 aECITAL 
MUS 11:116 VOICI! CLASS 
MUS 1201- e•G CLAN PIAHO · 
llUS 1202 BEG CLASS PIAHO 
MUS 1203 BASIC PIANO SKIL 





CL "INSTR STRINGS 
CL I HSTa OB l!N 
CL INST TAI! TUBA 
Ill.IS 1'1JNDAMl!HTALS 
•MUS IS30 JAZ lllPllOYZATH I 
MUS 1!161 MUS THEORY ' LIT 






• ...,s nae 
•llUS u.o 
MUS 2660 
• .us 21161 
l!LECTRQNIC MUSIC 




KIYBD SKILLS I 
INSTRUMENT CllttO 
LAB IN MUSIC IED 
_,llC THEORY 
•NUS 2543 A'-'IAL TRAINING 
NUS •so RIECOaDIHG TECH 
llUS 211Sll llUS l!NCOUHTEAS 
llUS HU llUS MASTERWORKS . 






BLACK AMER MUSIC 
HIST ~ LIT MUSIC 
NUS THIATRE WKIP 
PIANO PEDASOGY I 
VOICE 
+MUI D20 PLUTE 
+11111 D21 080E 
+11111 33U CLAalHl!T 





00 I LANE T.IMOTHY 
002 LANE TIMOTHY 
004 LANE T llOOTHY 
001 MARTIN JOSEPH 
002 llAATIH JOSEPH 
004 MARTIN JOSEPH 
001 BARTA RICHARD J 
002 BARTA RICHARD · J 













001 BRA ... ER THOMAS • 
002 BRAWNER THOMAS • 


























001 HARDIN BURTCH ERVIN ARR 
002 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARR 
004 HARDIN BUATDH l!AVIN ARR 


































































002 HORNEY ALLAN LEE 
004 HORNEY ALLAH LEE 
001 HORNEY ALLAH LEE 
002 HORNEY ALLAN LEE 






001 HARDIN BURTCH ERVIN ARR 
002 HARDIN BURTCH ERVIN ARR 
004 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARR 
001 LANE JOHNNY ARA 
ARR 
ARA 
002 LANE JDHNNY 









002 ST'-'IGIS-EYERETT BARBARA 
004 . STUAGIS-EYEAETT 
001 'TR ... CV DONALD C 
002 TRACY OOHALO C 
004 TRACY DONALD C 
001 TRACY DONALD C 
002 TRACY DONALD C 







001 ZWICKY GARY L 
002 Z•ICKY GARY L 
004 ZWICKY GARY L 
001 ZWICKY GARY L 
002 ZWICKY GARY L 
004 Z•ICKY GARY L 
001 Hl!STERMAH PETER D 
002 HESTERMAN PETl!R 0 
004 Hl!STERMN PETER D 
001 ZWICKY GARY L 
002 ZWICKY GARY L 
004 ZWICKY GARY L 
001 BRAWNER THDllAS W 
002 llRAWNER THOMAS • 
001 TRACY DONALD C 






HORNEY ALLAN Ll~E 
GOBLE DANIEL P 
SNYDER ROBERT !LLIS 
HILLS ADM!RT ' 































l 700-18 l llTR 
l400-l450MT•A 




















GOBLE DAH I EL P 
STAFF 
IARTA RICHARD J 
GCa.,E DANIEL P 
LANIE TIMOTHY 












001 COLES MARILYN J lS00-l3SOM• 
002 OANllLS JERRY L l200-l250TR 
OOl 5-DERS GEOllGE P lSQ0-"1.WS. 
002 STAl'F l400-l4110TR 
001 ZWICKY GARY L 11100-lSllOllW 
001 STAFF l300-13llOlll• 
002 SAllOERS KAR!H 1100-llllOTR 
001 SANOllRS GEORG! P l300-l350llW 
ooa ZWIC&Y GARY L 1100-llSOTR 
001 TRACY DOHM.Q C 1300-l:JSON• 
001 MARTIN JOSEPH 0900-09S0TR 
001 HILLYER HAROLD L 1000-lOSOllW 
001 BIALeK NARY AHN 0800-0BSOM• 
ooa ·-·IL. HELEN 0900-0990N• 
003 llRUMMAH JANES II 1000-lOSON• 
004 HILLYER HAROLD L 1100-ll!IOllWF 
005 HILLWER HMIOLD L 1200-l2SOllWF 
006 llRU&llAN JANES IO l400-14SOllW 
001 GOBLE DANlti. P lSOO-lSllOTR 
001 HAYDEN PAUL • oaoo-oaso-wr 
001 ttESTERllAN PeTER D 1100-ll!IOllllP 
003 MILLER E JOHN 1400-l450NWF 
001 MILL.Ell e JOHN 1000-lOSOTR 
002 MILLeR E JOHN 1100-ll!IOTR 
003 KREHlllEL JAMES W l400-l4SOTR 
001 HAYDEN PAUL M 1200-lZllOTR 
001 COLES llARILYIO J l200-l2110TA 
001 SNYDER ROllBIT ELLIS 1100-llSOTR 
++ 001 ZWICKY GARY L 1200-USOTA 
++ 001 SANOl!RS GEORGE P 1200-lZSOTR 
001 ZWICKY GARY L ISOO-lSSOTR 
001 TRACY DONALD C 0900-09!1()tlW 
001 llRINltllAN JAMES M 0900-09S0TR 
001 HESTl!RllAH PeTEA D lQC0-10!1011• 
ooa HISTllUIAN PIT!A D 1400-l4SOll• 
001 HESTERMAN PETER D 0900-09S0TR 
ooa HAYDEN PAUL M 1000-lOllOTR 
001 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN 0900-C9llOllWF~ 
001 MARTIN JOSEPH 1000-lOSOllWF 
ooa DIBIAHCO ODUGLAS 1100-llSONWF 
003 STM'P l200-l250NWF 
001 HILLYER HAROLD L 0900-0950NWF 
ooa DIBIANCO DOUGLAS 1001>-lllllTR 
003 STAPP l200-l3111TR 
001 MILL.Ell e JOH• oeoo-oaso11wr 
ooa MILLBA I JOHN 0900-09SOll ... 
001 STAFF 13CO-l3SOWWF 
001 Dlel~NCCI DOUGLAS 0900- 09S0MWF 
001 D-11.1..S JERRY L 11100-1640TR 




001 LAIC TUIOTHY 
ooa LANI TIMOTHY 
006 LANI T lllOTHY 
001 MARTIN .JOSEPH 
002 MARTIN JOSIPH 
004 MARTIN JOSEPH 
001 BARTA RICHARD J 
002 BARTA RICHARD J 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































ORGAN SERY PLAY 
INSTR MUS METHOD 
.NUS l!L SCHOOLS 
NUS !L SCHOOLS 
ELI MUS tl!THODS 
111-19 C ANALYSIS 
ORCHEITRATIOI< 
llUS HIST LIT II 
ADY .IAZZ COMBO 
JAZZ THEORY 11 
KEYBOARD LIT 
"IHTR!I AESCH MUS 
NUS THl!ATAI! •KSP 




Ens : Chorus 





















Ca.PO$ IT I ON 
ORGAN SERV -PLAY 
ADY INTERN MUSIC 



































































GOl!LE DANIEL P ARA MT•RF 
GOBLE DANIEL P ARR MTWAF 
GOllLI DANIEL P ARA MT•RF 
STAFF ARR MTlfAF 
STAPP ARA MTWllf' 
STAPP ARR MT•RF 
BRAWNER T-AS W ARR MTWAF 
BAA .. ER THOMAS W ARR MTWRF 
BRAWNIR THOMAS • ARA MTWRF 
HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARR llTllRF 
HAllDIN BURTON ERVIN ARA llTWAF 
HARDIN BURTON EAVIH ARR MTWRF 
-HIY Al.LAN LEE ARR NT•AF 
HGINEY ALLAH LEE ARR MTWRF 
HOJ..~Y ALLAN LEE ARR MTWllF 
HORHIY ALLAH LEI! ARR NT•AF 
HORNEY ALLAH LE! ARA MT•AF 
-HEY ALLAH Ii.EE ARR MT•Rr 
HARDIN IURTOH ERVIN ARA, NT•RF 
HARDIN BURTCH ERVIN ARR MTWAf' 
HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARA NT•llF 
LAHE JOHHNY ARR MT•RF 
LANE JOHNNY ARR NT•RF 
LANI! JOHNNY ARA NT•AF 
STUR&IS-EYIRETT BARBARA MT•Ar 
STWIGIS-EVERETT BARBARA NTWIW' 
STURGIS-l!YIRETT BARBARA MT•AF 
STUll&IS-IYIRITT BAllBARR MT-
STURGIS-i!VPETT BARIARa MTllRF 
STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARA MT•RF 
TRACY DONALD C ARR NT•AF 
TRACY OOHALD C ARA MTWRF 
TRACY DONALD C ARR MTWAP 
TRACY DONALD C ARR MT•RF 
TAjlQ' llOHALO C ARR MT•Ar 
TRACY DONALD C ARR MTWAF 
STAFF ARA MT•RF 
STAFF ARR MTWRF 
STAFF ARR NT•RF 
ZWICKY GARY L " ARR MTWAF 
Z•ICKY GARY L ARR MTllRF 
Z•ICKY GARY L ARA MTWRF 
ZWIC&Y GAAY L ARR MTllRF 
Z•ICKY GARY L AAA MTWRF 
Z•ICKY GARY L ARR MTWAF 
HESTERMAN PETER D ARR NT•RF 
HESTERMAN PETER D ARR NT•AF 
Hl!STERllAH PETER 0 ARA MTllRF 
ZWIC&Y GARY L ARR MTWRF 
ZWICKY GAaY L AAA MTWAF 
Z•ICKY GARY L ARR NTWRF 
BARTA RICHARD J 1300-l~llOllWF 
BIALIK NARY ANH 0900-09!10Mlllf' 
KA!HBIEL HELEN 0800-CllllO••F 
eJALEK MARY ANH l300-13SOM•RF 
HAYDl!H PAUL M 0900-C950M•F 
HARDIN eURTON ERVIN 0900-09S0TA 
sTAPF oaoo-o8sOM•F 
HORNl!Y ALLAN LEE ARR MTWAF 
HORNEY ALLAH LE! 1400-l4110MW 
SANDERS GEORGE P 1000-1011011.r 
WEIDNER RD&ellT • 1300-13SQlllWF 
DANIELS .IKRRY L 1500-1640TR 
MILLER I JOHH 1900-2131011 
BRAWNER Tt;tCJllAS W ISOO-ISSOll 
lS00-1640WF 






003 G09L.£ DANIEL P 
004 SNYDER ROelAT ELLIS 
00S STAll'r . 
006 llRAWNER THOMAS W 







001 STAl'F ARA MTWRF 
002 STAPP ARA MTWRF 
004 STAPF" ARR llTWAF 
·:Ool LANE TJllGTHY,- MR MTWAr 
002 LAHE TIMOTHY ARR MT•RF 
004 LANE TIMOTHY ARA llTllAr 
001 llARTIH JOSEPH ARR NT•RF 
002 'MARTIN JOSEPH AllA ' MTWAP 
004 MARTIN JOSEPH ARR MTllRF 
001 BARTA RICHARD J ARA MTWRF 
002 BARTA RICHARD .J ARR MTWRF 
006 BARTA RICHARD J ARR NT ... 
001 STAFF ARR MTWAF 
002 STAf'F ARR MTWRF 
004 STAl'F AllR llTWAF 
001 GOBLI OANIEL P ARa llTWRI" 
002 GOBLE ,PANIEL P MIR llTWAF 
004 GOBLE DANIEL P ARa MTWAF 
001 STAFF ARR MTWRI" 
002 STAll'r ARR NTWRF 
004 STAFF ARR NT•RF 
001 BRAWNER THOMAS W ARR •T•AF 
002 BAA•IR TIClllAS • ARR MT•RF 
004 llaA .. ER THOMAS II ARA NT•RF 
001 HAAOIH BURTON ERVIN ARR llTWRF 
002 HAAOIH BURTON ERVIN ARR MTWRF 
006 HARDIN BURTCH ERVIN ARR NT•AF 
001 HORHIY ALLAH LEE ARA MTllRF 
002 HORNEY ALLAN LEE ARA MTWAF 
004 HORNEY ALLAH LEE .. AA NTWRF 
001 HORNEY ALLAN LEE ARR MT•RF 
002 HORNEY ALLAN LEE ARR MTWRF 
006 H-Y ALLAN LEE ARR MTWRF 
001 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN - NT•RF 
002 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARR MTWAF 
004 HARDIN BURTON ERVIN ARR MT•liF 
001 LANE JOHHHY ARR MTllRF 
002 LANE JOHNNY ARA MTWAF 
004 LANE JOHNNY ARR MTWAF 
001 STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARA MTWRF 
002 STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARA MTWAF 
004 STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARA MT•AF 
001 STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARA MTllAF 
002 STUll&IS-EVERETT BARBARR MTWAF 
006 STURGIS-EVERETT BARBARR MTWAF 
001 TRACY DONM.D C ARR MTllRF 
002 TRAcY DONALD C ARA MT•RF 
004 TRACY DOHALD C AAA NTllAF 
001 TRACY DONALD C AAA NTllAF 
002 TRACY DONM.D C ARR MTllAF 
004 TRACY llONALD C AAA MTWRF 
001 STAFF ARR MTllRF 
002 STAl'F ARA MT•AF 
004 STAFF ARR llTWRF 
' 001 ZWICKY GARY L ARR MT•AF 
002 ZWICAY GARY L ARR MTWRF 
004 Z•ICKY GARY L AAA MTWAF 
00-1 ZWICKY IOARY L ARR MTlfRF 
002 ZWICKY GAar L ARA •T•AF 
004 ZWICKY GARY L AAA MTllAF 
001 HESTEAllAH PETER D ARA MTllAF 
002 HESTERMAN PETER ll ARR MTWAF 
004 HISTERMAH P!TER D ARR MT•RP 
001 ZWICKY GARY L ARR NT•RF 
002 ZWICKY GARY L ARI! MTWAF 
004 ZWICKY GAaY L ARR MT•RF 
001 STURGIS-EVERETT BARB09G0-101STR 
001 SNYDl!R ADell!llT ILLIS lOCO-IOllQMWf' 
003 STAPF Aaa •T•AF 
004 ·STAPF' Al!R MTWRF 













































































































































006 STAPF' ARR MTllAF ARR 
+Prior approval by dept. chair i• n:quired before initial registration in a ppli ed ausic. 
++Basically intended for music ujors requiring knowledge of music fundamentals. Initial 
















































































































































__ , _________________ _ 
0 C C U P A T I D N A L 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
EDUCATION 









QaG,ADll COOP IED 
001 HOFSTRAND RJCHAaD K ARR MT•RF 
0031 HOFSTRAHD RICHARD K ARA MT•RF 
001 FELSTEHAUSIN JOYCE LAllR F 












P H I L C I 0 P ti Y 
COURSI! OESCRIPTIOH SECTo INITRUCIOR MEETING TIME 
c 












.PHIL CURR ISSUES 
PHIL IOEAS LIT 
20TH cen PHIL 
PHIL Cir RELIGION 
001 BM.DNl!R ICEHT 
002 llALDllER KENT 
003 8ALOHER KENT 
004 8MIPORD R08!RT 
005 BMIPORO ROBERT 
001 STAPF 
OOZ ICIR NA PODNG 
00.J ST-
004 STAPF 
001 8AIWOAO ROBl!RT 
001 ICIR HA POONG 
001 BARPOAD AOBl!AT 













































P H T S I C A L I! D U C A T 0 N 








































+o02 SAlll.eLS RICK 1500-1820NT•RI' 
+001 MOSNIA TAllCJSIO 1500-IBIONT•AI' 
++001 RALSTON ELIZABETH 1900-IUOMT•RI' 
+ool - lllD-T A 1500-182CINT•AI' 
-+001 LU.QM PAUL 1500-1120NT•RI' 
+ 001 B._TT JOHN IC IS00-1820NTWRI' 
++ OOZ AU!JIANOl!R GllOVl!R G 19C0- lB2CINT•RI' 
JNTl!A -TLING + 001 MCCAllSLANO RALPH E l900-ll20NTWRI' 





+ 001! - MIEJL E 1900-l82CINT•lll' 
001 PADOrAN llAY-0 I' 1500-H20NT•RI' 
++ 001 MARQUIS JANET A l500-18Z011TWlll' 
+ 001 CAL.LAMAN OAMll!L J 1900-HaONT•llP 
001 Mtl!M T-AS L 0800-0HOTR 
002 ~Ls 111ac 0800-0••0MM 
llOTC Ph7• Devalo-nt 
P .... ClllaaG ACTIV 
IN~ATHL TllN& 
... S•IMIN& 
003 - ALAN .ICIHH l600-16SOM• 
001 DOYLI! -T A1111 MT-
001 BJAICH&AO CHERYL L ll00-1240TR 
001 -•TT -ALO L 1100-USOTR 
INTER HIMMING 
002 ClllOISANT PHTU.11 T 1400-14SOTR 
001 liDS•TT Gl!RALO L 1000-IOSOTR 
002 CllOISANT PHYLLIS T l300-l390TR 
ADV Lll'I! SAVING 001 PLACK 111!-AH W 1100-lllClll• 
Llfl1!GUARDING II 080 PLACK -AH • 0900-104Clll• 
•ATIEll SAf'l!TY INS I 070 PLACK -AH W Cl900-1040M• 
CANOUNG I 070 llCllAePlll JOHN I! 1400-l94CINW 
Pl! PllOl'US lUll 001 l'LACIC -RAH 1i 1300-1390MW 
llt!l!iHT TRAINING 
Football Wei&ht Tr 
Football Wai1ht Tr 
ARC HUY 
001 CNUllCH PHOIEJle L 1100-llSOTA 
001 llCOlllE Nl!IL E 0900-09SOTR 
002 llOOlllE .. IL I! 0900-09SON• 
OOl llCCAllSUIND RALPH I! 1000-IOSOM• 
004 SCHAa'9l .IOHN I! 1000-IOSOTll 
009 KHAllPat -II I! 1100-USOTA 
006 -S 1-AS L IZ00-1290TR 
007 CNUllCH MICHAl!L I! 1100-lllONW 
008 IPOD llOlll!RT A 0900-09SOTR 
009 IPOD -T A MA MT•RI' 
010 CHURCH PHDaBI! L l300-1390NW 
Oil ST... 1300-1390TA 
I 070 S~lll JOHM I! 12GO-l340TA 
II OBO SCHMll"lll .IO"N E 1200-1340TR 






























Pl!D 1940 . JAZZ DANCE 
PED 1990 . TAP DANCE 
PED 2000 TECIVPRACTIC! PE 
Pl!C 2101 T,TH BAO,TENNJS 
Pl!D 2102 T,TH GOLPJ'llOllL 
Pl!D 2109 TJ'TH STS GYM 
Pl!O 2106 T,TH GAMES 
*PED .2130 A1'.H TRNG PRACT 
PED 2131 THSI MODALITIES 




















T J'TH DANCE COMP 
T,TH llALL!T 
HJST-PHJL DANCE 
TJ'TH SDCJ'SP SPTS 
KJNl!SlllL.OCiY 





llAS !BALL CCHllG 
002 MCPARLAND HAllL.AND G 1000-IOSOTR 
003 CAAPT .-.. ll&VJN 0900-09SON• 
004 MCPAllLAHO HARLAND G 0900-G9SOTA 
1$ 070 llCl'ARL- HARLAND G 1300-1440TA 
$ 001 &OSSl!TT &l!llALO L 1300-ll!OM• 
$00Z GOSSETT Gl!RALD L 0900-09SON• 
$ 003 GOSSl!TT GERALD L IOC0-1050N• 
$004 CHURCH MICHA&. E 0900-0990TR 
$ 009 ST- 1100-1190 ... 
f 0.06 GOS IE TT GERALD "L "l:tCO-l390TA 
1'070 SANDERS ~ Y " "~"- DCO-J440H• 
I o·n SAMOl!RS ~ • 1300-1440TA 
I 012 STAPF 1000-ll40M• 
001 SCHAl!PER JOHN E C9GO-C950N• 
001 STAl'f' 0800-0llSOTA 
002 STAPF 1100-lllOTA 
003 NOADTVEDT NANCY B 1200-1290M• 
004 NOAOTVl!OT NANCY II 1300-IJSOMW 
009 - STAf'P 14GO-l•SOTR 
006 CHURCH PHOEBE L 1900-ISSOTR 
007 PLACK DEBORA" • 1000-IOSOTA 
008 ST- l400-l4SOll• 
009 CHURCH PHOEBE L 1900-JSSCIN• 
010 STAPF 1000-JOSOM• 
001 PAAP RONALD LAWAl!NCl!llOO-llSOTR 
002 CltUllCH •ICHAB. E IOCO-l0S0MW 
003 STAPF 1oco-1osoT11 
1070 llCISNIA TAllCISJO 1000-IOSO•T•R 
1070 •ARCIUIS JANl!T R 09C0-09IOMT•A 
I 070 STAl'f' IOOO-ll40llW 
1070 HUHl!Y ROBERT W 09G0-1040TA 
11080 HUSSl!T lllDlll!llT • 0900-IC40TA 
001 CHURCH PHOE8E L 1100-llSON• 
002 AKERS THO•AS L 1000-1osoM• 
003 MCCAUSLAND RALPH E C8CO-C8SGTR 
004 MCCMISLAHO RALPH E 0900-G990TR 
001!1 OOYU! -·T 1000-1osOTR 
006 CHURCH PHOl!H L 1100-llSOTR 
007 CHUllCH •ICHAl!L E 0800-08SOM• 
008 AICEllS TIClllAS L 0900-09!10N• 
009 CNUllCH PHOEH L l300-l3SOTll 
010 STAl'P 1300-IJSQlllW 
Oil STAf'P 1400-14SONW 
012 CltlalCH PHOEBE L 1400-14SOTll 
013 STAPP 1soo-1ssoM• 
014 STAl'f' 1900-ISSOTR 
I 070 ST- 1000-ll4Clll• 
I 071 CHURCH PHCIElll! L l300-l440NW 
I 012 ST- IOOO-ll40TR 
I 073 STAPF l300-l4•0TR 
I 074 CHU'ICH PHO!BI L OeOO-D940M• 
I 071 CHURCH PHOEll! L 0800-C940Tll 
II 080 STAl'f' 1300-l440M• 
II OH ST- l300-1440TR 
II OH STAl'P 01100-0940TA 
II 083 CHUlllCH PHOEBE L OIC0-0940M• 
11 084 STAPP l000-ll40TA 
11 089 STAl'f' 1000~114011W 
001 YU MARINA SU-CHIN 1000-lOSGTA 
002 STAf'P 1000-IOl!IOM• 
+ 001 HUSSEY ROBERT • 1100-llSOTA 
++ 002 HUSSEY ROBERT • 1100-llSOTR 
001 NORDTVEDT NANCY 8 0900-0910TA 
001 YU llAAJNA SU-CHIN 0900-0990TA 
001 MCPARLAND HARLAND G 1100-llSOTR 
001 l'LACX DEBORAH • 1200-1340TR 
001 CHURCH MICHA&. E 1000-1140TR 
001 SCHAl!l'l!R JOHN E 1000-114011• 
001 FLAUGH!A PATRICIA l200-1340TA 
ooa BIRKHEAD CHeRYL L - MT•RI' 
001 ATEN DENNIS • 0800-Gll50TR 
001 PADOVAN RAYMOND I' 1300-IJSOM• 
001 TU MARINA SU-C"IN 
002 HUHl!Y ROBERT • 
001 STOUGHTON ALICE C 
002 STCIUliHTON ALICE C 
003 NOADTVEDT NANCY 11 
004 STOU5HTDN ALICE C 
001 NOADTVl!DT NANCY 11 
001 NOADTVEDT NANCY 11 
001 STOUGHTON ALICE C 
001 MOSNIA TARCISIO 
001 l'ISCHEA RUSSELL D 
002 NUSllET R08EAI • 
001 STAPP 
00Z STAPF 
001 RALSTON !LIZAllET" 
001 DOYLE llOllERI 
001 PLAUGHER, PATRICIA 
002 LASU!Y KEVIN R 
001 SA•UELS RICK 

































































































































































































































































Lll309 l'LD 02 






























INTRO l!LI! SCH Pl! 001 •DER llARY LOUISE 
OOZ •Ellltll NARY LOUISE 




007 •EllER llAAY LOU 151! 
P! ACT,l!LE SCH 001 •EllSI llARY LOUISE 
AHY ACT,ELE SCH 001 YU lliARJNA SU-CHIN 
PSYCH FUND CCHN& 001 SANDERS J • 
SOFTBALL CCHNG I 070 MARQUIS JANET A 
VOLLEYBALL CCHNG I# 080 RALSTON 1!L JZAllETH 
MICAOC0 ... 9 IN ED 001 CRAFT JOHN llELWIN 
FIELD l!XPEAJl!NCE 003 CAOISANT PHYLLIS T 
006 CRDISANT PHYLLIS T 
ORGJ'ADMJ'SUPER PE 001 LASLEY ICEWJN R 
002 STAFF 
PRIN EX PHYSJO 001 CROJSANT PHYLLIS T 
002 TINSON llEHJANIN I' 
MEASJ'EVAL PE 00 l SANOEAS .J W 
002 FISCHER AUSSl!LL D 
SCH REUINTllMLS 001 OUTLER DAWJO C 
Rl!SRC" MET" ""EA 
STAT DATA HPER 
SOC PSY PE ACT 
TCHHG PE ELJ'.IH 
ADM INTERCOL ATH 
AOV AO•IN PE 
SUPJ'ADULT FIT 
ANAL HIJllAN NCT 
PHILOSOPHY OF PE 
GXT ANO PRES 
SUPJ'CARDIAC RHB 
ADV MEASJ'EVAL 
SOC 8AS!S SPT AM 





PIB.D ExP GEllONT 
001 TIMSON BENJA•IN F 
001 STAFF 
001 SANDERS J W 
001 ANK!MaaAHD LARRY J 
001 SCHMIDT JOAN IC 
001 STAFF 
001 STAFF 
001 FISCHER RUSSELL D 
001 LASLEY ICEVI~ R 
001 STAFF 
001 STAFF 
001 •CODALL M THCMAS 
001 COLBERT CHARLES C 
001 CHURCH PHOElll! L 
001 STAPF 
003 CHC.RCH PHOEll! L 
006 CHURCH PHOElll! L 
001 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 CHURCH PHOElll! L 
001 CHURCH PHDEll! L 
+Ken' a rules emphasized *Women's rules emphasized 
I Section No. 70 indicates firat half semester class 






























































































Lii LAii 03 
NGl06 03 
MGl08 03 
LB LAS 03 
LB LAii 03 










P H Y S I C A L S C J ! N C E 
COURSI! DESCAIPTJOH SECTo INSTAUCTClll 







p " y s J c s 
COURSE Dl!SCAJPTJON SECTo INSTRVCTQR 
. ---------------
PHY 1000 ENGJNE!~OllJENT 
PHY 1090 ADVENTURES-PHYS 
PHY 1054 DESCAJPT ASTAON 
PHY 1070 PHYS-SOUND5MUSJC 
PHY llSO PRJNCIPLS PHYS J 
*PHY 1350 G!NEAAL PHYS l 
•PHY 1360 GENERAL PHYS II 
•PHY 131'0 GENERAL PHYS J II 






•PHY .. SO 
Q..ASS MECH JJ 
ELEC 5 MA& J 
SEM IN,PHYIJCS 
SEN IN PHYSICS 
OPTICS 
001 CLOUO WILLIAN M 
001 SMITH P SCOTT 
002 GARDNER .IOHN • 
003 EISl!NHOUR SNOWDEN 
001 SMITH P SCOTT 
002 AHDRl!W KEITH 
001 BRANDT DOUGLAS ! 
001 STAPF 
002 DAVIS A DOUGLAS 
v.- & fiJ-,_• r'I• ~-.....,; >:.-1"'1.n 
QOl ARYAlllEJAD ·SIAUS• 
001 llAEIG MAAVIN L.EE 
OOZ STA"" 
003 CONMl!LL JAMES 
009 GAllDHEA .IOHN • 
001 STORM LEONAAD E 
002 STAl'f' 
001 llREJG MARVIN LI!! 
002 EI IENHOUA SND•DEN 
001 STOAN LEONARO E 
GOI SMITH P SCOTT 
001 EISEMHOUll SNO•DEN 
001 ~ONMELL JAMEi 
00 l BRANDT DOUGLAS I! 
001 BRANDT DOUGLAS ! 
001 ANORllW KE ITH 
001 llRAIGT DOUGLAS I! 
c 






























1.300-l•SO)' u '·.u• .: ~":•• '..; .. tJ · t... · 
















































P 0 L I T I C A L S C I ! ~ C E 






































INTRO POL RES 
CONST PAIN 
ANAL Piil. DATA 
INT INTSINAT REL 
STADCAL GOVT 
AN f'OREIGN POL 
POLI CY • EUllOPE 
GOV CHINA,ASIA . 
POLITICS OIL 
POL THIRD WORLD 
INTRO PUB ADM 
CRIMINAL LAW 






AES M!TIVPllOG EV 
AM CONST LA• 
PUB ADJ'DRG-PRDC 
GOV BUDGET TAX 








001 l'AUIT JOHN R 
002 l'AUST .10HN A 
003 LATEllP. AllOUL 
004 THOllMN LAUlll!NC! C 
001 COMeLLY .IOI! 
OOZ STA ... 
003 CHEN TUNG PING 
004 CHEN YUNG PING 
099 NCNnT -E• D 
001 •ANGLING AJC"ARD A 
002 T-SEN LAURENCE C 
003 llDNNICICSl!N AHOllEA L 
001 STAPF 
00 I BRAZIL HU!iff E 
001 l'AUST .IOHN A 
001 WANGLING RICHARD A 
002 MCNITT ANDRE• D 
001 PMIST .- II 
001 THORSEN LMlllENCE C 
001 LATl!l!P AllOUL 
00 I LATEEP AllDUL , : 
001 llDHNJCICS!N llNDllEA L 
001 GOOORICIC RICHARD P 
001 LEIGH PETER R II 
001 BRAZIL HUGH E 
001 CONNELLY JOE 
001 STAFF 






001 llCNITT ANDRE• D 
GOl TIDWELL JAMES 
001 •ANDLJNG RICHARD A 
001 GCDORJCIC llJCHARC P 
001 CHEN YUNG PING 
001 THORSEN LAURENCE C 
001 LATEEf' ABDVL 
001 llRA21L HUGH E 
























































































c .. 203 
CH205 

































... .: c ...... ~ 























PAGE 10 - FALL SEMESTER 1989 
--·•--===--•••-••••------•••----=s--·------=~.c-=:=.:sa&z 
P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y 

















INTRO TO PSY I 
INTRO TO PSY 11 
INTRO TO HELPING 
INTRO TO PSY 
STATISllCS 




PSY ADOLJ'Y AD~ T 
MAT ~ OLD AGE 
INDUSTRIM. P9Y 
PSY CW AD.IUST 




EXP PSY LEARhlNG 
















* PSY· 9015 
* PSY 5030 
•PSY 5040 
•PSY 11110 
* PSY 940 
•PSY 5890 
coc;N IT IVE PS y 
HI ST SYST CW PSY 
ORIENT TO INTERN 
INTERNSHIP 
PRE.I ~ DISC 
PsY.IEXCEPT CHILD 
PeRS ASSESS I 
METH DI' BEH Mc;T 
ABNORMAL BEH 
PSYCHOLING 
INTRO GROUP DYN 
. CLINICAL PSY 
CRISIS INTERV.: .," 1! 
SOCIAL PSY 
ADV STAT 
INOIV INTEL TEST 
SCHOOL PSY 
PSY PRllVPRAC I 
PRE-SCH ASSESS 
PSY PROC AGED 
PRACTICUM 
#SY 59S0 THESIS 
* PSY S999 SCH P5Y INTERN. 
001 LEAL LlhDA 
002 LEAL LINDA 
003 HOLT GARY L 
004 COE HAROLD G 
OOS COE HAROLD G 
006 STAFF 
007 STAFF 
008 STAFF · 
009 STONER SUE B 
010 BEST .JOHN B 
011 HOLT GARY L 
001 BLAICH CHARLES F 
002 REARDEN .JOHN .J 
001 TUCKER-LADD CLAYTON 
002 TUCKER-LADD CLAYTON 
099 BEST .JOHN B 
001 SPENCER •ALTER II 
002 SPENCER •ALTER II 
001 BOS.eLL DONALD L 
002 BOSIELL DONALD L 
001 BLAICH CHARLES F 
001 SUMMERS FRANCIS E 




001 ADDISON •ILLIAN E 
001 STAFF 
001 SPENCER •ALTER B 
001 HAVEY .JAMES N 
002 STONER SUE B 
003 STONER SUE B 
004 STAFF 
001 REARDEN .JOHN .J 
00 I COE HAROLD G 
001 STAFF 
002 STAl'I' 
001 ADDISON •ILLIAN E 
001 BEST .la- B 
001 BLAICH CHARLES F 
















001 DODO DAVID K 
001 STAFF 
001 BOSlfl!LL DONALD L 
001 STAFF 
001 ST.vF 
001 llEST .JOHN B 
001 TUCKER-LADD CLAYTON 
002 TUCKER-i..ADD CLAYTON 
Ol)l llOSlfl!LL DONALD L 
'9.0), STAFF 
001 0000 DAVID ¥ 
001 REARDEN .IOHN .J 
001 STAl'F 
001 HAVEY .JAMES M 
001 STAl'F 
001 MCCORMICK CHRISTINE 









006 . HAVEY .JAMES M 































































































































































































































































R E C R E A T I Q N 



















INT,LEIS Sl!RV AG 
INT REC SPEC POP 
PRQc;J'LEIS AG 




FIELDWORK REC 11 
REC,NAT l!NVRllT 
INTERNSHIP 
CLIENT ASSESS TR 
SW POOL Mc;TJ'CPER 
ADM LEIS SEAV AG 
FACILITIES,HPER 
FIN PRACJ'LEIS Ac; 
RES Mc;MTJ'PLAN 
001 .JONES ANNIE LEE 
002 HIGELNIRE WILLIAM 
001 .IONl!S ANNIE LEE 
001 .IOHNSON OOROTHE L 
001 .IOHNSON OOROTHE L 
001 .JOH .. OH OORDTHE L 
001 .JOMES ANNIE LEI 
001 HIGELMIRE WILLIAM 
001 .JD ... ON OOROTHE L 
001 .JOH .. ON DDROTHE L 
001 BRYOl!N EWEN LINNELL 
006 .JOHNSON OOROTHE L 
007 .IOHNSON DDROTHE L 
008 .JOHNSON DOROTHE L 
009 .IOHNSON DDROTHI! L 
001 Hlc;a.MIRE WILLIAM 
001 SMITH . WILLIAN A 
001 BRYDEN EWEN LINNELL 
001 SMITH WILLIAM A 
001 .JONeS ANNIE LEE 







































































................ ........_ __________________________________________ ,_, ............ ............ . 
S I C 0 N D A R Y E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
SEO 1099 lllN llASIC PROG 
*51!0 3000 ASEP LEVEL I 
*91!0 3100 ASEP LEVEL II 
4&0 3330 INST TASK SEC SC 
* SEG 4000 ASeP LEVEL 111 





001 LIGON .JERRY A 
002 LIGON .JERRY A 
003 Llc;oN .IERRY A 
004 OENNl!E .ll!AN 
00S GHOLSON llDNALO E 
006 c;HOLSON -ALO I! 
007 c;HCLSON llONALO E 
001 STAPP 


















































COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
•SOS 3400 METHODS 
S 0 C I 0 L 0 G ~ 
COURSll DESCRIPTION 
001 BECK ADGER B 
SECT. INSTRUCTOR 








·soc 271 o 
• soc 2720 
• soc 2761 
• soc 2780 
• soc 3500 
• soc 3600 







• soc 3810 
.soc 427S 
• soc 4S20 














































































TIMll' IN AOBEAT c 0800-0llSOM•I' 
£CKL<T CRAIG M C9CO-C9SOMllF 
WOHLSTEIN RONALD 1000-IOSOMWP 
STAFF l4C0-14S0MWF 
l'OSTER GARY S i230-1345TR 
STAFF 0900-0950MWF 
l'OSTER GARY s I000-1050M•I' 
STAFI' 1300-13S0MWF 
DICHIARA ALBERT 1400-14110MWI' 
llTAPP 1100-121STR 
.JENKINS SAMUEL • l100-llSOMWF 
.JENKINS SAMUB. • 1300-J3S0MWF 
DICHIARA ALBERT 1100-121STA 
DICHIARA ALBERT 1100-1150N• 
DICHIARA ALBERT 1200-12110 .. F 
HUMMEL RICHARD L 1000-IOllOMWF 
STAPF 1900-2130M 
HUMMEL RICHARD L 1200-12S0MWI' 
WOHLSTEIN RONALD 1300-13!10MWP 
WOHLSTEIN RONALD 1400-1450MWP 
STAf'f' 0800-0850MIW 
TIMBLIN ROBERT C 14C0-14S0MWI' 
.JONES .JOHNETTA 1230-1345TR 
ECKERT CRAIG N 1300-13110MWF 
.IENKI NS SAMUEL W 0900-09S0MWF 
WHITTENBARGEll AOllERT0930-1045TR 















































HUMMEL RICHARD L 
ECKERT CRAIG M 
TIMBLIN ROllERT C 
TIMllLIH ROllEllT C 





FOSTER GARY S 





































































































s p E c I A L E 0 u c A T I 0 N 








• SPE 3700 
• SPE 4S20 
* SPI! 41130 
* SPE 4600 
• SPE 46 .... 
* SPE 4700 
• SPE 4720 
•SPE 4B00 
*SPE 4920 
* SPE !1670 
SPE 11900 
SPE S9SO 
EO IND LABEL EXC 
CHARM: MJ'N lllC 
OBS IDV ..... exc 
CHAR ChDJ'EXC 0-5 
OBS CHLO 0-5 
ED IND EXCEPT 
LEAllN ThEO SPE 
VOC DEV 
LANc; CHOJ'EXC 0-S 
LANG IND EXC 
COM SKLS CON SYS 
HONORS THESIS 
SPE CUAJ'MAT 
CUAJ'MAT EC SPED 
DIAG CHD,EXCEPT 
ASSESS PRE-SCH 
INSTR IDV EAC 
PRAC INV MLD EXC 
ED YOUNG CHILD 
ASSESSJ'SP ED 
RESEARCH IN SPE 
THl!SIS 
001 SHANK KATHLENE S 
0111 AU.RED KEITH 
001 BRULLE ANDREW A 
002 ALLRED KEITH 
001 COOPER CAROLYN S 
001 COOPeR CAROLYN 5 
001 BRULLE ANDREW R 
001 STAFF 
OOZ STAFF 
001 WELLS ADBERT L 
001 COOPER CAROLYN S 
001 PHILLtPS WILLIAN L 
001 STAYTON VICKI C 
001 SHANK KATHLENE S 
001 ALLAl!O KEITH 
001 STAFF 
001 WELLS RDlll!RT L 
002 WELLS ROBERT L 
001 STAFF 
001 IVARIE .IUDITH .I 
001 PHILLIPS WILLIAM L 
002 ALLABO KEITH 
003 STAFF 
004 BRULL! ANDREW R 
001 STAYTON VICKI D 
001 IVARIE .JUDITH .J 
































































































S P E E C H C 0 M M U N I C A T I 0 N 




f SPC 1390 











































INTRO SP CONN 





REASON IN COHTRO 
INTRO llA SS COMM 
UNDERSTAND MEDIA 
BASIC BRDCST SPC 
APP POAENSICS 
ADV PUBLIC SPKG 




TV P,AODUCT ION 
BAD NEWS/SP EV 
CO- IN ORG 
SPC RESEARCH 
HI TECH COMM 
DIRECT FOR ENS I CS 
RHETOAICl'WOMEN 




SN GROUP CONN 
TV DIRECTING 
ADV TH/NASS COMM 
THEORY IP COMM 
CONT AM PUB ADD 
FUND/PUBLIC REL 
LANG HAB HUN AFF 
PSY OF SPC 
COM HEAL TH PROF 
CASES/PUBLIC REL 
INTRO GRAD STUDY 
BACKGD RHET 
SEN:PUBLIC REL 
TECH TA IN SPC 
OP S REG BRO.CAST 
THESIS 
001 STN'f' ARA MTWllF 
002 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
003 STAFF MIR MT•AF 
004 STAFF ARR MT•AF 
001 PERKINS TEARY M 0800-C850MWF 
002 PERKINS TEARY M 0800-0850N•F 
003 PEAtllNS TEARY N 0900-0950M•F 
004 PERKINS TEARY M 09C0-(950MWF 
005 PERKINS TEARY M 1000-1050MWF 
ooe PERKINS JERRY M 1100-llSO••F 
00f PERKINS TEARY M 1200-1250MWF 
008 PERKINS TEARY M 1200-125000WF 
009 PERKINS TEARY M l200-l250MWF 
010 PERKINS TEARY M 1200-1250MWF 
011 PERKINS TEARY M 1300-1350MWF 
012 PERKINS TEARY M 1300-1350MWF 
013 PERKINS TERRY M 1400-145000WF 
014 PERKINS TEARY M 1400-1450MWF 
015 NORBERG JAHfiT 0930-104STA 
016 NORBERG JANET ll00-1215TR 
017 WILEY l>OGEA Q.EN 01100-091 STA 
018 WILEY flCIGER GLEN 1600-1715TI> 
019 GRAHAM BEVERLY 1230-1345TR 
020 GRAHAM BEVERLY 1100-12l!ITR 
021 HELSIOL CHAI STINE ll00-l150NWF 
099 MERRITT FLOYD ERHESTl230-1345TR 
001 WILl!I' flCIGEA GLEN l400-1540T 
001 WORTHEN THOMAS K 1100-1215TR 
001 SMITH CALVIN N 0800-0915TR 
002 SNITH CALVIN N 1400-151STR 
003 HARRISON CHARLES A OBOO-OBSONW' 
004 HARRISON CHARLES A 1200-12SOM•F 
001 MCCLEAREN BERYL F 0B00-0915TA 
002 MCCLEAREN BERYL F 1530-1645TR 
003 GMINEA OONA&.0 P 1000-IOSONWF 
004 GARNER DONALD P 1300-1350NwF 
001 •EST TEARY LEE 0B00-0915TR 
002 •EST TEARY LeE ll00-1118TR 
001 HAD•IGEI> KENNeTH 1530-1648TR 
002 HAOWIGEA KENNETH ll00-l218TA 
003 •EAVER GERALD E l530-1648TA 
004 NCS•AIN J EARL l200-l250M•F 
001 NCS•AIN J EARL 1500-lSSOM•P 
001 LASHLEY LYNETTE 0B00-0940Mw 
002 LASHLEY LYNETTE 1400-1540TA 
001 MCKEE MELAMIE B l000-1140TR 
002 MCKEE MELANIE B 1400-1540TA 
003 HELSEL CHRISTINE 0600-0940TR 
004 HELSEL CHRISTINE 1400-IS40Nw 
005 HELSEL CHRISTINE 1200-1340TR 
001 S~AFF AAA NTWAF 
002 STAFF ARA . MTWAF 
003 STAFF ARA NT•RF 
004 STAFF ARA ~TWAF 
001 MERRITT FLOYD ERNESTOB00-0650MWF 
002 Nl!IRAITT FLOYD EANEST1100-llS0MWF 
003 HARRISON CHARLES A I000-1050N•F 
004 HARRISON CHARLES A 1300-1350N•F 
001 RUNDLE ALBERT G 0930-1045TR 
002 RUNDLE ALBERT G 1230-1345TA 
003 NORBERG ~ANET 1400-1815TR 
001 &RAHAii lll!VERLY 1530-1645NW 
001 WEAVER GERALD E l100-130STR 
002 WEAVER GERALD E 1300-l50SNW 
003 PARCELLS FRANK E 1000-1205NW 
001 HEUMANN JOSEPH K IS00-1615NW 
001 OGLESBEE FRANK 1300-150!1TR 
002 KONRAD KMIL-LUDWIG J0B00-100STR 
003 OGLESBEE FRANK 1030-1235TR 
001 BENO KENNETH S 0900-1105NW 
001 PERKINS TEARY N 1000-1050NWF 
001 PARCELLS FRANK E 0930-1045TR 
001 HAD•IGEA KENNETH 1400-1515TR 
001 GRAHAN BEVERLY 1700-181SNW 
001 NORBERG JANET 1530-1645TR 
001 •ILEY ROGER GLEN 1230-134STR 
001 PARCELLS FRANK E ARR NTWl>F 
003 PARCELLS FRANK E ARR NTWRF 
006 PARCELLS FRANK E ARR MTWAF 
009 PMICELLS FRANK E ARA NTWAF 
012 PARCl!LLS "RANK E ARR MTWRP 
001 PARCELLS FRANK E ARR NT•AP 
002 PARCELLS PAAMt E ARR lilT•llF 
003 PARCELLS PRANK E ARR NTWllF 
001 NCS•AIH J EARL 0600-0850NT•F 
001 GMllER OOHALO P 0900-09S0NWF 
002 GAAIER DONALD P 1400-1450NWF 
001 OGLESBEE FRANK 1300-1505N• 
001 HAOwlGER KENNETH 0930-1045TR 
001 MCKEE MELANIE B 0600-Cll!IONWF 
002 NCtcEI! MELANIE 6 0600-0918TR 
001 MCCLEAREN BERYL F l230-1345TR 
001 LADD MARTA ~ 1100-USONWF 
001 llCCLERAEN BERYL F 0930-1045TR 
001 SNITH CALVIN N 0930-1048TR 
001 SNITH CALVIN N 1130-1348TR 
001 PERKINS TERRY N 1200-1280NWF 
001 LASHLEY LYNETTE ll00-ll50NwF 
001 BOCK OOUGL.AS G 1600-l71!1NW 
001 MERRITT FLOYD ERNESTl900-2130T 
001 LASHLEY LYNETTE 1900-2130M 
001 PERKINS TERRY N llCO-llSOT 
001 PARCELLS PRANK E . 1900-2130R 
OOJ STAFF . AAA NT•.AF 
006 STAPF ' ARR NTWRF 
S T U D E N T T E A C H I N G 
COURSE. DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
STG 4000 
STG 4001 
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TICt.h0LC4iY ECUCATION 





















PR GA 'TECH ED 
ENERGY TECH 





CONST MACH PAOC 
METHODS OF TEACH 
-0 5'¥STUS 
ORG/AOll COOP ED 
READING IN TECH 
TEC:H DEV 
THESIS 
001 IZAOI NAHYAA 
001 WOODLEY DEBORAH 
001 BUTLER LOUIS 
001 SONDERMAN ROBERT B 
002 SONDERMAN ROBERT B 
003 SONDERMAN ROBERT B 
001 BUTLllR LOUIS 
001 SUTLIFF RONALD I 
001 WOODLE_Y DEBORAH 
001 ARMEL DO~ALO 
001 WASKOM TOMMY LEE 
001 WOODLEY DEBCl>AH 
002 ARMEL DONALD 
001 NELMS HOWARD F 
001 BUTLER LOUlS 
001 WASKOM TOMMY LEE 
001 STAFF 
001 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD 




























KHl l 7 
Kt1ll4 
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REH PEAF CREW 










Al!H PERF CAE W 
W 0 M E N· S S T U D I E S 
SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
001 EISENHOUR JERRY C 
001 SULLIVAN GERALD E 
002 SULLlVAN GERALD E 
003 SULLIVAN GERALD E 





001 BLANCHETTE CLARENCE 
001 EISENHOUR JERRY D 
001 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T 
001 STAPF ' 
001 STAFF 
001 STAFF 
001 SULLIVAN GERALD E 
001 STAFF 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
wST 4309 FEMINIST THEORY 001 COLEMAN LINDA S 
























































Z 0 0 L D G Y 




zoo · 2999 
•zoo 31 oo 
•zoo 3300 
zoo 3500 
• zoo 3600· 
• zoo 3700 
• zoo 3800 
zoo .... 90 
zoo 4750 
- 47'77 
•zoo .. 10 
*ZOo .. 40 
•zoo 4900 
•mo sooo 
• zoo 5100 
• zoo 5150 
zoo 5210 
• zoo ~255 
mo 5300 





COllP ANAT VEl>T 
OOt STAFF 





003 HAYA JAIME Al>MA~OC 1200-12S0MW 






MILLER 8AYAN G 
MILLER BRYAN G 
RIDGE•AY BILL T 










HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. COi CHAPMAN MAX K 10C0-1050WF 
. ,. . -' r D02 CHAPMAN MAX ' K r ~-;:~" ~~~g::g:g:~--: 
PAIN ANIN PHYSIO 







003 CHAPNAN MAX K 
004 COSTA CHARLES J 





001 MCGILLIARO KIP L 
002 NCGILLIAAO KlP L 




II 00-11 SONF 
1100-usow 
















001 JANES •ILLIAM STUART0900-0950NW 




001 GOOOAICH MICHAEL A 1000-1050NW 
002 FRAEN8S FRANK A 






001 NCGILLIAAO KIP L 1200-12!50Nw 
001 JAMES •ILLIAN STUARTl300-13!50W 
1200-1350NF 
NANMALOGY t 001 MAYA JAINE AllM•NCC 0600-0850MF 
OaOO-C950• 
LINHCLCGY I 001 l<ILSEN H C l300-1350W 
1200-1350MF 
ADV GENETICS 001 BAUNGARDNEI> •Al<OY 0 0900-0950NWF 
CARD VASC PHYSIO 001 CHAPMAN MAX K l4C0-l450MWF 
1700-19SOT 
ZOOGEOGAAPHY 001 NOLL EOWAAO 0 1100-ll!IOM•F 
GRAD STUOYl'AES 001 ANDREWS RICHARD D 14C0-1450TR 
GRAD seNINAI> 001 GOODRICH MICHAEL A 1200-1250TA 
EVOLUT ECOLOGY 001 KRUSE KIPP C l600-l71SMW 
PAOTOZODl..OGY 001 RIDGEWAY BILL T 1100-1150TR 
_ l500-1650T 
TRAN ELECT MICRO 001 JANES WILLlAM STUARTAAA MTWRF 
•ILDLIPE NANAG 001 ANDAE•S RICHARD C 1400-145000P 
1400-1550• 
CELL PHYSIOLOGY 001 COSTA CHARLES J 1000-105DN•P 
1!500-l 7!10R 
THESIS 003 STAPP MIFi NTWAF 
004 STAPF AAA NTWl>F 
005 STAPP AAA NTWRF 
006 STAFF AAA NTWRF 
#Field trip required--no cost 
LSIOI C4 
LSlOI 04 






LSI 19 C4 
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TO GREE-. ~70 11 •. 
I 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Eastern Illinois University is located in Charleston, lllinoil, 
county seat of Coles County, In east central Illinois. The 
city has ,a population of approximately 20,000 including 
lludenls. Route 16, a four lane highway, provides acce.. 
to lntlf8late 57, eight miles to the west. 
BUILDING CODE 
1. OLD MUI CIM'llllOll C. I.Old 
Adi ....... ,...., 
I. --HM.L (FflliClll G. lllir Hiii) 3. I'll 11 J1QI HALL 
4. llHVICM. ICIENCE llJl.DINO 
I. ITUDINT 8lfMCU IUILDINO 
I. ·lltfVlleM. PUN IEIMCES. 
...... . 
1. POWIRPUNT 
.. MINll CIYll ,...___.o,inn.un, 





13. CUCM. lllMCU llJl.DINO 
14. ... MISCENTElt toun:rY. 
. ....... Mlcenwi 
tl.FOAOHM.L 
11. MclClflleYHML 
11. wil.Llll HM.L 
tt.GMGG1ND 
tt.·IOOIN WMR'I 
....., ... lllllllll.llrllrl 
a LR ICIENCE VMUllllM 
It. OMENHOUSE (Tllul~I 
22. UF£ SCIENCE ...... 
23. 1UZZN1D 11AD1NB ..... CL 
luaM .... )
16. 1CLS1M HAU. (Wllllr ICllllm Hiii 
15. CCILBWf HAU. 
(Qwlll H. ~...., 
a TAY\OR HAU. 
%7. THOMAS HAU. 
.. ANDl'IEWS HAU. 
21. LAWSON HML 
30. LMTZ-.olNB CClimlll~ &Ml 




31. IMIWID la. 
33. UNIVEMITY AIMnaTI 
M. CANMN HAU. 
35. O'lfllEN FIELD 
31. PNPPS LECTUM HAU. 
31. TANLE MTS CENT£Jt 
31. EAST HALL 
31. NlnH STMET HML 
40. OMENWOOOICHOOL 
•t. CCILBWf ~MDTION 
<12. Ol'llEEK COURTS CUI* Clllat I II 




to protect the 
Easter Bunny 
By REBECCA GAMBILL 
Features editor 
Easter bunnies will be able to rest 
easy if Rep. Mike Weaver's bill to pro-
tect them passes. 
Weaver, R-Charleston, has intro-
duced in the Illinois General Assembly a 
bill which seeks to protect baby rabbits 
from being awarded as prizes in games 
of chance. 
The bill amends section four of the 
"Humane Care for Animals Act" which 
was passed in 1972. Weaver said the 
existing law "prohibits chicks and duck-
lings from being used as prizes in games 
of chance. It also prohibits dyeing 
them." 
Weaver's bill, HB68, simply adds rab-
bits to the existing law. The amended 
portion of the law, if passed, would read 
"Rabbits, ducklings or baby chicks shall 
not be awarded as prizes in any game of 
chance." 
Originally, the problem was brought 
to Weaver's attention about three years 
ago by an Eastern sociology and anthro-
pology professor and Charleston resi-
dent, Frieda Stute. Weaver explained 
that Stute witnessed baby rabbits being 
given away at the Coles County Fair. 
One of the baby rabbits was put into 
the trunk of a car while its new owners 
continued enjoying the fair, Weaver 
said. Unfortunately, the rabbit died of 
suffocation · 
Delmar Baldwin, president of the 
Coles County fair board. said the board 
is not responsible for the hired carnivals' 
actions. "We lease the ground to the 
people who run the carnival," Baldwin 
said 
At the time of the trunk death inci-
dent Baldwin ''went down and stopped 
it immediately." 
Stute, who died about a year ago, 
was an animal activist, Weaver said. 
When she witnessed this horrible· inci-
dent, Stute thought there surely must 
have been some law protecting the rab-
bits. "That's when she came to me," 
Weaver said. 
but not rabbits." 
Weaver then wrote and introduced 
the first draft of the bill which "had 
some weaknesses." The bill was written 
to change the existing law from restrict-
ing baby chicks and ducklings from 
being prizes to prohibiting any baby ani-
mals from being given as prizes. 
"Who could be against such a bill?" 
Weaver asked. As it turns out, Weaver's 
bill ran into opposition from all ends. 
The first group opposing the bill was 
the Illinois Department of Agriculture, 
Weaver said. If the proposed bill 
becomes law, the agriculture depart-
ment would have the responsibility of 
determining whether an animal is adult 
or infant, explained Weaver. 
After examining the existing act, 
Weaver and Stute found a "loophole in 
the law.-lt included chicks and ducklings 
Another opposing group was· Ducks 
Unlimited, a group that gives away pure 
bred retrievers, Weaver said. The first 
draft of the bill prohibiting any baby ani-
mal from being used as a prize would 
REBECCA GAMBll.UStaff photographer 
Baby bunnies say, "Take us home!" while taking advantage of some time out of 
captivity last week. 
REBECCA GAMBll.UStaff photograper 
Bunnies try to escape the hands of Rep. Mike 
Weaver, but he won't let them go far. 
have made giving dogs away illegal. 
Ducks Unlimited wanted Weaver to 
write the bill to make dogs exempt 
from the proposed law. 
A horse club, which some senators 
belonged to, said Weaver, also 
opposed the first draft of the bill 
because their club raffled fowls. The 
first draft of the bill was killed in the 
Senate Agriculture Committee two 
years ago, Weaver said. 
After attempting to satisfy oppos-
ing groups, Weaver decided to make 
the bill simple enough to achieve 
only the original goal, to protect the 
baby rabbits. He then wrote the sec-
ond draft of the bill, which simply 
added rabbits to the existing law. 
During last year's General 
Assembly session, Weaver said the 
bill ran out of time in the senate. 
Weaver has introduced the bill again 
this year, and he feels that it will pass 
this session. 
But the opposition isn't over. 
Recently, some members of the 
Illinois Rabbit Breeders Association 
have expressed opposition to ban-
. ning even just '1aby rabbits from 
being used as prizes. "The bill would 
interfere with our fundraising," said 
. ' ··t J~ I • ' • 
Mary Haggard, member of 
Springfield, Illinois and United States 
Rabbit Breeders associations. 
The Rabbit Breeders group raffles 
pure bred rabbits to raise money for 
the youth of the. organization. 
Haggard said the Illinois Rabbit 
Breeders youth club participates in 
national competitions and has done 
quite well . "All the proceeds (from 
the raffles) are donated to the Illinois 
Rabbit Breeders youth club," · 
Haggard said. 
Haggard feels Weaver's bill should 
not include sanctioned rabbit breeder 
associations.' "Sanctioned rabbit 
breeders should not be included with 
carnival operators," Haggard said. 
She explained the Rabbit Breeders 
give the rabbits to people who attend 
their convention, people who obvi-
ously have a genuine interest in rais-
ing rabbits. She further explained 
that rabbits which are raffled are 
expensive. and would <;ause the new 
owner to take a more serious attitude 
toward caring for the animals. 
"These are not fifty cent rabbits 
that we raise, " Haggard said, adding 
that rabbits cost anywhere from $25 
to $100 ?r n:ore. 
Weaver and the Rabbit Breeders 
have been trying to . "iron out their 
differences." 
He added, however, "If you are 
really caring rabbit breeders, which is 
more important-the humane treat-
ment of the rabbits or a raffle?" 
Weaver said he is confident about 
the bill passing this session. The bill 
passed the agriculture committee 
unanimously and has been put on the 
consent calendar, a group of simple 
bills which are voted on together. 
" I need to go back and assure 
those senators who had a problem 
two years ago, " Weaver said. 
Baldwin expressed his approval of 
the bill. "I think it's a good bill , and I 
hope it passes." 
Weaver said he has received some 
"trouble" from his associates in the 
House, but said, "It was all in good 
fun. " 
Once, Weaver said he opened his 
small refrigerator in his office only to 
find it stuffed with toy bunnies. He 
also received a pair of live rabbits on 
his birthday. 
Weaver said he kept Bugs and Betty 
Bunny until about a year ago when 
he gave them to a local pet store . 
6 Thursday, March 30, 1989 The Dally Eastern News 
~Talk held Wednesday on women in work force 
; ; MICHELLE GARR EV · "'': communicaw~. negotiato,.,, = sen- men betray oth.,. men," Woods said. . Both m the office a~~ outside the office, ~aff writer satlve and we have peopie skills whereas Women hold three pos1t10ns. One is the women have dose relat1onslups with other 
men have task skills," Woods added. deficit position, another is the code switch- women but men on the other hand are just 
As a part of Women's History Montlr, a 
discussion entitled "Winning As Woman" 
was presented Wednesday. 
Now we find these traits women possess ing style and the final position is the com- friendly towards their co-workersL Woods 
are in .fact some of the more important munication style, Woods said. said. 
skills needed in the working world today, When woman are aggressive, assertive Women value their friendship and talk 
Woman in the working world, such as Woods said. and domineering she is considered the "B-- about their "fears, feelings · and emotions in 
· managers, bosses and administrators were 
the topic disscussed by Susan Woods, 
Department of Health Studies. 
A tradional view of women in the work- --", whereas if a man posses the same traits and outside the office," sai_d WoOds. 
People thought for women to get along 
in the work force that "women needed to 
be more like men. They needed to adapt 
themselves,''. Woods said. 
-ing world was they were sweet ladies who he is considered a go-getter, Woods said. Women should try and keep their per-
would do all the work and give the men all The difference between men and women sonal lives outside the office and be 'friend-
the credit, Woods said, adding another view is that "we are more apt to apologize, we ly without being close wjth-other women. 
-0f women.was they were nice to your face, ask for permission to do things and we give "What we are ideally working for now 
. but turned around and stabbed a person in explainations of, for expample, why we is for men and women to posses the same 
the back. · --.. can't come to a meeting but men just say traits," said Woods. 
. Women are stereotyped as "good listen- "Women do betray other woman just as they simply can't come," Woods said . 
r f OlllOUl:Recipe , 
I · THURSDAY'S SPECIAL: I 
12 pieces chicken, mashed po~atoes and gravy, biscuits, 




I OPEN ?days 
Must present coupoA 
from 4 pm-8pm 
ONLY 
Also serving Breakfast 
5 a.m. - 11 a.m. 











BUY ONE DOZEN ROSES 
FOR ONLY $14.99 AND 
· GET AN EXTRA 12 ROSES 
FOR JUST ONE CENT! 
(Total 2 dozen FOR ONLY $15) 
(With VASE $19.95) 





Nominees to be announced ·~bY 
By LISA ALLEN 
Staff writer 
.Residence Hall Association 
members will nommafe memGers 
for the National Residence Hall 
Honorary Association at 
Thursday's meeting, which will 
be at 5 p~m. in Pemberton Hall. 
RHA President Ken Wetstein 
said NRHH raises money for the 
Encoh Scholarship-- a scholarship 
which is awarded to an outstand-
ing student who lives in a resi-
dence hall. 
NRHH members, Housing 
Director Lou Hencken and the 
assistant housing directors of 
Housing are responsible for 
selecting NRHH members who 
will be eligible. NRHH members 
are nominated by hall counselors, 
. 
RHA and members of the housing 
office staff, explained NRHH 
member Gniliame ·Wilkin. 
"It's a way of recognizing out-
standing service in the resjdence 
halls," NRHH- adviser~Sandy 
Gallion said. . -- · 
Only 1 percent of the student 
population is inducted int" 
NRHH. I 
The early bird · catches the-stars 
LOS ANGELES (AP)-More 
than 1,500 early-bird fans, many 
armed with sleeping bags and 
food, packed bleachers 
Wegnesday outside the 61 st 
Academy Awards show, where 
"Rain Main" and star Dustin 
Hoffman wer.e favored to take · 
home two honors. , 
The low-key drama about a 
--~ - -=---,0----~= --
conniving car salesman learning 
to love his autistic brother had • 
eight nominations, more than any 
other movie of 1988. It was con-
sidered a good bet to win Oscars 
for best picture, best actor and 
best director,.Barry Levinson. 
By 9 a.m., all the seats had 
been filled in the stands facing the 
four 24-foot Oscars that .guard the 
Moorish arches at the entrance to 
the Shrine Auditorium. -
/ "Dustin Hoffman is my 
favorite," said Eric _Anugraham, 
42, who had flown from Dallas to 
photograph the arrivals from a 
front-tow seat in the bleachers. 
He arrived .at the Shrine at 6:30 
a.m. Tuesday to win his position. 
....... -.. 
-·--~-
-FIVE 'fJME~RHHI!-ZBR~~ERlZRNOMINEE . ~ 
-YOUNGESLArfil~O~T~WIDEL~ SNN.IlICATED 
NEWS_GOLIJ~x-rn:'iii:iwoitrr = 
-contributor to1Iie~EC-ONOMIST,~THE FAR EASTERN 
ECONp~lCl~.~vmw:=ihe-N-EW YQRieTIMES, NATION, 
TIME and the WASHINGTONIAN 
-UNCOVERED THE IRAN CONTRA SCANDAL 
· Ap_ril 3rd 1989 8:00 p.m. 
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Navigators take a spe_cial break· 
y ROB FAETH _ ~  The Navigators are a national "It really leaves an impression 
~ 0 organization with the goal of on you when you see those chil-
spreading the good news of the dren content with what little they 
It is Spring Break - the break Gospel through projects. have, realizing how fortunate you 
at you have been looking for- Tom Lynch said the purpose of ~are." 
ard to since Christmas vacation. the Mexico trip was to help com- Scott Lovett, a Eastern senior 
Imagine yourself flying to sunny plete a two-story dormitory at the speech major and member of the 
an Diego only to find out .that Miracle Ranch Orphanage and to student Navigators, said, "It was 
ou must travel in a crowded van "expose the needs of the Third an experience that I would not 
or two hours to a small Mexican World." hesitate to try again." 
village. When you reach your "Each stu~ent expressed how · Lovett said the best part of the 
estination you find that your liv- blessed they were after witnessing trip was getting to know the other 
'ng conditions consist of a tent the impoverished conditions of students that joined him and inter-
d campfire meals. A hot shower - the orphans," Lynch said. acting with the children of the 
·s not accesible due to a water The seven Eastern students orphanage. 
hortage and to top it off you were joined by 11 students from One of Lovett's personal goals 
ust work nine hours a day with- the University of Illinois, one rep- is to someday re-visit the orphan-
ut pay. Does this sound like a resentative from Wheaton College age and look up Mariano, a friend 
assage from a book entitled and the Lynchs'. he met 
'The Misadventures of a Bad Melody, who has been "Mariano was a small boy that 
ravel Agent?" Well it's not. invloved with the Navigators spoke some broken E~glish and 
Seven students from Eastern since her undergraduate days at loved to wrestle. All the children 
tually had this experience over the University of Minnesota were very friendly and open," he 
pring Break and even enjoyed it. seven years ago, said that the said. 
The "vacation" was planned image that sticks out in her mind The students sanded and paint-
y the Christian organization the most about the Mexico mis- ed all of the girls' and toddlers' 
lled the Navigators and spear sion was how the orphans~ who bunk beds (about 20 in all) and 
eaded by Tom and Melody had very little to begin with, waxed the floor and put in the 
¥J1Ch, campus representatives for would share whatever was given beds. They llso painted the 






From the Kitchen 












t<'\OtrtJf.,S Memory.Lane 345-73~2 
'y !1{.utaumunt 
Thursday's Special 
Meatball Sandwich w /fries and drink 
$2.50 
PASTA SPECIALS 
$2.50 a Plate 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
AT TED'S TONITE 2 -~. OLD STYLE DRY 5 ¢ NATURAL LITE ~ HOT DOGS 
75¢ 
. ~ 
SCHNAPPS i . 
RUM &COKE 
FUZZY NAVELS 
·MAUI BLUE HAWAIIAN 
FALL AVAILABILITY 
J ... • • I 
PARK PLACE I 
• 1,2, & 3 
Bedroom units 
• Fully Furnished 





r PARK PLACE II 
•Brand new 3 
Bedroom units 
• Fully F1.Jrni~hed 





(ON 7th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION) 
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-
ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 S. 12th ST.) 
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units 
• A.C. • Newly Remodeled 
• Laundry & Parking 
348-14 79 (after 1 p.m.) 
or (217) 359-0203 
small jobs. "Anything that would 
enhance the over all conditions of 
the orphanage," Lynch said . 
_Lynch said that the goal was 
"to improve the conditions of the 
orpahnage and that goal we met. I 
don't think the students realized 
what they were taking on when 
they decided to go there, but I'm 
sure they will never be the same." 
"It was very rigorous work but 
very worth while," Eastern senior 
Jill Herbig said. 
Although Herbig was one of 
only five female students that 
went on the excursion to Mexico, 
she said it was a learning experi-
ence and a blessing to witness the 
love and openness exhibited by · 
the orphans. 
Among some of the conditions 
the students dealt with were the 
use of outhouses, electricity for 
only three to four hours a day, and 
due to a water shortage, taking 
about two showers while they 
were there. 
Students funded the trip by 
themselves by raising about $400 
a person. 
Great Mexican Food 
•Real Sour Cream 
•Real Cheese 
Real Good 
Beer and Wine available 
Budwe.is er.· 
KING OF BEERS. 




HS), was unbeaten in four sin-
gles matches and four doubles 
matches for the Lady 
Panthers. 
(Warrenville-Wheaton Central), 
senior 1771b. wrestler, placed 
sixth to earn All-American hon-





Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Corr 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
8 March 30, 1989 
[]!Services Offer.ed 
"My Secretary" Professional 
resumes, papers, letters, etc. 




PACKAGES: Quality papers, big 
selection, excellent s~rvice. PAT-
TON QUICK PRINT; 820 Lincoln, 
next to Super-K. 345-6331. 
_________ 010 
CHARLESTON COPY-X 
Resume specials, large selec-
tion, friendly, fast service. 
Copy-X your copy center! 207 
Lincoln Ave. 345-6313. 
_________ 010 
[]!Help Wanted 
Spend a yr. as a NANNY. Enjoy 
New York, Phila. , the beach. 
Pay off loans/save money. 
Room & board, great salaries, 
benefits, airfare . Call/write 
PRINCETON NANNY PLACE-
MENT, 301 N. Harrison St. 




Government jobs - your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-
838-8885. Ext R3998 
_________ 3/31 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble products at home. 
Call for information. 504-649-
0670 Ext. 9202 
_________ 4/3 
STILL LOOKING FOR A SUM-
MER JOB? National College 
Program. Gain experience for 
your field. $1800/month. Write 
for info: SUMMER PROGRAM, 
PO BOX 833 Ch.arleston , IL 
61920. lndude Phone 
_________ 3/31 
We are now taking applications 
for the following part-time posi-
tions: Dishwasher, cleaning 
person , experienced cook, and 
bartender. Apply in person at 
720 6th St between 11 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Charleston Elk's Lodge. 
_________ 3/31 
Wanted: part time experienced 
farm help 345-5509 
4/8 
[]!Adoption 
HOPING TO ADOPT We're a 
happily married, financially 
secure couple with a beautiful 
home and lots of love to share 
with a much-wanted baby. If 
you are pregnant and consider-
ing placing your baby for adop-
tion, please call us. We can 
help you, and you can help us 
make our lives complete . 
Expenses paid. Confidential, 
legal. Call Deborah and David 
collect day or night at 312/935-
4088, or call our counselor col-
lect at 312/280-8744 
_________ 4/3 
ADOPTION Childless.... 
Michigan couple would like to 
adopt infant. Make our dreams 
come true! Call Laura or John 
collect (313) 663-7192 or our 
attorney collect (217) 352-7941 
_________ 4/19 
Loving, childless couple with 
excellent background and 
capabilities desires to adopt a 
newborn or toddler. If you are 
considering adoption, call col-
lect: Adoption attorney (618) 
692-4422 or write P.O. Box 
627, Edwardsville, IL 62025 
_____ 3/16,30;4/6, 13 
[jfRoommates 
Need female subleaser for Inter 
and Summer. Nice apt., own 
room. Call 348-1568 
_________ 3/31 
Need 1 male to share furnished 
2 BR apt. now thru 8/15/89. 
$100 + 1/2 util. Call Eli Sidwell 
& Assoc. 348-0191 
_________ 4/6 
[]!For Rent 
AVAILABLE NOW SUMMER 
OR FALL 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. APARTMENT 
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN 
STREET. 348-7746. 
_________ 515 
Furnished house block from 
Krackers , available summer 






2 non-smoking males for apt. 
near south campus. $150 ea. + 
share utilities. 345-3771 . 
010 
---------MALE VACANCY AVAILABLE 
for summer. Contact Park 
Place Apts. Call 348-1479. 
_________ 010 
Extra nice 3 bedroom furnished 
house for 1989-90 school year. 
Six people, 10 mo. lease, 
$160/mo. 345-3148 evenings. 
_________ 010 
For Rent: McArthur Manor 
Apartments. 2-bedroom, fur-
nished. 345-2231. • 
_________ 010 
Townhouses Best in town for 
the money. Two bedrooms fur-
nished. 11 units in the 1600 
block 7 University Dr. 9 units at 
6th St. & Polk. $148 ea. for 3, 
$124.50 ea. for 4 people. 9 
month lease. Phone 345-6115 
_________ 010 
Large furnished Apt. tor 3 or 4 
available now for 5 1 /2 months. 
Call 345-4757 
_________ 010 
FALL FOUR BEDROOM 
HOUSE 319 MADISON. 
$110/PERSON SUMMER 
ONLY 314 POLK $200 per f)E!r-
son (entire summer) 3 months. 
Call 348-5032 
~------~-3/31 
Male to share with one large 2 
bedroom apartment. $125 plus 
utilities. 345-2203 after 5 p.m. 
_________ 010 
3 bedroom apartment. $300 
plus electricity. Fall; summer 
rates. Close. 345-2203 after 5 
p.m. 
________ 010 
Need 4-5 female subleasors for 
Royal Heights 3 bedroom, 2 
bath NC, available June 11 to 
Aug 11 furnished 345-9480 
_________ 3/31 
One bedroom Apartment abail-
able tor intersession and sum-
mer school. Great location, rent 
negotiable. Call 348-5236 
_________ 3/31 
HOUSES FOR 2,3,4 & 5 STU-




One bedroom apartments; very 
near EIU; range, refrig, and 
drapes provided; two people 
max; 9 or 12 month leases; 
$320 or $250 per month; 581-
6243 or 345-4220 
_________ 3/31 
[jfFor Rent 
Six houses for rent: All 
male/female .· References 
required. 345-1160/348-0203. 
_________ 4/3 
SUMMER RENTALS: Clean fur-
nished air-conditioned apts . 
Available June 1 thru Aug 15 tor 
2-5 people. No pets. 345-7286. 
_________ 417 
For Rent 
1-4 Subleasers: Only $360 
summer/person, utilities includ-
ed!! Call Susan 348-7545 
Summer subleasers needed !cl 
2 bedroom apartment at Pa 
Place. Call 345-5123 
Need 2 or 3 females for two fur-
nished apartments near Campus. 
All utilities paid. 345-4243. 2 female summer subleasers 
_________ 010 · needed. Park Place I. $100 per 
Summer subleaser needed I 
efficiency - Grad student. au· 
close to campus. $200 p 
month, includes all utilities. 
Linda at 345-4240 (8am-2pm) 
Summer Subleaser needed. mo. Call Karen 345-7958. 
Female - Brittany Ridge - _________ 3/31 
$112.5-/mo. plus utilities - Newly decorated and remod-
Furnished. Call 345-2581 eled rooms in houses for rent. 1 Female subleaser needed 
share house with four oth 
girls. Own bedroom and 
_________ 3/31 
Summer Subleasers Needed. 
Preferably 3-4 people for clean 
2 bedroom Park Place apart-
ment. Call 348-0708 
_________ 3/30 
For Rent: Furnished apartment 
for 2-4 people. Air Conditioning. 
Call 345-7502 
_________ 3/31 
Summer only - Furnished 3 
bedroom apartment at Park 
Place. $300 first 2 months, last 
month free. Call now. 348-5954 
_________ 4/3 
kxtra Nice 3 bedroom furnished 
house for 1989 school year. 617 
students 10mo lease $165/mo. 
348-8406 
_________ 417 
Extra nice 6 bedroom furnished 
house for 1989 school year. 
10/12 students 1 Omo. lease 
$160/mo 348-8406 
417 
---------3 bedroom furnished apartment 
for 3 students only, 2 baths, 
washer, dryer & garage. Near 
campus. NO PARTIES. $360. 
10 mo . lease call 348-5657 
between 10-11 & 5-7 
________ 010 
Subleasers needed for sum-
mer: $150/month. ALL UTILI-
TIES PAID. Call 348-0205. 
_________ 4/4 
Furnished apartment for sum-
mer. Near EIU call 345-4757. 
_________ .4/5 
One female subleaser needed. 
$100/month plus utilities. Old 
Towne apartments. Call Sandy 
581-2193. 
3/31 
Female only. No smoking. 
Summer and Fall. Washer & 
dryers and extra's - negotiable. 
609 Ashby drive and 1530 2nd 
Str. 348-0203 or 345-1160 
4/3 
to campus. (3rd st.) 135. 
Call 345- 7213. Available I 
next year 
now,GO 
umt THE IEll1 
Regency 
Apts. 
Your Home away 
from Home that 
Cares 
Don't be left Homeless 
call 345-9105 for appt. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Crossword Puzzle Classified Ad Form 
ACROSS 




13 Rochester 's love 
14 Isabel. e.g 







19 To eat, in Erfurt 
20 Punctures 
21 Fruit drinks 
24 Naturalist 
Fossey 
25 U.SA award 
28Moslem 
re ligious leader 
30 Orwell's '--
Farm" 
34 Zeta follower 
35 Ticks off 
37 Anklebones 





43 Weasel's kin 
54 Long-finned tuna 
58 "Maria--,' 
40's pop hit 
62 Whal George 's 
riding master 
told him in N.H.? 
es Formerly , 
formerly 
66 More feeble 
67 A party to 
68 Marshal of 
France: 1804-15 
44 Vietnamese New 69 Streamlined 
Year 70 Zola heroine 
45 Mutations 
48 "Mens sana 1n 
corpore --" 







2 These may be 
seeded 
3 Letters' partner 
4 Ky. college 
5 Sound from 
Sandy 
6 Kind of whale 
7 Bound 
- 8 "Our reve snow 
are--"· Shak. 










18 Buck heroine 
22 Actor Jannings 
23 Round of tire 
25 Obligations 
26 Rope sling for 
cargo 
27 "Five Graves to 
--, 1943film 
29 Track events 
31 Valletta 1s its 
capital 
32 Fred or Steve 





40 Yakutsk's river 
41Like15 Down 
46 Diplomat's asset 
47 Glowers 





54 Egyptian deity 
55 Scholar's 
acquisition 
56 Body or work 
preceder 
57 Salinger girl 








Name: _____________ ~-~-; 
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: Students D Yes.O No 
-------
Dates to run --------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: __________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number ___ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word 
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID 1 
cents per word first day. 1 O cents per word each 
consective day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
Thursday's 
Classified ads 
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
March 30, t 989 9 
or Rent urForSale urAnnouncements [if Announcements [if Announcements urAnnouncements 
eed 1 - 2 roommates for fur-
'shed apartment near campus 
great location. Available for 
ummer. Rent negotiable & 




ehicles from $100. Fords. 
ercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. 
rplus. Buyers Guide (1) 805-
7-6000 Ext. S-9997 
_________ 4/26 
DAR DETECTOR Several of 
ood Quality 581-3208 
UCCI, ROLEX, and others. 
plica watches 581-3208 
__________ 3~1 
OVERNMENT SEIZED 
ehicles from $100. Fords. 
ercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. 
rplus. Buyers Guide (1) 805-
7-6000 Ext. S-9997 
ereo cabinet with glass door 
d top. Excellent condition. 
w price. For info 345-9432. 
__________ 3/30 
r sale 1981 Chevette. Best 
er. Call 348-5032. 
________ 414 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 x 
4's Seized in drug raids for 
under $100.00? Call for facts 
today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 820 
_____ ca3/30;4/6, 13,20 
urlost/Found 
LOST: March 17th, grey leather 
jacket, part cloth w/ hackey 
sack. $20 .+ REWARD! John, 
581-3183 No questions 
3/30 
---------LOST: Black lab with red 
Georgia collar; answers to 
Pokey. If seen PLEASE CALL 
348-1466. Ask for Jodi or Tina 
3/31 
---------Found: Key chain with sev-
eral keys on it. Found on a 
Bench in the Video Lounge 
10:30 am 3/29. Pick up at 





TAN LINE CONTEST $3 ALL-
U-CAN DRINK TOP OF ROC'S 




petitions are available in the 




EATRE 2290 Production of Tennessee Williams' play The 
nadiges Fraulein will be March 30 & 31, 1989 at 5 pm in The 
ayroom, Doudna Fine Arts Center. Free Admission 
AX CHRISTI weekly meeting will be tonight at 7:1 Spm in 
leman 213. 
ESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will meet tonight at 5pm in 
mberton Hall. Early dinner will be at 4:05 in Triad food service 
'A PHI BETA Sorority, Inc will be holding a Mr. Magnificent con-
t tonite at 8pm in Univ. Union Rathskeller 
EC Officer & Chairs meeting will be tonight at 6pm in TMC 
REEK WEEK Overall Co-Chair will meet tonight at 8pm in the 
sey Room. We need everyone there. 
C weekly meeting will be tonight at 6:30 pm in the Oakland 
m. We need everyone there. 
REEK WEEK Weekly Elections committee will meet tonight at 
:30pm in the Casey Room. We need everyone there 
911ieF:Y~~lld:--Piii¥G:HE~IGY CLUB will meet tonight at 5pm 
the Science Building Rm. 110 
NITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP There will be no Bible Study this 
ursday 
B CONCERTS COMM. Bangles Concert - Ushers will meet 
nigh1 at 8pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm. Attendance is 
uired - this meeting is important 
U DANCERS Dance Rehearsal will be tonight at 6:30 in McAfee 
ce Studio. Come prepared to dance 
TERS OF THE DIAMOND Softball game will be today at 4pm 
Field LS. Please meet in front of Lawson Hall at 3:30, bring your 
ves 
OLLEGE REPUBLICANS weekly meeting will be tonight at 
:30pm on the 3rd floor of the Union. We will be completing plans 
r a campus cookout. All majors welcome. All members please 
end 
HI GAMMA NU will meet tonight at 5:30pm in the 
harleston/Mattoon Rm. Please dress up for the speaker tonight. 
m n i f r h I v r f rf r I 
EASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY 
LY for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily 
tern news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE 
ATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday 
ould be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. 
ursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips 
bmitted after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be 
en by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting 
ormation WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips my be edited for available 
Happy Birthday Ester Now you 
can join our Thursday night tra-
dition. SUDIG Love Cedric, 
Rufus, and TTD 
_________ 3/30 
TAN LINE CONTEST $3 ALL-
U-CAN DRINK TOP OF ROC'S 
Thursday March 30th Guys and 
Girls 
_________ 3/30 
TAN LINE CONTEST $3 ALL-U-
CAN DRINK TOP OF ROC'S 
Thursday march 30th Buys & Girls 
_________ 3/30 
Beer Garden Blowout Bash! -
All Day Friday-Drink Specials-
.25 Burgers-noon till 8-My 
Place Lounge 
_________ 3/30 
Make My Place Your Place 
Tonita! $3.00 All you Can Drink-
Live DJ 
_________ 3~0 
Janet Noble, Good luck on your 
opening night tonight! Love 
your PHI SIG Sisters 
_________ 3~0 
PHI SIGS, Welcome Back! 
Hope you had an AWESOME 
Spring Break. Love, George 
_________ 3~0 
AT TED'S TONITE ADMIS-
SION ON QUARTER BEER 
NITE IS NOW REDUCED 
FROM 75¢ TO 50 ¢ 
3/30 
---------Princess : Happy Birthday 
Baby. Legal at last! Bon Jovi 
kicked! Get ready for 
· Chicago this weekend . I 
Love You! Love Your Knight 
-------,,.,,...,~3/30 
AT TED'S TONITE 
ADMISSION ON QUAR-
TER BEER NITE IS NOW 
REDUCED FROM 75¢ TO 
50 ¢ 
-------,---3/30 
My Place Tonight $3.00 All You 
Can Drink. Live DJ. - Check it 
out 
________ 3/30 
Doug, Happy first anniversary!! 
I'm still in love with you & look 
forward to many more! Love, 
Sue 
_________ 3/30 
AT TED'S TONITE ADMIS-
SION ON QUARTER BEER 
NITE IS NOW REDUCED 




AT TED'S TONITE ADMIS-
SION ON QUARTER BEER 
NITE IS NOW REDUCED 
FROM 75¢ TO 50 ¢ 
_________ 3/30 
Tri-Sigmas: Remember your 
balloon tag and one dollar 
tonight!! 
_________ 3/30 
JEAN GROHOLSKI AND 
STEVE DEAL: CONGRATULA-
TIONS ON YOUR ENGAGE-
MENT! We're very happy for 
you both! (P.S. Jean, congrats 
also on your adventure into the 
retail world!) We Love You! 
Tracy & Deb 
_________ 3/30 
1989 HOMECOMING CO-
CHAIRS: meeting is tonight at 
9:30 in the Paris Room! SEE 
YOU THERE!! 
----------'3~0 
Todd S. Happy 20th hun! I 
LOVE YOU! Always-Whit 
_________ 3~0 
AT TED'S TONITE ADMIS-
SION ON QUARTER BEER 
NITE IS NOW REDUCED 





Haven't talked to a friend in a while ... 
show thein you care by sending 
Witty male, 19 yrs, from the 
Southern Hemisphere, seeks a 
woman with exceptional hair, 
attractive, bright, quiet with a 
good sense of humor for com-
panionship in Charleston 's 
electric social scene. Reply in 




Need a place 






in the Classifieds 
in 
The Daily Eastern 
News! 
Mark A. Randall 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
' 
a Classified in The Daily Bastern News! 
An easy what to tell soineone 
you are thinking about them ... 
10 Thursday, March 30, 1989 The Dally Eastern Ne 
~Arnold begins comeback Coaches speak out 
Sophomore signal-caller starts practice By the Associated Preu The Final Four coaches, 
aware of their own precarious 
job security, were critical 
Wednesday of athletic directors 
who succumb to pressure and 
fire coaches before there is a 
chance to succeed. 
Henson and Michigan's Steve 
Fisher, were made more relevant 
by Fisher's shaky position. 
y DAVID BRUMMER 
Staff writer 
The last time Eric Arnold left a 
football field, he did so hopping. 
Until Tuesday. 
That's when the sophomore 
quarterback, who started the first 
six games for Eastern before 
missing the rest of the season 
because of a knee injury, walked 
to the locker room with the rest of 
his teammates after the first offi-
cial day of Eastern 's spring prac-
tice. 
Arnold's knee has recovered to 
the extent that his doctor is allow-
ing him to take part in non-con-
tact drills this spring. And Arnold 
said that if his condition continues 
to progress, he expects to be 
ready to compete for starting 
quarterback next fall. 
"The knee's still kind of sore, 
but that's something I've got to 
get used to," Arnold said. 
"They're going to keep me out of 
contact (drills) this spring, but 
there's no reason next fall that I 
shouldn't be ready to go if I just 
take it slow." 
Arnold left in the fourth quar-
ter of 45-8 loss at Western Illinois 
last fall with pulled cartilage near 
the femur. Arthroscopic surgery 
was performed and some cartilage 
was removed. He was then on 
crutches for the next six weeks. 
"After the first surgery, there 
was speculation whether the knee 
would heal right," Arnold said. "I 
walked with a limp for quite a 
long time." 
Three weeks ago, doctors per-
formed more exploratory surgery 
to see how well the knee has 
healed. That's when he got the 
green light to resume his football 
activities. 
"I can do drills," Arnold said. 
"Like the seven-on-seven passing 
skeleton. But he doesn't want my 
knee to take a traumatic hit." 
Actually, Arnold can afford to 
go at his own pace to fully reha-
bilitate his knee. With the gradua-
tion of back-up quarterback Kurt 
Simon, Arnold is the only signal-
caller in the program with game 
experience. He threw for 1,325 
yards on 109-208 passing last sea-
son. 
Logic would indicate that, 
unless his knee would not heal, 
the job will be his. 
Arnold resists such specula-
tion. 
"I'd never come out and say 
that," Arnold said of his playing 
opportunity. "But, I'm going to 
do what I've got to do to be the 
number one quarterback." 
Motivation will not be lacking 
in Arnold's return. With the 
arrival of new offensive coach 
Eric Holm, the prospects of a 
more wide-open offense grabs 
Arnold. 
"He's (Holm) getting the 
offense more pumped up than last 
year," Arnold said. 
Arnold also likes the idea that 
head coach Bob Spoo will work 
more extensively with the quar-
terbacks, as he did as an assistant 
at Purdue. "It's the first time 
we've had a true quarterback 
coach since I've been here. 
"I can just feel a change," Arnold 
said of the program. "We defi-
nitely have some chemistry com-
ing around." 
"An awful lot of coaches just 
as good or a lot better than our 
staff have not been given the 
opportunity that we've had," 
said Seton Hall's P.J. Carlesimo, 
whose resignation was demand-
ed by the student senate and 
newspaper last year, just 14 
months before he guided his 
team to college basketball's pin-
nacle. 
"What's happening in college 
athletics is wrong. It's very 
alarming and it's happening 
because you have athletic direc-
tors who are unwilling to stand 
up to alumni and boosters. At 
Seton Hall, we were lucky 
enough to have people who 
were strong enough to take 
some criticism." 
Carlesimo's comments, made 
in a nationwide conference call 
that included Duke's Mike 
Krzyzewski, Illinois' Lou 
He took over the team two 
days before the NCAA tourna-
ment began, when Bill Frieder 
took the Arizona State job, and 
has guided them into the Final 
Four. Despite that, he has 
receivedno word from Bo 
Schembechler, the athletic ditee· 
tor and head football coach, on 
his status. 
Nevertheless, the 44-year-old 
Fisher, who acknowledged that 
"I'd love to be the head coach 
here," got one endorsement 
Wednesday. 
"I really feel Steve Fisher 
deserves the head coaching 
position," said Henson, whose 
Illinois team, two-time victors 
over Michigan in the regular 
season, will meet the 
Wolverines Saturday after Seton 
Hall and Duke play in the first 
game. 
"When he takes over and they 
beat people that they've beaten 
by the scores they've beaten 
them, he's proven he's a big-
time coach and 'is ready for the 
job." 
Follow Eastern's Baseball Team 
in the Spqrts Section of The Daily Eastern News!! 
r------------------------, 
: C&M BILLIARDS - : 
: FREE COUPON : 
I I 
1 1 Coupon Per Person 1 
I 8 Ball Only I 
: Mon.-Sat. 7am - 10:30 ,pm : 
1 Sun. 12-5 pm I 





Used Clothing ave. price $1 
West Route 316 348-1041 
AL:PHA SIGMA TAU 
is proud to present 
its Upsilon Pledge Class. 
Karla Crawford , 







Charles R. Chavez, M.D. 
Board Certified 
Psychiatrist 
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center is pleased to welcome Charles R. Chavez, M.D., to the 
medical-dental staff. 
In association with Andrea Chavez, A.C.S.W., Dr. Chavez has opened a practice in Child, 
Adolescent and Adult Psychiatry at 655 W. Lincoln Street, Suite 11, Charleston. They work 
together, utilizing group and family therapies. 
A graduate of Creighton Medical School (Omaha, NE), Dr. Chavez completed residencies in 
Psychiatry at Nassau County Medical Center (NY) and Nebraska Psychiatric Institute, where 
he also held a Child Fellowship. After active service with the U.S. Navy, he practiced Child 
and Adolescent Psychiatry in Omaha before becoming Director of Child and Adolescent Psychi-
atric Services at Ft. Logan Mental Health Center (Denver, CO). 
Dr. Chavez returned to private practice in Las Cruces, NM, where he was Medical Director 
of Adolescent Services at a private psychiatric hospital. 
Andrea Chavez earned a Master's Degree in Social Work from New York University and 
completed graduate training at the Jacobi/Albert Einstein and Cornell Medical Centers (NY). 
She has worked as a psychiatric social worker in a variety of settings, from mobile crisis teams 
to service as Program Director of Adolescent Psychiatric Services. 




East Route 16 Mattoon, IL 
poonhour at Utah? 
Southwest Missouri State bas-
tball coach Charlie Spoonhour 
allegedly listed as one of three 
vorites to be named head 
ach at the University of Utah, 
cording to the Deseret News. 
The Utah newspaper quoted 
veral unidentified sources in 
sting Spoonhour with Ball 
tate's Rick Majerus and St. 
ary 's (Calif.) Lynn Nance. 
Last year Spoonhour was 
~ to the coaching vacancy 
Kansas during the off-season, 
t returned to guide the Bears 
their th ird con secutive 
ssociation of Mid-Continent 
niversities title. 
Utah fired coach Lynn 
chibald earlier this 
BLOOMINGTON (AP) - Jay 
wards, the Big Ten player of 
e year, told Indiana University 
ednesday he passing up his 
al year of eligibility to make 
·mself available for the NBA 
He felt he "had nothing mo_re 
accomplish," assistant athletic 
· ector Steve Downing said. 
The 6-foot-4 sophomore, a 
cond-team All-American, 
veraged 20 points· a game and 
the Hoosiers to the Big Ten 
'tie. 
The only other Indiana under-
lassman to leave early to play 
rofessional basketball during 
ob Knight's 18 years as coach 
as Isiah Thomas. 






6 Pool Tables 
New Pool Room Bar 
Lots of Fun 
I 
Across from Post Office 
Rain Man (R) 4:45, 7:00 
Police Academy (PG) 7:15 
Thursday, March 30, 1989 tt 
amuels to Seattle convention 
By JEFF SMITH 
Associate sports editor 
The battle in Seattle for the 
NCAA title is the showcase event 
of Final Four weekend, but the 
games on the Kingdome floor 
constitute only part of the basket-
ball business scheduled in the 
Emerald City. 
While Illinois, Seton Hall, 
Duke and Michigan take care of 
work on center stage for all of 
America, the college basketball 
coaches will be working behind 
the scenes - and catching the 
tournament action - at the 
Na ti on al Association of 
Basketball Coaches convention. 
One coach who will spend 
Thursday through Championship 
Monday in the Puget Sound area 
is Eastern head coach Rick 
Samuels. 
. 
"It's a convention as well as a 
clinic," Samuels said of the 
NABC's annual gathering. 
The weekend for the coaches 
consists of several different agen-
das, including presentations on 
various aspects of basketball , 
Samuels said. 
"Guest lecturers discuss bas-
ketball topics. The NCAA selects 
some of the prominent Division I 
coaches to present topics, as well 
as the .Division II champion's 
coach and Division III and so 
on," said Samuels. 
The actual NABC convention 
is a legislative meeting of the 
co.aches, Samuels said. 
· "We discu ss fu ture legisla-
tion," he said. "The coaches are 
divided into committees. I'm on 
the research committee. The com-
® VOTE ROGER 
RIVES. 
For City Council 
Paid for by Citizens for Rives 
Pathway to Mastership 
Meditation Class 
begins April 








6:30 & 9:00 
Aqm. $1.00 
Northern Minnesota Boys Camp and Girls Camp 
' 
Seeking Counselors who can also 
instruct in one or two of the following 
areas: 
Swimming (WSI & Adv, Life.), 
boardsailing, sailing, photography, arts & 
crafts, pottery, campcraft, blacksmithing, 
horseback (western and English), · 
archery, Indian Lore, tennis, bicycle, also 
unit leaders, program directors, tour trip 
leaders, cooks, assistant cooks, RN's 
and secretaries. Interviewer on campus 
April 5. Contact Placement Office. 
581--2411 
All•n and Carol Sl9ololf. Dlrec:ton 
10976 Cha111brav CL 
Crovo Coeur. MO 63141 
314. $67. 3167 
rnittee oversees research grants in 
regard to equipment for basket-
ball." 
• In addition to legislative meet-
ings, Samuels said several confer-
ences hold their own meetings to 
discuss general league business. , 
Eastern 's conference, the 
Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities, is one of the leagues 
that engages in this practice. 
"The coaches meet with the · 
commissioner and the supervisor 
of officials. They're very infor-
mal." 
The coaches also frequent the 
different events that are scheduled 
to add flavor to the Final Four 
festivities. 
Besides the national semifinals 
and finals, coaches will attend 
another basketball game: 
Thursday's NABC All-Star game, 
made up of the top seniors who 
are not participating in the Final 
Four. The All-American banquet; 
honoring the player of the year 
and year's top coach, and the 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
breakfast are also popular attrac-
tions, Samuels said. 
"It's a nice time to renew 
acquaintances. It's very well-
attended. Not too many coaches 
miss the Final Four," he added. 
Speaking of the Final Four, 
who does Samuels see winning 
the national championship and the 
right to visit President Bush? 
"I like Duke," Samuels said. 
"I think it's time for them to win 
it. They're due for a title (as the 
Blue Devils are making their third 
Final Four appearance 'in four 
years) . " 
. EIU Cheer Team 
-Tryouts-
Clinics April 3-5 
1st Cut April 6 
2nd Clinics April 10-13 
2nd Cuts April 13 
ALL INTERESTED MEN AND 
WOMEN ARE WELCOME 
For more info call Susie 
348-7 4 7 5 or Tom 345-9255 
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AN ORION PICTURES RELEASE ~ 
Tomorrow 4:40, 7:10, 9: 







Tomorrow 5:10, 7:15, 9:20 
Jiii CARLSON/Staff photogragher 
Rites of Spring 
Eastern linebackers Jon Noll (left) and D,,.!!n Wesrzyn go through drills in the O'Brien Stadium parking lot. 
-~ee story on page JO. 
~ . . ~Molina wrestled a perfect day 
By JERRY SOLBERG 
Staff writer 
If you've .ever wanted to know 
what it feels like to be an All-
American, just ask Eastern 
wrestler Marty Molina. 
"That Friday (March 17) was 
the best day of my life," is the 
way senior Molina described the 
sixth-place finish at the NCAA 
tournament that gave him.the All-
America status (which belongs to 
the top eight finishers in the 
nation). 
Molina says that he had always 
had his sights on the goal of 
becoming an All-American, but 
wasn't quite sure if he had what it 
took until this year's toumament. 
"I never realized that I could' 
do it," Molina said. "It has been 
a goal of mine ever since I was a 
freshman to have my name up on 
the wall at Lantz next to 
Ralphy's." . 
The person that Molina refers 
to is another Eastern All-
American by the name of Ralph 
McCausland, who currently 
coaches the Panthers. 
Although Molina wrestled an 
outstanding tournament, things 
began a little shaky for him in 
Oklahoma City. 
"I went out wild and made a lot 
of stupid moves," Molina said of 
. his first-match loss. "I felt like I 
forced my actions." 
But after the opening defeat, 
Molina said he realized he wasn't 
out of the running yet. 
"After the loss, I just wanted 
to win a match so I could Eastern 
out of the cellar (in the overall 
standings)," Molina said. 
Molina did more than just win 
one match for his school, going 
~ Bennett says s 
By DAVID LINDQUIST 
Sports editor 
Members of Eastern6;°n 's te:i~~ 
lost 36 of 42 matches they played in 
Florida over Spring Break. Fifth-year 
~ coach John Bennett says the squad's poor 
performances may be directly linked to 
lack of scholarships. 
" It's not that we have worse players 
than we used to," Bennett said: "We're 
facing players that contacted us about 
attending Eastern, but have gone to another 
school that gives scholarships." 
Along with Northern Iowa, Eastern is 
one of two Association of Mid-Continent 
iiversities schools that have· no scholar-
nip funding. 
on a four-match win streak. 
He attributes the fact that he 
wrestled better than he ever had 
both physically and mentally for 
the four-consecutive wins. Two of 
the wins were 9-2 decisions and 
one victory was a lopsided 10-2 
affair. 
"I had a lot more intensity and 
desire to win than I did in the first 
match," he said. "I wrestled with 
much better composure, too." 
McCausland had given Molina 
some encouraging words about 
his situation during the tourna-
ment. 
"He told me that the guy from 
Arizona State (which finished 
second in team standings) would 
be the toughest and it would be 
downhill from there," Molina 
said. "1 went in and I tore the 
(Arizona State) kid up." 
Pa.nthers split 
with Bradley 
6 hits in 2 games yields 1 win 
By BILL LOOBY 
Staff writer 
Eastern s 
squeezed o stone 
Wednesday when the Panthers 
mustered just six hits in two 
games but split with Bradley in 
Peoria. 
In the first game Dana 
Leibovitz stroked a two-run dou-
ble in the sixth inning to break a 
1-1 deadlock. That was all junior 
Ryan Edwards needed as he held 
the Braves for the 3-1 victory. 
Bradley received a strong 
pitching performance from left-
hander Brian Shouse in the sec-
ond game as he held Eastt:rn 's 
hitters to three hits in a 4-0 win. 
"The second game we just 
made too many mistakes; and 
lack of timely hitting hurt us," 
coach Dan Callahan said. 
For instance, the Panthers had 
runners on second and third in 
the sixth inning after second 
baseman Chris Steil walked and 
Jeff Jetel ·doubled. Catcher Dan 
Hargis then popped out to the 
shortstop, Leibovitz grounded to 
the pitcher and designated hitter 
Dan Briese grounded to second. 
"Going in, I thought we would 
have a better shot at beating 
Shouse rather than _ (Brian) 
Dour," Callahan said. 
Junior lefthander Scott Nelson 
(0-2) took the loss in the night-
cap. 
Dour, 4-1, only allowed the 
Panthers three hits, but Edwards 
(2-1) kept the game close until 
Leibovitz's heroics. 
Callahan coached Dour the 
past two summers on the 
Chatham, Mass., A's in the presti-
gious Cape Cod collegiate base-
ball league. 
"Dour was a pre-season All-
American, he's a heck of a com-
fa .· •'A /9 pana Leiboyitz .... "1 
petitor," Callahan said. 
Dour, however, was out-duel 
by Edwards, who scattered ei 
hits and struck out nine in go' 
the distance. 
Callahan said what impre 
him all the more was th 
Edwards' best pitch, his fork 
wasn't even working for th 
right-hander. 
"He did a good job of pitc · 
rather than just going out 
throwing." 
The Bradley pitchers did 
something that most Easte 
opponents have failed to do · 
year: .silence the potent bat 
Hargis. 
Hargis was held to a sole s' 
gle in six at bats in the tw 
games. 
The junior catcher was hi · 
at a .556 clip with eight ho 
runs and 24 runs batted in pri 
Wednesday's twinbill. 
"We faced two of the be 
pitchers in the Midwyst today. 
Callahan said. "We're not g · 
to keep facing pitching like thaL 
plain much about the operating budget; it' 
OK compared to schools small as we are, 
Bennett said. 
Expect for Cleveland State, all te 
that Eastern lost to during Spring Bre 
were not AMCU schools. 
"In general, we expect to deal with n 
conference schools with scholarships,' 
Bennett said. 
Eastern's best record' under Bennett w 
11-8 in 1985. Since then, the Panthers ha 
turned in marks of 8-8, 4-13 and 7-1 
Eastern is off to a 2-7 record this season. 
What can Bennett offer recruits in lie 
of scholarship funding? 
" We can tell them we play a compe 
tive schedule and that they will play hi 
in the roster at Eastern than at an Illinois, 
he said. 
Nevertheless, Bennett holds that choi 
by recruits to attend schools with fun · 
hurts Eastern tennis. 
Southwest Missouri State, which has won 
five of six AMCU men's tennis champi-
onships, gives 2.2 full scholarships in the 
sport and Illinois-Chicago offers five 
tuition waivers to its players. NCAA 
guidelines allow five full scholarships in 
men's tennis. 
Bennett said former Athletic Director 
R.C. Johnson was fond of telling Eastern 
coaches that he wouldn't treat them equal-
lb'. but try to treat them fairly. 
aware of the scholarship discrepancies 
within the AMCU, Bennett said Johnson's 
reaction was "surprise." 
upon approval of the athletic administra-
tion. 
"In order for any change to occur, 
Bennett said of the non-scholarship si 
tion, "we need a change in the way te 
is looked upon at Eastern. We need 
concept that every sport should have 
minimum scholarship level to keep co 
,. When Bennett and Johnson were made 
Beginning next year, Eastern's teams 
will be allowed to designate part of their 
operating budgets for scholarship monies 
"That will be a benefit because we will 
have the option to do that," Bennett said. 
The men's tennis operating budget cur-
rently is $7,300. "We really don't com-
es encouraged." 
